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FOREWORD 

This report, prepared by the Coastal Engineering Research Center 
(CERC) as one in a series of reports on the Corps of Engineers' General 
Investigation of Tidal Inlets (GITI), concerns the evaluation of physi
cal and numerical models of a tidal inlet performed as part of the ir.let 
hydraulics study of the GITI. The GITI research program is W1der the 
technical surveillance of CERC and is conducted by CERC, th e U.S. Army 
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (IVES), other Government agencies, 
and by private organizations. 

The report \\'3.S prepared by D. Lee Harris and B. R. Bodine (formerlY of 
CERC), Oceanography Branch, Research Division, CERC. C. iviason, under the 
general supervision of R.M. Sorensen, is responsible for CERC technical 
direction of the GITI. Dean Morrough P. O'Brien, Professors Robert G. 
Dean, Robert L. Wiegel, and Arthur T. Ippen (former member, deceased) of 
the Coastal Engineering Research Board were involved in the planning or 
review of this report. 

Technical Directors of CERC and WES were T. Saville, Jr., and F.R. 
Brown, respectively. 

Comments on this publication are invited. 

Approved for publication in accordance with Pub lie Law 166, 79th 
Congress, approved 31 July 1945, as supplemented by Public Law 172, 
88th Congress, approved 7 November 1963. 

NL:CANNON 
olonel, Corps of Engineers 

Commander and Director 
Waterways Experiment Station 

)Ic_ ... 
Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
Commander and Director 
Coastal Engineering Research Center 
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PREFACE 

1. TIle Corps of Engineers, through i ts Civil Works program, has spon
sored, over the past 23 years, research into the behavior and characteris
tics of tidal inlets. The Corps' interest in tidal inlet research stems 
from its responsibilities for navigation, beach erosion prevention and 
control, and flood control. Tasked with the creation and maintenmlce of 
navigab Ie U. S. \~ater-v:ays, the Corps dredges millions of cubic yards of 
material each year from tidal inlets that connect the ocean with bays, 
estuaries, and lagoons. Des ign and cons truction of navigation improve
ments to existing tidal inlets are an important part of the work of many 
Corps' offices. In some cases, design and construction of new inlets are 
required. Development of information concerning the hydraulic character
istics of inlets is important not only for navigation and inlet stability, 
but also because inlets, by allowing for the ingress of storm surges and 
egress of flood waters, play an important role in the flushing of bays 
and 1 agoons. 

2. A research program, the General Investigation of Tidal Inlets 
(GITI), was developed to provide quantitative data for use in design 
of inlets and inlet improvements. It is designed to meet the following 
objectives: 

To determine the effects of wave action, tidal floh', and related 
phenomena on inlet stability and on the hydraulic, geometric, and 
sedi1i1entary characteristics of tidal inlets; to deve lop the knowl
edge necessary to design effective navigation improvements, new 
inlets, and sand transfer systems at existing tidal inlets; to 
evaluate the water transfer and flushing capability of tidal 
in:!.ets; and to define the processes controlling inlet stability. 

3. The GIT! is divided into three major study areas: (a) inlet 
classification, (b) inlet hydraulics, and (c) inlet dynamics. 

a. Inlet Classification. The objectives of the inlet classifi
cation study are to cl ass ify in lets according to thei r geomet ry, hydrau
lics, and stability, and to determine the relationships that exist among 
the geometric and dynamic characteristics and the environmental factors 
that control these characteristics. TIle classification study keeps the 
general investigation closely related to real inlets and produces an 
important inlet data base useful in documenting the characteristics of 
inlets. 

b. Inlet Hydraulics. The objectives of the inlet hydraulics 
study are to define tide-generated flo'" regime aJld "ater level fluctua
tions in the vicinity of coastal inlets and to develop techniques for 
predicting these phenomena. The inlet hydraulics study is divided into 
three areas: (1) idealized inlet model study, (2) evaluation of state
of-tIle-art physical and numerical models, and (3) prototype inlet 
hydraulics. 
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(1) The Ideali zed Inlet Model. The obj ecti ves of this 
model study are to determine the effect of inlet configurations and 
structures on discharge, head loss and velocity distribution for a nwn
bel' of realistic inlet shapes and tide conditions. An initial set of 
tests in a trapezoidal inlet was conducted between 1967 and 1970. How
ever, in order that subsequent inlet models are more representative of 
real inlets, a number of "idealized" models representing various inlet 
morphological classes are being developed and tested. The effects of 
jetties and wave action on the hydraulics are included in the study. 

(2) Eval uation of State-of-the-Art ~Iode ling Techniques. 
TI1e objectives of this part of the inlet hydraulics study are to deter
mine the usefulness and reliability of existing physical and numerical 
modeling techniques in predicting the hydraulic characteristics of inlet
bay systems, and to determine whether simple tests, performed rapidly and 
economically, are useful in the evaluation of proposed inlet improvements. 
Masonboro Inlet, North Carolina, was selected as the prototype inlet whi ch 
would be used along with hydraulic and numerical models in the evaluation 
of existing techniques. In September 1969 a complete set of hydraulic 
and bathymetric data was collected at Masonboro Inlet. Construction of 
the fixed-bed physical model was initiated in 1969, and extensive tests 
have been performed since then. In addition, three existing numerical 
models were a pp lied to predict the inlet's hydraulics. Extensive field 
data were collected at Masonboro Inlet in August 1974 for use in evaluat
ing the capabilities of the physical and numerical models. 

(3) Prototype Inlet Hydraulics. Field studies at a number 
of inlets are providing information on prototype inlet-bay tidal hydraulic 
relationships and the effects of friction, waves, tides, and inlet mor
phology on these relationships. 

c. Inlet Dynamics. The basic objective of the inlet dynamics 
study is to investigate the interactions of tidal flow, inlet configura
tion, and wave action at tidal inlets as a guide to improvement of inlet 
channels and nearby shore protection works. The study is subdivided 
into four specific areas: (1) model materials evaluation, (2) movable
bed modeling evaluation, (3) reanalysis of a previous inlet model study, 
and (4) prototype inlet studies. 

(1) Model Materials Evaluation. This evaluation was initi
ated in 1969 to provide data on the response of movable-bed model mate
rials to waves and flow to allow selection of the optimum bed materials 
for inlet models. 

(2) Movab Ie-Bed 1-lodel Evaluation o The obj ecti ve of this 
study is to evaluate the state-of-the-art of modeling techniques, in 
this case movable-bed inlet modeling. Since, in many cases, movable-bed 
modeling is the only tool available for predicting the response of an 
inlet to improvements, the capabilities and limitations of these models 
must be established. 
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(3) Reanalysis of an Earlier Inlet Model Study. In 1955, 
a report entitled, "Preliminary Report: Laboratory Study of the Effect 
of an Uncontrolled Inlet on the Adjacent Beach," \~as published by the 
Beach Erosion Board (nO\~ CERC). A reanalysis of the original data is 
being performed tc aid in planning of additional GITI efforts. 

(4) Prototype Dynamics. Field and office studies of a 
number of inlets are providing information on the effects of physical 
forces and artificial improvements on inlet morphology. Of particular 
importance are studies to define the mechanisms of natural sand bypassing 
at inlets, the response of inlet navigation channels to dredging and 
natural forces, and the effects of inlets on adjacent beaches. 

4. TIlis report was directed toward the evaluation of the state-of
the-art of numerical and physical models and modeling techniques for 
tidal inlets. HO\~ever, technology advanced so rapidly during the study 
period and the revie\~ process that a current state-of-the-art report did 
not result. Nevertheless, this report is believed a significant contri
bution toward the evaluation of current modeling techniques and will be 
useful to coastal engineers for several years. The evaluation \vas con
ducted by calibrating a physical model and three numerical models with 
data from the prototype. Since no verification data \"ere available from 
the prototype, the models were not verified. Hov,ever, the models \vere 
all applied to significantly different inlet hydrographic conditions 
and the results of the numerical models are compared with those of the 
physlcal model. 

5. As an aid in model comparison and evaluation, the two-dimensional 
equations of motion \"hich govern tidal flows in inlets (and many similar 
phenomena) are systematically derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. 
This mode of derivation provides a clear indication of the processes 
often neglected ln the study of tidal flows. 

6. Reports on each of the four models involved are published as 
separate appendixes to this report. A later report will present a 
comparison of new prototype observations with predictions of the physical 
model, and of the best numerical model for prototype conditions not 
used in model calibration. 
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cmNERSION fACTORS, U.S. CUSTO~tARY TO METRIC (ST) 
UNITS OF MEASURHIENT 

U.S. customary units of measurement used in this report C~1 be converted 
to metric (SI) units as follows: 

r~ultiply 

inches 

square inches 
cubic inches 

feet 

square feet 
cubic feet 

yards 
square yards 
cubic yards 

miles 
square miles 

knots 

acres 

foot-pounds 

millibars 

ounces 

pounds 

ton, long 

ton, short 

degrees (angle) 

Fahrenheit degrees 

by 

25.4 
2.54 
6.452 

16.39 

30.39 
0.3048 
0.0929 
0.0283 

0.9144 
0.836 
0.7646 

1. 6093 
259.0 

1. 8532 

0.4047 

1.3558 

1. 0 19 7 

28.35 

453.6 
0.4536 

1.0160 

0.9072 

0.1745 

5/9 

x 10- 3 

mi llimeters 
centimeters 

To obtain 

square centimeters 
cubic centimeters 

centimeters 
meters 
square meters 
cubic meters 

meters 
square meters 
cubi c meters 

ki lometers 
hectares 

kilometers per hour 

hectares 

newton met e r s 

kilograms per square centimeter 

grams 

grams 
ki lograms 

metric tons 

metric tons 

radi~1s 

Celsius degrees or Kelvinsl 

ITo obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) readings, 
use formula: C = (5/9) (F -32). 

To obt ain Kelvin (K) readings, use formula: K = (5/9) (F -32) + 27 3.15. 
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A 

A 

A 

ABay 

Ac 

1l.yz 

An 

AS 

AJ~X' Axy, 
Ayx, Ayy 

A 

a, b, c 

B 

B 

b 

snlBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

amplitude of a sinusoidal wave 

arbitrary grid point 

A(x,t) D dy, the cross section of an inlet channel 

(Sec. V) 

cross-sectional area of an inlet at its junction '"ith a bay 
or lagoon 

area of the bay connected to the ocean by an inlet 

Ac(x,t), cross-sectional area of an inlet 

amplitude of the n'th sinusoidal term in a Fourier expansion 

cross section of the n'th inlet subchannel (Sec. V) 

cross section of an inlet at its junction with the sea 
(Sec. V) 

turbulent mixing coefficients in a horizontal plane 

-
A 

xB 
_-=-_1---..,,,..--_ f gA~~, an area characteri zing an inlet 
g(hB - hS ) 

xs 

coefficients of the quadratic equation in standard form 
(Sec. V) 

coefficient of the COSlne term of the r.'th harmonic in a 
Fourier expansion 

a second arbitrary grid point 

as a subscript, indicates that the primary variable pertains 
to the bay 

amplitude of the n'th sinusoidal term in a second Fourier 
expansion 

b(x,t) = Y2 - Yl , width of inlet at water surface 

width of the m'th subchannel in an inlet 
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued 

bn coefficient of the sine term of the n 1 th harmonic in a 
Fourier exp ans ion 

c 

D 

0* 

Dl 

F 

f 

g 

h 

h 

phase velocity of a wave 

maxi mum phase ve lo c ity of a \"a ve 

D(x,y,z,t), total depth of fluid layer 

D applied to the model (Sec. III) 

depth of the m1 th subchannel in an inlet (Se c. V) 

maximum va lue of the total depth 

minimum va lue of the depth 

D applied to prototyp e 

cross-section av erage value of 0 

dimensionless form of D 

o - 5 

arbitrary function 

2Q sin ¢, Corio lis parameter 

2~ cos ¢, s econd Coriolis parameter 

acceleration of gravity 

height of the barometer column 

h(x,y,t), elevation of top of a fluid layer, usually the water 
surface 

as a subscript, indicates that the variable is evaluated at the 
fr ee s urface of the water 

h applied to the prototype 

mean elevation of the water surface over a period much longer than 
that used in defining h; hI is generally interpreted as mean sea 
level 

h mean value of h over a few wave periods 

h as a subscript, indicates that the function is evaluat ed at the 
mean position of the free surface 
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SYHBOLS Ai'-JD DEFINITIONS--Continued 

h' h - h 

h' h' (x,y, t) h h, deviation of water surface elevation from 
the cross-channel average 

h 

hB' hS 

h* 

h 

i 

J 

K 

Ke 

Km! 

Km 

Kyz 

~ 
L 

Lr 

M 

m 

m 

m 

N 

n 

h(x,t) h dy, average value of h across an inlet 

channel 

values of h at bay and seaward ends of an inlet 

dimensionless form of h 

the contribution of waves to the elevation of the water surface 

arbitrary integer 

dimensionless friction coefficient 

Keuleg~1's coefficient of repletion 

Keulegan's (1967) coefficient of repletion as defined by 
Huval and lVintergerst (1977) 

the value of K that applies to the model 

friction coefficient of the n'th subchannel in an inlet 

value of K that applies to the prototype 

length of a gravity wave or other disturbance 

length of inlet 

maximum value of m, when m is used as a running index 

coefficient of inertia term in Keulegan's inlet equations 
(Sec. V) 

a subscript indicating a running index (Sec. V) 

a subscript to indicate that the primary variable applies to a 
model (Sec. III) 

maximum value of n in summation 

distance along a wave crest (Sec. III) 
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued 

n Hanning's n, a dimensionless resistance coefficient 

n running index in summations 

n as a subscript indicates that the primary variable pertains to 
the prototype 

n' second running index 

P p(x,y,z,t), pressure 

Ph pressure at the top of a fluid layer 

Pz pressure at the bottom of a fluid layer 

p average value of p over a small volume on a time duration of 
a few wave periods 

Pn time-mean pressure at the free surface of the fluid 

p' contribution of the perturbation pressure to p 

p contribution of \vave motion to p 

Q 1lA, inlet discharge in a one-dimensional flow 

Q (U 2 + V2)1/2, transport magnitude in a vertical column having 
unit cross-sectional area in two-dimensional flow 

o discharge in the n'th subchannel 
"r/ 

q horizontal velocity in the direction of s 

flow into bay which does not pass through inlet (Sec. V) 

time-mean velotity at the outer edge of the viscous sublayer 
(Sec. II) 

time-mean vertically averaged current velocity (Sec. II) 

q contribution of waves to q 

q at z =: Z 

rainfall rate; specifically, the net excess of rainfall, runoff 
and bottom seepage into the basin over evaporation, and bottom 
seepage out of the basin 

standard deviation of prototype measurements (eq. 112) 
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RMStl 

s 

Sxo, Syo 

Sxt, Syt 

S:;';V' Syv 

SX'(,J' SyUJ 

Sxx' Sxy , 

Syx' Syy 

s 

s 

s 1 

T 

t 

t* 

u 

SY~1BOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued 

root-mean-square difference between two measurements (eq. 111) 

closure term for the one-dimensional channel equations defined 
by equation (74) in Section V 

v/f, radius of the inertial circle 

as a subscript, indicates that the primary variable is to be 
evaluated at x = xs ' the inlet end nearest the sea 

closure terms for the two-dimensional momentum equations, 
other than Sxt, Syt, Sxv, Syv, S:uu, or SyUJ 

closure terms representing molecular and turbulent stresses 
in two-dimensional momentum equations 

closure terms arising from vertical integration for the 
two-dimensional momentum equations 

closure terms arising from surface waves for the two
dimensional momentum equations 

components of the Reynolds stress tensor due to waves 
(eqs. 16, 17, and 18) 

arbitrary horizontal direction 

distance in the direction of wave propagation 

slip coefficient ln the Jelesnianski (1967) bottom friction 
law 

period of gravity \vave; may be surface wave or tide wave 

time 

t applied to the model 

t applied to the prototype 

dimensionless form of t 

h 
U(x,y,t) = J udz, transport parallel to the x-axis in a 

Z 
vertical column having unit cross-sectional area 

U applied to the model 

U applied to the prototype 
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U* 

u, v, Iv 

u, ii, W 

u', v', IV' 

u, v, w 

uZ' Vz 

uB' Us 

~ 

u" 

u" , v" 

v 

V* 

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued 

dimensionless form of U 

components of the total velocity parallel to the X-, y-, 
and z-axes 

elementary averages of the velocity components parallel to 
the X-, y-, and z-axes 

part of the velocity components due to turbulence 

part of the velocity components due to surface Ivaves 

hori zontal velocity components evaluated at z = h 

hori zontal velocity components evaluated at z ;;: h 

horizontal velocity components evaluated at z z 

uCx,t) 
Y2 

A(71 f U dy, mean value of u in an inlet cross 
Yl 

section 

mean horizontal velocity along the inlet axis at bay and 
seaward ends of inlet 

mean velocity in the n'th subchannel of an inlet 

u"(X,y,z,t) = u(x,y,z,t) - u(x,t) 

departures of the horizontal velocity components from the 
vertically average values 

h 
V(x,y,t) f vdz, transport parallel to the y-axis in a 

z 
vertical column having unit cross-sectional area 

volume of bay 

t 
V' - f 

I e 
(R + E) dy dx Ceq. 85) 

V applied to the model 

V applied to the prototype 

dimensionless form of V 
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V' I 

v 

w
h 

\\lZ 

\oJz 

w' h 

X 

x, 

xB ' 

Xm' 

~, 

x* , 

Y 

Y l' 

Z 

Z 

Zl 

y, z 

Xs 

Ym' zm 

yp' zp 

y*, z* 

Y2 

SYMBOLS AJ\JD DEFINITIONS--Continued 

volume of inlet 

horizontal velocity in arbitrary direction 

wind velocity for the model 

wind velocity for the prototype 

vex, t) = 
Y2 

AC 1 f V dy, mean value of v in an inlet cross 
Yl 

section, negligibly small in most cases 

vertical velocity at top of fluid layer (App. B, eg. BlS) 

vertical velocity at bottom of fluid layer (App. B, eq. B14) 

vertical velocity due to waves at an arbitrary value of z 

vertical velocity at the free surface as a result of 
turbulence 

arbitrary statistical function 

principal axes in a right-handed coorciinate system; z is 
posi tive upward 

value of x at the bay (ocean) end of an inlet 

x, y, z applied to model 

x, y, z applied to prototype 

dimensionless forms of x, y, z 

second arbitrary statistical function 

values of y at opposite ends of an inlet cross section 

Z(X,y,t), elevation of the bottom of a fluid layer 

as a subscript, Z indicates that the primary variable 
should be evaluated at z = Z 

arbitrary value of z < hI 
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snlBOLS AJ\JO OEFINITIONS--Continued 

a am/ap , horizontal scale ratio 

am dimensional factor for the horizontal dimension in a model 

ap dimensional factor for the horizontal dimension in the prototype 

a 1 arbitrary exponent 

p 8m/Sp , vertical scale ratio 

am dimensional factor for the vertical dimension in the model 

Sp dimensional factor for the vertical dimension in the prototype 

y y = +1 indicates floodtide; y = -1 indicates ebbtide (Sec. V) 

Ym dimensional factor for ti~e in the model 

Yo dimensional factor for time in the protot}~e 
c 

{l,h increment In height 

{l,s increment of horizontal distance In any direction 

{l,t incre~ent of time 

{I, x increment of distance along x-axis 

6 thiclmess of the viscous sublayer 

n a value of z, fi ~ n s h, used in an application of the mean value 
theorem of integral calculus 

e arbitrary angle 

e direction of a wave ray 

en phase angle in a Fourier expansion 

~ horizontal length of an underwater slope, used only in the 
discussion of physical models 

~ coefficient of dyna~ic molecular viscosity 

v ~/p, coefficient for kinematic viscosity 

v effecti ve vis cos i ty coefficient in the J elesnianski (1967) friction 
model 
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p 

pI' 

p 

T~CX' TyX' T ZX. 

Txy. Tyy • T;:nJ' 

T XZ ' TyZ ' T ZZ 

w 

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued 

3.14159 .... 

fluid density 

pI! = P _ P 

h 
(h - D) - 1 J p d z 

Z 

components of the stress tensor. The first subscript 
indicates the face of an element a ry cube on which the 
stress acts; the second subscript indicates the 
direction in which the stress acts 

stresses in a hD at the bottom of a fluid layer 
parallel to the x- and y-axes 

stresses in a horizontal plane at the upper boundary 
of a fluid layer parallel to the x- and y-axes 

mean bottom stress at an inlet cross section 

latitude 

phase angle for a second Fourier expression 

angle between the x-axis and the east direction 

arbitrary function 

value of ~ averaged over a small interval of time 
and space 

angular speed of the earth's rotation = 7.292 x 10- 5 

radians per second 

W(x.y). weighting function for velocity along the axes 
of an inlet in lumped parameter model = li/uB = ABI AC(x) 
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COMPARISON OF NUHERICAL AND rHYSICAL HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
HASONBORO INLET, NORTH CAROLINA 

1. Historical Perspective. 

by 
D. Lee Harris 

«ad 
B.R. Bodine 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1969, the Coastal Engineering Research Board (CERE) recommended 
that a comparative test of the accuracy of numerical models be conducted 
in conjunction with a distorted scale, fixed-bed model already planned 
for JvIasonboro Inlet, North Carolina. The planned fixed-bed physical 
model was to be used to predict changes in inlet hydraulic characteris
tics resulting from improvements at the inlet entrance. A bathymetric 
survey of the inlet was made in September 1969. Tide and current obser
vations through one tidal period were collected on 12 September 1969 at 
the locations shmvn in Figure 1 to provide information needed for cali
brating the fixed-bed ~odel. 

Implementation of the CERB recommendation was initiated in 1971 \'lith 
the issuance of a Request for Proposals (bids) (App. A). In addition, 
the bidders were supplied \'lith copies of the data collected in 1969 for 
use in calibrating the numerical models. The plan called for model cali
bration with the 1969 hydrographic and hydraulic data. All of the models 
were to be applied to November 1964 and June 1967 hydrographic data, 
using standard ocean tides to drive the models. The results of the 
application of the models to the new conditions would then be compared 
to evaluate the existing capability to use numerical hydraulic models to 
predict hydraulic conditions at coastal inlets. 

After the bids were received and the work under resulting contracts 
was completed, it was decided that the physical model would be operated 
for conditions of June 1966 rather than conditions of June 1967. Since 
there were great differences in the hydrography for the two conditions, 
the hydraulic comparisons would have little meaning. Therefore, the 
comparisons of the numerical models with the results of the physical 
model for the 1967 conditions are not discussed in this report. Hmvever, 
results from the 1967 hydrography are included in the nUflerical modeling 
reports published as separate appendixes to this report: Chen and Hembree 
(1977), Huval and Wintergerst (1977), Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977), 
and Sager and Seabergh (1977). New prototype measurements made at t;lason
boro in 1974 were compared with results of the physical model study by 
Seabergh and Hason (1975). This comparison of the 1974 prototype data 
and numerical model results will be published in a later report. 

As a result of the Request for Proposals, t\'lO two-dimensional models, 
constructed along the lines of Reid and Bodine (1968), and a lumped 
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parameter model were selected from the many models proposed for study. 
The two-dimensional numerical models were expected to provide tidal 
heights and mean current estimates for one tidal cycle at each measure
ment location (Fig. 1). The lumped parameter model would provide only 
one estimated current hydrograph (a cross-sectional average at the throat 
of the inlet) and one estimated tide hydrograph, indicative of average 
conditions inside the inlet. 

The use of both physical and numerical hydraulic models involves a 
preliminary stage or stages during which the relationships bet\'.reen the 
model and the prototype are investigated and established. Various terms 
have been used to describe this process; e.g., confirmation~ adjustment~ 
verification~ and calibration. These terms are sometimes used inter
changeably in the hydraulic model literature with definitions varying by 
place and time. The following definitions are used in this study: 

(a) Calibration. The process where a hydraulic model is checked 
with prototype data and systematicallY adjusted to reproduce the water 
level and current data from corresponding prototype driving forces. 

(b) Verification. The process where independent prototype data 
(data not used in the calibration) are used to verify that a calibrated 
hydraulic model produces satisfactory prototype results. 

Since data from the prototype are available for only one condition 
(the 1969 hydrography and the September 1969 tidal height and tidal 
current measurements), the models used in this study could only be cali
brated. It was assumed at the start of this study that more confidence 
could be placed in the physical model results than in the numerical model 
results. Therefore, a comparison of the numerical model results with the 
1964 results of the physical model could be considered as verification of 
the numerical models. 

The concept of verification of numerical models by comparison with 
physical models was abandoned when it was determined that one of the 
numerical models performed as well as the physical model in the calibra
tion process and that physical reality is approximated differently by 
numerical models than by physical models. 

2. Types of Models. 

A model may be a (a) geometrically similar physical replica of the 
prototype; (b) distorted :physical replica of the prototype for which 
appropriate corrections can be made; (c) set of mathematical equations 
that express the laws \vhich govern the phenomena of interest in the pro
totype; or (d) physically dissimilar system governed by a similar set of 
equations, together with a statement of the relationships between the 
hlo systems. This study primarily discusses the consideration of dis
torted physical replicas of tidal inlet flow and a set of mathematical 
equations which describe flow within and near the inlet. However, un
distorted models and electrical analogs of the flow could be used. 
Ishiguro (1972) reviewed the use of electrical analogs in the solution 
of tidal hydraulics problems. 
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Although physical and numerical models are different approximations 
of the Sillne prototype phenomena, it is possible that each technique is 
superior to the other in some respects. One model might be more useful 
for investigatinp, specific problems; both models might be equally satis
factory for other problems, even though each yields slightly different 
results. 

Although laHs which govern a phenomenon have not been firmly estab
lished, the design of useful physical model experiments is often possible, 
provided certain dimensionless parameters, formed from the most important 
variables associated with the phenomenon, have the same value for both 
model and prototype. This procedure is widely used in hydraulics, and 
is discussed in most literature under dimensional analysis, the Bucking
ham pi theorem, or the Rayleigh theorem. Dimensional analysis can be 
useful in the development of either distorted or undistorted physical 
models of tidal inlets. 

3. Purpose and Scope of Hydraulic Inlet Studies. 

~'lodels of tidal inlets are constructed primarily for predicting the 
tidal currents and water level fluctuations in and near inlets. Predic
tions of the changes in the floH regime associated wi th dredging or con
struction activities are especially important. A knowledge of currents 
and tidal flow is needed for predicting sediment motion and the effects 
of currents on navigation. Predicting the effects of currents, however, 
is not discussed in this study. 

Nearshore currents and water levels are often affected by wind and 
wind-generated waves as well as by astronomical tides. The modification 
of waves in shallow Hater gives rise to radiation stresses which generate 
nearshore currents, reduce the mean water level in the breaker zone, and 
increase the mean water level on the beach. Wave motions also affect the 
frictional effects on flows of tidal period. However, the time and space 
scales of tides and surface waves are so different that modeling the 
details of both at the same time is not feasible. A study of tidal flows 
requires dealing with no more than the statistical effects of the wave 
field. In a study of wind-generated waves, tidal elevations and tidal 
currents may be regarded as quasi steady-state phenomena. This is also 
true for most tsunamis; however, it may be necessary to consider several 
phases of the tide. In this study, only the possible effects of surface 
waves on tidal flows are considered. 

Models of natural phenomena are used primarily for gathering essen
tial data at a convenient rate and at a lower cost than would be possible 
with the prototype. Generally, this means a great acceleration of the 
time scale, associated with an increasing density of the data gathered 
in space. The model leads to correct predictions of prototype behavior 
if the laws which govern both model and prototype are identical. Models 
which are governed by simpler lalvs than the prototype can be extremely 
useful if these laws are nearly identical with those which govern the 
phenomena of interest in the prototype, and if phenomena of secondary 
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importance which lead to confusion at prototype scale are eliminated in 
the model; e. g., the elimination of wind and .... rind.-generated \-laves may 
facilitate the study of tidal currents. The wind and wi nd-generated 
waves can always be eliminated from nl~erical models, and can generally 
be eliminated from physical models. 

Al though the lal~s which govern a natural phenomenon may be fully 
understood and expressible by a set of differential equations and bound
ary conditions, an exact solution of the equations may be difficult, and 
thus the construction of a physical model may be desirable. ~ Iathematical 
models and dissimilar physical analogs, such as electrical analogs, are 
possible only to the extent that the lal,s which govern the phenomenon 
are knOloffi. When the lalvs I, hich govern a physical phenomenon are under
stood well enough to permit a mathematical description, even physical 
replicas of the actual phenomena can be regarded as analog computers for 
sol ving a set of equations I,rhich govern the model. Therefore, the physi
cal as well as the numerical models of tidal flow considered in this 
study are regarded as ~athematical models. 

4. Preview of the Report. 

Equations I,hich govern the mean flow in incompressib Ie, nearly homo
geneous fluid layers are given in Section II, along with the physical 
interpretation of each term. The equations are developed Ivi thout ad hoc 
assumptions in Appendix B, and are divided into terms essential to all 
studies of tidal flows--descriptive terms of the mean flow which are 
essential to some but not all investigations, and perturbation terms 
that are usually neglected. It is often possible to simulate the net 
effects of the phenomena described by the perturbation terms Ivi th useful 
accuracy even though the detailed structure of the phenomena is not con
sidered. The radiation stresses are normally neglected terms that account 
for the exchange of momentum between waves and currents. Sager and Sea
bergh (in preparation, 1977) show that the agreement betlveen model results 
and prototype observations can be improved by including the wave effect 
in the physical model. Wave effects were not included in the original 
plans for the model studies and Ivere not considered in the numerical 
models or the calibration of the physical model. 

General considerations for modeling tidal flOlvs and their app lication 
to distorted scale physical models with particular reference to the Mason
boro Inlet model are discussed in Section III. General features of numer
ical models and their application to two-dimens ional hydrodynamic models 
such as the Masonboro Inlet models are discussed in Section IV. 

The material in Sections III and IV is not intended as a guide for the 
design and construction of either physical or numerical models, but only 
to J?Tovide insight for understanding the Ilasonboro Inlet model and other 
simllar models. Special features of each model are described in various 
individual reports; hOl"ever, the background information needed for a 
better understanding of these reports has been omitted in the descrip
tion of each model. This study attempts to provide that information, 
including a few references to the material on the individual models. 
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A surprlslng result of this investigation (see Sec. III) is the 
theoretical evidence that radiation stresses can be simulated '"ith good 
approximation in a distorted scale physical model. This is believed a 
new th eoretical development. Sager and Seabergh (in preparation, 1977) 
report empirical evidence supporting this concept but do not provide or 
reference any theoretical justification. They do not claim the level of 
quanti tati ve accuracy ,vhich the development in this study appears to 
justify. 

The effects of the earth's rotation, the surface \~ind field, and the 
atmospheric pressure gradient cannot easily be modeled or satisfactorily 
simulated in the physical model of Masonboro Inlet or in most oth er 
physical hydraulic models. Hmvever, these phenomena are of secondary 
importance in the Masonboro Inlet study. 

Modeling or simulating the effects of the surface \vind field, the 
atmospheric pressure gradient, and the principal effects of the earth's 
rotation pose no insurmountable difficulties for numerical models. Small
scale features of the flow, with characteristic lengths of less than four
or five-grid increments, cannot be modeled with acceptable accuracy. 
Features of the flow with wavelengths in excess of 10 to 20 space in
crements can be modeled with satisfactory accuracy. Fortunately, the 
most important phenomenon for the Masonboro model, the astronomical tide 
wave, has a length in excess of 20 space increments. 

In Section V, the one-dimensional equations for unstratified, incom
pressible flow in a channel of variable width and depth are integrated 
along the axis of the channel to form an equation relating flO\\' in the 
ocean, inlet, and bay. The one-dimensional flow equations are developed 
from the h'o-dimensional equations in Appendix C. For some flow condi
tions, it is possible to combine all empirical coefficients governing the 
flow into a single parameter. This is the essence of the lumped parameter 
model introduced by Keulegan (1967). The systematic derivation given in 
this study facilitates an evaluation of the assumptions involved in this 
approach and reveals several inconsistencies that will not greatly de
crease the expected accuracy of the resulting calculations for Masonboro 
Inlet. In applications to inlet problems in the Great Lakes where the 
characteristic periods are much shorter, these inconsistencies can lead 
to significant errors. 

The calibration of both physical and mathematical models is described 
in Section VI. Calibration, usually a trial-and-error process, is neces
sary to compensate for the effect of physical proc esses neglected or im
properly represented in the model, and the lack of precise information 
about the prototype. 

The results obtained in the various Masonboro Inlet models are com
pared in Section VII; a summary with conclusions and recommendations is 
presented in Section VIII. 
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I I. A MATHH1ATICAL DESCRIPTION OF TIDAL FLOWS 

1. General. 

Tidal currents are quasi-horizontal and almost periodic with promi
nent components of approxil'lately 12 and 24 hours. Tidal components with 
periods as short as 3 hours can be identified at some locations by a 
harmonic analysis of the tide records. Although the tides are affected 
by the earth's rotation, this effect is insignificant in many estuaries. 
Friction is a prominent factor in shallow areas; however, the effect of 
friction is negligible in deep I'later. Most tidal flo"'s are adequately 
described by the linearized hydrodynamic equations. However, some signs 
of nonlinear behavior of the tides in estuaries, such as overtides and 
tidal bores, are not described adequately by the linearized equations. 

Meteorological disturbances produce transient currents and water 
level disturbances with time scales which overlap those of the astro
nomical tides. A precise separation of the meteorological and astro
nomical effects on sea level and nearshore currents is never easy and is 
not always possible. "f1le overlap occurs in the analysis of both empirical 
data and the hydrodynal1ic equations. Thus, any thorough study of the flow 
in tidal inlets and estuaries must consider both meteorological and astro
nomical effects. 111e effects of the variation of gravitational attraction 
of the sun and moon over a typical estuary are so small that the tides in 
most estuaries are adequately represented by prescribing appropriate bound
ary conditions ln the open sea. 

1.lany distinct hydrodynamic phenomena are associated with the tides, 
but not all are important at anyone location. Some phenomena are promi
nent in parts of a problem area or for short-time periods, and insignifi
cant in other parts of the area and at other times. Thus, any set of 
equations I~hich provides a satisfactory description of a wide range of 
tidal problems must be fairly complete and must contain terms which can 
be neglected in many specific applications. 

The most reliable method of formulating a dependable set of equations 
which satisfies the above requirements is to begin wi th a complete set of 
hydrodynamic equations "'hich describe most fluid flOl'ls and systematically 
modify them to permit a ready separation of the phenomena of primary 
interest from phenomena of generally secondary importance. 

A derivation of the long wave equations (carried out as discussed 
above) is given in Appendix B. An identical set of equations for the 
terms of primary importance has been derived directly by many authors by 
simply neglecting all phenomena considered of secondary importance. The 
most important terms have been obtained by establishing a balance of 
forces on a fluid element by considering only the obviously important 
terms. A rigorous derivation is used in this study to provide at least 
subjective estimates of the errors inherent in the approximating equa
tions and to show that the errors committed in numerical and physical 
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mode ling differ. Sometimes one type of error is more acceptable than 
another in solving a specific problem. 

Sound waves are eliminated from the fundaElental equation by asswning 
at the outset that the water is incompressible. The detailed structure 
of wind-generated waves and turbulence is eliminated from the equations 
without eliminating the interaction effects by averaging each important 
variable over a finite volwne and time interva.l. 

TI1e pract ical necessity of eliminating some detail of the flow may 
be recognized I,hen it is realized that all physical measurements of 
velocity are averages over some finite volwne and time period, if only 
because of the physical size and finite response time of the measurement 
instruments. Displacements of the fluid smaller than the effective size 
of the instruments, and motions with time scales smaller than the response 
times of the instruments cannot be accurately measured. 111e effective 
averaging volume and the time interval referred to prototype scale are 
generally larger for physical models than for the prototype, and larger 
fo r nun~rical models than for physical models. Recognition of this dif
ference is essential to the proper interpretation of the results of model 
studies. 

Details of the vertical structure are elirr.inated by integrating the 
flow from the seabed to the free surface. 111us the horizontal velocities 
are replaced by total fluid fluxes, or rate of transport, and the verti
cal velocity is represented only by the stretching or compression of 
fluid layers. 111is mode of derivation leads to a set of equations which 
approximately describe both tidal flows and storm surges, and a set of 
remainder terms which can be used to estimate the error committed in 
using the approximate equations. 

2. Motions of Tidal Scale. 

The equations for the conservation of mome~tum in quasi-horizontal 
flo\-I (App. B, eqs. 839 and B40) may be expressed in the form: 

(a) (b) (c) 

~+ gD Clh + at ax (t) 
(f) (g) 
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The tvw-dimensional equation of continuity (App. B, eq. 823) is: 

\vhere 
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x, y, z 
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v 

R 
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p 
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G, v 

h 

o 

z 

f 

(h) 
a -
-(h - D) + at 

time 

(j) 

R + E , ( 3) 

= principal axes in a right-hand coordinate s ys tem; 
z is po s itive-upward 

= 

h 

f iidz, mean fluid transport parallel to the x-axi s 

Z 

h 

f vdz, mean fluid transport parallel to the y-axis 

Z 

precipitation on the wate r s urface and bottom 
seepage into th e bas in in excess of evaporation, 
and bottom s eepage out of the basin 

h 

ts f pd z 

Z 

= dens ity 

= acceleration of gravity 

mean hori zontal velocity components parall e l to the 
x- and y-axes, \"here the mean i s taken over a small 
time and space interval 

h(x,y,t), mean elevation of the top of a fluid layer 
above datum 

D(x,y,t) = h Z, total depth 

Z(X,y,t), mean elevation of the bottom of a fluid 
layer above datum 

2Q sin ¢, Corioli s pa ramet er 
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Ph 

(T zx) h' (TZU) h 
;;; 

u 

SX/.J, Syw, 
Sxt, Syt, 
Sxo, Syo, 
Sxv, Syv; E 

angular speed of the earth's rotation, 
7.292 x 10- 5 radians per second 

latitude 

p(x,y,z,t), pressure within the fluid 

pressure at the top of a fluid layer 

surface stresses parallel to the x-axis at the top 
of a fluid layer 

surface stresses parallel to the x- and y-axes at 
the bottom of a fluid layer 

u(x,y,z,t) and v = v(x,y,z,t), horizontal components 
of fluid velocities parallel to the x- and y-axes 

= interaction between the mean flow and the perturba
tions due to waves or turbulence 

The contribution of rainfall, evaporation, and seepage to the momen
tum equations has been omitted because these are expected to be smaller 
than the uncertainty in evaluating the stress terms in most applications; 
e.g., the inlet problems considered in this study. 

Essential terms for the discussion of all two-dimensional tidal flm"s 
in shallow water are shown on the left of the equal sign in equations (1), 
(2), and (3). Important terms for some but not all flol"s of this class 
are shmVD on the right. 

3. Interpretation of the Principal Terms. 

The lower-case letters in parenthesis, (a) to (j), over the terms in 
the equations are used to identify the terms in the following discussion 
of their physical significance with some common approximations. 

(a) aU/dt and aV/dt. Identifies the change of the integrated flo\\' 
per unit width with time. This change may result from the temporal accel
eration of the mean flow or a change in thickness of the fluid layer. At 
least one of the two terms is important in every tidal or storm surge 
problem. 

(b) gDafi/ax and goafi/ay. Describes the slope of the \\'ater surface. 
The pressure gradients \"hich result from the s loping water surface are 
the principal driving forces for all purely tidal flows in estuaries. 
They are also prominent in all storm surge problems. 

(c) (TZX) Z and (T zy ) z. Usually interpreted as the stress of the 
fluid layer against the bottom boundary, but in many applications, 
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internal stresses are implicitly included. In most problems, the bottom 
boundary is the solid e&rth and is assumed impermeable. These terms are 
usually treated as the bottom friction terms. In studying stratified 
flOl-J, it may be necessary to recognize two distinct fluid layers. When 
this is true, (TZX)Z and (TZlJ)Z for the upper layer may be the stress 
of the saline \-Jater in the l'6wer layer on the freshwater in the upper 
layer. 

The stress \-:ithin a fluid has the dimension of the product of density 
and the square of the speed. In general, the magnitude of the stress 
terms, (TZX)Z and (TZJ,f)Z, increases with the current speed. Thus, these 
terms are naturally represented by the expression: 

(4) 

where K is a dimensionless coefficient which may be a function of speed 
and other parameters governing the flow, q is the velocity parallel to 
the boundary, and the s-axis is chosen parallel to the flow. The bottom 
stress vector is generally assumed parallel to the velocity, q, which 
generally increases with distance from the nearest boundary. In speci
fying a horizontal surface stress, K must be a function of the distance 
between the boundary and the point at which q is specified. Most hydro
dynamics and hydraulics textbooks show that K increases as the roughness 
of the surface increases. 

In a study of quasi-horizontal flows, the velocity profile as a func
tion of distance above the bottom boundary of the fluid is generally not 
available. Therefore, the best available approximation is usually of the 
form: 

( 5) 

where K decreases as the depth increases and increases as the bottom 
roughness increases, and Q = (U 2 + V2)1/2 and has the same direction as 
-c:Le mean flow. The stresses, (TZX)Z and (Tzy)Z, are the components of 
(TZS)Z parallel to the x- and y-axes. 

The coefficient, K, may be approximated by the expression: 

(6) 

where K2 is a parameter used to characterize the bottom roughness and 
Ct2 is an empirical parameter. Manning's investigation of expressions 
similar to equation (6) was summarized by Chow (1959, p. 100). Initially, 
Ct2 was regarded as a constant less than one. Ultimately, it was decided 
that 

1 1 
4 < Ct2 < 2 
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111e value 1/3 has been adopted in most studies; hm,ever, a fe\'J continue 
to use other values of the exponent. When the metric system is used 
\'.'i th tlanning I s formulation, the bottom-stress coefficient for use in 
equation (5) is given by: 

where n 
roughness. 

is a dimensionless constant which characterizes the bottom 
Mlen the U.S. Customary system is used, 

K 

(7a) 

(7b ) 

The bottom roughness depends on the bottom bed forms. 1ne bed forms 
in sedimentary materials vary with the current speed and the composition 
of the bed. In general, the effective roughness increases with the 
current speed to some small finite speed and decreases for higher speeds. 
Ludwick (1974) reported 620 measurements of the bottom-stress coefficients 
near the entrance to Chesapeake Bay, and found that K varied wide ly with 
the development of bed forms. In Ludwick I s data, t:'1e characteristic value 
of K for ebb £1o\'.'s was about three times the characteristic value for 
£1oodflows. 

Behrens, Watson, and Mason (1977) measured n 1n a Texas tidal 
inlet and also found that the bottom roughness varied with the develop
ment of bed forms, but did not find a significant difference between ebb 
and floodflows. Odd (1971) reported that the friction factor, K, also 
varied with the phase of the tide even with no change in the bottom rough
ness, but he does not provide any quantitative information or references 
to other Sources ,,,here quanti tati ve information may be fOWld. 

From the above discussion it seems that the true bottom friction 
depends primarily on the velocity near the bottom and the small-scale 
features of the flow that are not considered in detail. Several phe
nomena occur in nature to produce bottom stresses which cannot be 
described by the quadratic stress law; e.g., a finite time is required 
for any contribution of the surface wind to the current to be experienced 
at the bottom. The time required increases with increasing "later depth 
and the direction of the bottom veloci ty may differ from that of the 
mean velocity. If the wind over a small basin continues long enough for 
an equilibrium slope to develop, the mean velocity may vanish and the 
bot to m velocity may be directed opposite to the free-surface velocity. 
Other phenomena which lead to differences between the mean velocity and 
the bottom velocity are discussed later. 

TI1US, when equations (4) or (5) are used to evaluate the bottom 
stress, K should increase with increasing roughness of the bottom and 
decrease with increasing depth. K may also increase with increasing 
wi nJspeed or wave height. 
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Bottom friction dissipates energy and thus contributes tOh'ard a 
reduction in the amplitude of the tide wave and a decrease in the phase 
velocity of gravity waves. 

(d) (Tzx)ji and (Tzy)ji. Usually interpreted as the stress in the 
x- and y-directions of an upper fluid layer on a lower fluid layer. When 
two distinct fluid layers are identified, (Tzx)h and (Tzy)ji for the lower 
layer may be recognized as the stress exerted on the 10l,er layer by the 
upper layer. 

At a free water surface, these terms describe the friction between 
the wind and the water. The direct effect of the \,ind stress is to gen
erate a surface current in the direction of the wind. If the movement 
of this current is impeded by a barrier, the current will be partially 
replaced by a slope of the water surface, up\,ard in the direction of the 
airflow. The \,ind stress is an essential term in the equations for storm 
surge, and is generally neglected in investigations of tidal flows unless 
believed an essential element of the problem. However, wind usually has 
some effect on the water level and currents in all tidal basins. Neglect
ing the wind when it is a significant, though perhaps secondary factor, 
may lead to errors in calibrating and verifying a model for purely 
gravi ty flows. 

(e) a/ax u2 /D + a/ay UV/D and a/ax UV/D + a/ay V2 /D. May be 
interpreted as integrated measures of the advection of momentum or inte
grated measures of the inertia of the \,ater. These terms may be impor
tant only in regions with strong velocity gradients, such as the entrances 
and exits of inlets, junctions of canals, flood plains, or other regions 
\,here the flOl, is compelled to undergo large changes in direction. 

Cf) fU and fV. The Coriolis terms which result from the neces
si ty of using a coordinate frame, fixed to the rotating earth; Newton's 
1m,s of motion apply to a coordinate system fixed l"i th respect to the 
stars. The Coriolis effect is discussed here in detail and documented, 
because the conditions under which the Coriolis effects are important 
are frequently misinterpreted in discussions of tidal hydraulics. 

The earth's rotation can affect the \,ater motion in several distinct 
\,ays, none of \,hich are considered significant in typical inlets with 
widths of about 1 mile or less and maximum currents of about 2 meters 
(6.6 feet) per second or less. The Corio lis effect is measurable in 
some of the wider and deeper inlets, or when current speeds are excep
tionally high. Coriolis acceleration is often a prominent feature of 
the tidal flow in the open sea adjacent to the inlet mId it may have a 
significant effect in the bay or lagoon on the landward side of the 
inlet. Flo\, resulting from the Coriolis acceleration is often called 
the inertial flow. 

The earth's rotation tends to produce an apparent rotation of the 
fluid toward the right in the Northern Hemisphere and toward the left 
in the Southern Hemisphere. The period of this rotation, called the 
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1~nertial period, is equal to l/f. TIle circle traversed by a water par
ticle is called the inertial ci2~cle, its radius, Re , is given by: 

where v is the current speed. 

v 
Re = T' 

When the flow is generated by pressure gradients in a homogeneous 
fl uid, as for tidal flows near the coast, the direction and magnitude 

(8) 

of the inertial flov, are nearly independent of depth. Verber (1966) 
reported observations of the inertial flOlv in Lake t-.1ichigan Ivi th currents 
as 101\' as 6 centimeters (0.2 foot) per second. The radius of the corres
ponding inertial circle is about 586 meters (1,923 feet). 

When the flOI', is generated by frictional stresses a~ the fluid bound
aries, as for I~ind stress at the free surface and bottom friction, a 
finite time is required for the rotational effect to penetrate to the 
interior of the fluid. As a result, there is an additional rotation to 
the right \\'i th distance from the fluid boundary. The frictional force 
at the bottom is directly opposed to the bottom current which would exist 
in the absence of friction. These influences cause the vertically inte
grated flow vector, resulting from frictional forces, to be directed to 
the right of both the surface and bottom-stress vectors. The fluid 
layers affected by this rot ating current are called the F:7onan boundary 
layers. TIle thickness of the layers increases with the intensity of 
turbulence in the fluid. Thus, for turbulent flow in shallow water, the 
tlW boundary layers may overlap and little rotation of the currents is 
observed. The combined effects of the earth's rotation and fluid fric
tion on wind-generated and tidal currents are discussed by Defant (1961; 
Vol. 1, Chs. 10 and 13; Vol. 2, Ch. 1) and Neuman and Pierson (1966; 
Ch. 8). Defant also discussed the inertial circle. Webster (1969) sum
marized most observations of the inertial circle published before 1968. 
Platzman (1963), Jelesnianski (1967, 1970), and Forristall (1974) pre
sented schemes for including the effect of the earth's rotation on the 
stress vectors in storm surge computations. If this rotation is in
hibited by lateral boundaries, it is replaced by an upward slope to the 
right of the current in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the 
Southern Hemisnhere. 

TIle magnitude of this slope can be computed from equation (2) by 
considering only the slope and Coriolis terms to obtain: 

ah fV 
ax = gD 

fv =-
g 
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where the y-axis is assumed to coincide \,i th the axis of the inlet and 
v is the mean velocity of the flO\" parallel to the y-axis averaged in 
the vertical. TIl us , the slope across the inlet is given by: 

llh = (!V) llx . (10) 

In applying the above considerations to Masonboro Inlet, field meas
urements show that the inlet is well mixed. This implies that the top 
and bOttOM Ekman layers overlap so that little rotation of the current 
vector with depth is expected to result from the rotation of the earth. 
The maximum current speeds recorded in Masonboro Inlet are about 1 meter 
(3.3 feet) per second. The Coriolis parameter, f, for latitude 34° is 
8.155 x 10- 5 per second, and the width of the inlet is 457 meters (1,500 
feet) . Since the radius of the inertial ci rcle is about 12.5 ki lometers 
(7.8 miles) or R = v/f, the inertial circle cannot develop. The net 
change in elevation across the narrow inlet, as computed by equation (10), 
is less than 4 millimeters (0.16 inch); however, this effect is insignifi
cant. Reid, Vastano, and Reid (in preparation, 1977) shoh' that bottom 
friction in shallow areas may overshadm, the Coriolis acceleration during 
storms when current velocities are high, even though Coriolis accelera
tion and bottom friction are of the same magnitude during low flow con-
di tions. 

(g) (l/p) (D) dPh/ dX and (l/p) (D) dPh/ dY. Describes the com
ponent of the atmospheric pressure gradient which affects the water 
motion. The atmospheric pressure gradient is generally neglected in 
studies of water motions unless believed an essential factor in the 
phenomena being studied. The atmospheric pressure gradient terms are 
generally of trivial importance in studies of tidal flows, except for 
hurricane-generated storm surges. 

01) d(h - Z)/dt. A measure of the time rate of expansion or 
contraction of a fluic. layer. A \,ell-mixed estuary, such as Masonboro 
Inlet, ~an be adequately represented as a single fluid layer. In this 
case, h is the elevation of the free surface and Z is the elevation 
of the seabed. Later in this study, Z is assumed independent of time. 
With this assumption, the term dh/dt in equation (3) measures the rate 
at which the water level is rising or falling. 

(i) dU/ax + 'dV/dy. A measure of the rate at which the \.,rater is 
converging or diverging horizontally at any point (x, y). The complete 
continuity equation (3) states that the water level must rise in an area 
of horizontal convergence and fall in an area of horizontal divergence. 
At least one of these terms is essential to all tide and storm surge 
models . 

(j) Ro' A measure of the precipitation on the water surface and 
bottom seepage into the basin in excess of the evaporation and bottom 
seepage out of the basin. In general, R is not important in tidal 
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hydraulics investigations. The most prominent exception is a nearly 
landlocked estuary or lagoon during severe rainstorms. 

4. The Perturbation Terms. 

The principal terms in equations (1), (2), and (3) were derived by 
the vertical integration and time averaging of the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. Deviations between the actual flows and the flows defined by 
vertical integration and time averaging may be defined as perturbations. 
Nonlinear terms in the perturbations represent the interaction between 
the small-scale features of the flow, such as turbulence, surface waves, 
ruld the vertical shear of the current. These phenomenon are discussed 
below. The turbulent stresses (App. B, eqs. B4l and B42) are: 

h 

J [(~) 
z 

3 3u -)J-
3x 3x 

_3_(U,)2 + (l) ~)J3u _ ~'Vl ] dz 
3x p 3y 3y 3y , 

h 

f ~( l) 3 bV 3 -,-, (1) d 3v 3 -( ')2 ] d 
~ P ~3X - dxU v + P ~3Y - 3Y v z . 

Z 

(11) 

(12) 

The Reynolds stress terms, (u,)2, (v,)2, and u"v!, are generally much 
larger than the terms involving JJlOlecular viscosity except in the thin 
viscous sublayer, never more than a fel.,r millimeters in thickness. The 
viscous terms can generally be neglected when discussing prototype flows. 
The simple form of the expression describing viscous shears can be re
covered by introducing mixing coefficients defined by the relations: 

Axx = 
\! 3u/d x - (u') 2 

tyx = 
\! d u/dz: - u'v' 

3u/dx 3u/3y 

v3v/dx - u'v' v3v/3y - (v') 2 (13) Axy = tyy = 3v/dx 3v/dy 

The mlxlng coefficients ,.,rill be needed later In the discussion of numeri
cal models. 

TIle mixing coefficients, sometimes called macroviscosity or "eddy" 
coefficients, depend on the structure of the flO/J field. In contrast, 
the viscosity coefficient depends on the physical properties of the 
FLuid. The mixing coefficients cannot be evaluated from theoretical 
considerations, and are usually determined empirically from measured 
stresses and velocity gradients, or selected subjectively to obtain an 
acceptable solution to a problem. FortW1ately, the solution of many 
tidal hydraulics problems involving the mixing coefficients is not 
highly sensitive to the values selected. 
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5. The Radiation Stresses. 

The earliest investigations of the effects of the Reynolds stresses 
due to waves on the mean flow wer~ reported by Longuet-Higgins and 
Stel1art (1962, 1963, 1964). The contribution of the radiation stresses 
to the mean transport equations as developed in Appendix B (eqs. B43 and 
B44) is given below in. the notation of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart" 

SX1J = (~) [~xSx.'C + ~ySyxJ ' (14) 

Syu) (~) [hsxy + ~ySyyJ (15) 

v'here 

h 

Sxx p f [u2 W2] elz + G-) Gh'2 
b 

(16) 

Z 

-
h 

Syx; Sxy p J uv dz (17) 

Z 

h 

Syy p J [v2 w2 ] dz + (I) gh2 (18) 

z 

where U, V, and ware the components of motion due to waves, and h 
is the instantaneous elevation of the free surface. 

The interpretation of these stresses may be clarified by considering 
a train of gravity waves traveling in the s-direction, at an angle 8 to 
the x-CL'(is. q is the hori zontal particle ve loci ty in the s-di rection, 
due to the gravity waves. For these conditions, 

d 8_d_ d 
sin e~ ax = cos ay-dS 

, 
dS 

~ e ~ 

sin u q cos , v == q 8 , 

SX1J == cos 8 :$ [f (q2 - w2 ) dz + (}) gCh) 2 (19) 

Syw == sin 8 :$ lJ (((2 w2) e) =2] dz + 2" g(h) '" (20) 
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The theory of gravity \\laves shows that q2, w2 , and 112 are propor
tional to A2 where A is the amplitude of the wave. Equations (1), 
(2), (19), and (20) show that a decrease in Have ainpli tude in the direc
tion of wave propagation is associated hlith aT'. increase in the momentum 
of the mean flow or an upward slope of the water s'Jrface in the direction 
of wave propagation and vice versa. 

The computed magnitude of the radiation stresses depends on the 
assumed wave shape. Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962, 1963, 1964) 
used the theory of infinitesimal \.,raves to provide estimates for the 
radiation stress terms. James (1974a, 1974b) used cnoidal and hyper
bolic wave theory to provide similar estimates. 

TIle component of radiation stress parallel to the beach is responsi
ble for the generation of the longshore currents, important In sediment 
transport. TIle component of radiation stress normal to the beach is 
responsible for \.,rave setup; i.e., an up",'ard tilt of the hlater surface 
from the breaker zone to the beach. 

6. Other Secondary Terms. 

A second-order contribution to the continuity equation resulting from 
wave action is given by equation (B25) in Appendix Bas: 

[
d ~-~ d ~-~J E = - --uhh + --Vhh , ax dy 

(21) 

\-,here the subscript h indicates that u and v are to be evaluated 
at z = h. 

TIlis term represents the fluid transport bethleen the trough and crest 
of the hlaves, and is analogous to the radiation stresses discussed above. 
The term can be significant only hlhen the wave height is of the same 
order of magnitude as the water depth and is changing rapidly in space. 
TIl us , the term may make a significant contribution to the conservation 
of fluid volume, but only in and near the surf zone and over shallow 
shoals. 

A small error is made in using the product of the integrals of the 
horizontal velocity components in place of the integral of the products. 
These errors, represented by Sxv and Syv, have the form: 

h h 
d f (u") 2 dz + 

d f u"v" dz 
dX ay , (22) 

Z z 

fi h 
d f u"v" dz + 

d f (v") 2 dz 
dX dy , (23) 

Z Z 
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\vhere 

U 
ll" = U - 0 ' 

V 
V" = V - -o (24) 

The terms u" and V" are the deviations of the true mean velocity 
components, as functions of Z from the vertically averaged velocity. 
Derivatives of these integrals will be small except in regions of rela
tively steep changes in bottom topography. These terms contribute toward 
a down\vard slope in the I'<'ater surface or a deceleration of the flow on an 
upward slope and a change of opposite sign on a down\vard slope. Where 
the depth change is due to a submerged bar, the change in flol'<' character
istics is reversible. Neglecting these terms in calculations will lead 
to an error in computed results near the bar, but may not have a detect
able effect a short distance away. 

Perturbation terms arising from products of the mean flow and I?ertur
bation variables, or from time derivatives of the perturbation varlables, 
are given by: 

s ~rt~u + ~h2 d~l 
xo = dtL dZ] 

-+- - --::--11 U d td i::'2-2 
dZ dX 

+ ..,---, I VU -d t:'2-':"~ 
dy 

+ ~2~ + (!) r11~ + (11) 2.L dPh] + 42 (il + u ll ) dUll 
2 dx P ~ dX dZ dX ax dZ 

+ ~2 (IT + d-;::;:;- [ 
dy 

'\ II 
II)OV U -- + 

dz 
V + V --(- II) dUll] 

dZ 
(25) 

s = .LIllv + ]12 dVJ + .L~2VIT + ~~2-J 
yc d t L d Z d Z LdY dY 1 V ] 

(l-) [11~ + h2~ aph 1 
p dy d Z ay j 

+ ~2 C(il + ul!) ()v
ll 

+ (v + VII) du"l + ~2 (v + VII) dV
Il 

dX L dZ dZ ] dY dZ (26) 

where all velocity terms are evaluated at Z = h. 

If the bottom contours do not change noticeably within a single wave 
period, 

~ dZ ~ dZ 
= u2ax + VZay (27) 

Thus, for a single \'Jave train, the final term in equations (25) and (26) 
has the form: 

(~)2 dZ
3 

cos e , 
qz- as 
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where qz is the horizontal particle velocity near the bottom due to 

wave motions, (az/as) is the slope of the bottom in the direction of 
maximum slope, and e is the angle between the direction of wave propa
gation and the direction of maximum slope. Ivlean slopes large enough to 
produce measurable effects cannot exist over any appreciable distance. 
The remaining terms in equations (25) and (26) describe interactions 
between surface waves and other features of the flow. TIlese terms have 
not been investigated in detail, but they can make a significant contri
bution to the momentum balance only in a region where the wave height is 
a significant fraction of the mean depth. The contribution is greatest 
when the wave height is changing rapidly \\'i th time or distance. The 
conditions which favor the importance of these terms are most likely 
to exist in the surf zone. 

7. Boundary Conditions. 

In develo})ing the two-dimensional equations of motion, it has been 
assumed that no fluid crosses upper and lo\,er boundaries. The possi-
bili ty of rainfall or evaporation was treated by modifying the continuity 
equation. rnle conditions of the flo\\' at lateral boundaries must be speci
fied before the two-dimensional equations can be solved. Three types of 
boundary conditions may occur \,hen: 

(a) The flow across a fixed boundary is specified as a 
function of time along the boundary; 

(b) no flow occurs across parts of the boundary, but the 
location of the boundary varies in time, and determining the 
location of the boundary is part of the problem; and 

(c) the elevation of the water surface is specified as a 
function of time. 

TIle application of boundary conditions is an important part of model 
design and is discussed in the following sections. 

III. MODELING TIDAL FLOWS: PHYSICAL MODELS 

1. General. 

fvlany characteristics of tidal waterways can be simulated with useful 
accuracy without an exact reproduction of all the processes described 
previously. An advantage of modeling is the ability to eliminate some 
of the secondary factors from a study of phenomena of primary importance. 

Physical models of tidal flows are generally constructed as small
scale, geometrically similar replicas of the prototype \,i th the excep
tions that the saltwater of the prototype (if present) is usually 
replaced by freshwater and the scale ratio used for the vertical 
dimension may differ from that used for horizontal dimensions. 
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Rouse and Ince (1957) reported that Reynolds in 1887 showed that for 
model studies \.,.hich do not involve intermediate or deepwater waves, the 
vertical and horizontal scales for tidal flows could be selected inde
pendently but that the time scale must be a function of the vertical and 
horizontal space scales. ;\1hen the horizontal and vertical scales are 
selected independently, the model is considered distorted. The undis
torted model may be regarded as a special case of the distorted model in 
which the ratio of the vertical and horizontal scales is unity. 

Some terms in the equations of motion (1), (2), and (3), e.g., gravity, 
cannot be scaled in the laboratory. Others, such as the rotation of the 
earth, the atmospheric pressure, and wind-shear forces on the water, can 
be modeled but only \"ith great difficulty and expense. 

These facts must be carefully considered in designing the model. 
Al though it is iLlpossible to properly scale a wide range of physical 
processes at one time, it is often possible to scale the most important 
processes for a given phenomenon and to simulate the effects of many 
secondary processes on the flows of primary importance. 

Since these simulated motions do not model the prototype flow, the 
motions cannot be controlled correctly from theoretical considerations 
alone and some adjust~ent of the model is usually required to obtain 
optimum results. This adjustment process is included in model calibra
tion. 

Physical models have the distinct advantage of permitting a modeling 
of the boundaries of flO\~ as accurately as desired without significantly 
increasing the operating cost of the model. Physical models are also 
useful for visually demons"trating many phenomena of potential importance. 

Both physical and numerical models are useful in understanding 
natural phenomena. An account of the advantages and disadvantages of 
each model is as important an aspect of this evaluation as a comparison 
of the results achieved in several experiments. An examination of the 
principal features of each type of model is necessary to proceed further 
with the comparison. Physical models are discussed in this section; 
numerical models are discussed in Section IV. 

2. Physical Models for Quasi-Horizontal Flow. 

The physical model used for the study of Masonboro Inlet, like most 
tidal hydraulic models, is a distorted scale model. 

The relation between the scaling factors for time, space, and bottom 
stress may be derived systematically by developing the governing equations 
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in dimensionless form, and then comparing the dimensional realizations 
of these equations for prototype and model scales. Let 

p 

m 

* 

~ a x* p Ym a: x* nr 

yp = ex y* Ym = a: y* 
p m 

zp = S z* zm S z* 
P m" 

t p y t * t m = y t* (29) 
P m 

prototype 

model 

dimensionless variable 

characteristic horizonta l dimensions of the prototype and 
model 

= characteristic vertical dimensions 

= characteristic time dimensions 

The space and time relations in equation (29) can be combined to obtain 
other va riables in dimensionless form, such as: 

(ex~;p) U* , \1* , 

Substitution from equations (29) and (30) into equation (1) yields: 
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The terms for gravity, g, and the rotation of the earth, f, are 
not scaled because these are not ordinarily under the control of the 
experimenter. The terms for stress and atmospheric pressure are not 
scaled in equation (31) because these have not been clearly defined in 
terms of the primary variables. 

The terms in equation (31) for which the variables have been fully 

converted to dimensionless form contain the constant factors, apSp/Yffi 
or gSffi/~. These factors can be removed from all terms specified in 

dimensionless form if equal; i.e., if the time scale, y, is given by: 

Yo Ym == (32) 

Combining equations (29) and (32) show that the transformation re
quired to convert the horizontal velocity components to dimensionless 
form is: 

u = IgSp u*, v = IgSp v* (33) 

The transformation required for horizontal transports per unit width 
as used in equations (1), (2), and (3) is: 

(34) 

Each term in equations (1), (2), and (3), as it applies to the proto
type, can be expressed by the product of (gS2/a ) and the corresponding 

p p 
term in dimensionless form. The ratio of model to prototype variables 
may then be determined by the ratio of the dimens ional constants. In the 
physical model for Masonboro Inlet (App. B), 

a = 1 
300 ' 

S = 
1 
60 

Thus, for the Masonboro model, if 
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The ratio of model boundary stresses to prototype boundary stresses 
is given by p'2/a . Assuming that the bottom stress can be expressed in 
the f orm : 

K(U
2 

-1- V2 ) ~ 
f)2 

as in equations (4) and (5) where u is scaled by equation (36), it is 
found that 

K m p = 5 for the Masonboro model. 
a 

( 39) 

The stress coefficient for the bottom stress can be increased in the 
model to simulate the correct scaled bottom stress by increasing the 
bottom roughness. TIlis technique cannot be applied at the free surface 
because the roughness of the free surface is determined by flow condi
tions and cannot be freely changed by the experimenter. If the free
s ur face stress is modeled, the equality of stresses must be achieved 
through the use of a scaling law for airflow based on the need for dupli
cating the surface stress. If the wind-stress coefficient is a constant, 
the scaling law for air velocities would be given by: 

13 _ 1 ra - 3.464 for the ~lasonboro m:)del, (40) 

wher e vm and vp represent the wind velocity in model and prototype. 
In reality, modeling the surface wind stress over ;vater is significantly 
more difficult than equation (40) implies, and the surface stress is 
generally neglected in hydraulic models. An exceptional experiment in 
which an effort was made to model wind stress has been reported by 
Shemdin (1972). 

The scaling laws for the inertial terms, (e) (discussed in Sec. II), 
in equations (1) and (2) are automatically accounted for by the primary 
scaling relations. This constitutes a major advantage of physical models. 

The Coriolis force terms, fV and fU, result from the rotation of 
the earth. The speed of the earth's rotation is not under the control of 
the experimenter and so the relative magnitude of this term in the model 
is less than in the prototype by the factor IS/a = 1/38.73 for the ~1ason
boro model when model and prototype are at the sam2 latitude. This is not 
significant for the flow inside Masonboro Inlet \"here the Coriolis force 
is unimportant, but it can be a significant factor at some locations. The 
effect of a scaled Coriolis force can be simulated in the laboratory by 
building the model on a turntable and rotating at an appropriate speed. 
Experiments with rotating models have been described by Dalverney and 
Fontanet (1959), Valembois and Bonnefille (1959), d' Hieres (1962), and 
Rumer and Robson (1968). The effects of the earth's rotation have been 
neglected in the Masonboro model as in most other physical hydraulic 
models. 
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In discussing the scaled pressure gJ~adients, it is convenient to 
express the pressure as the height of a column of h'ater required to 
express the same pressure. That is, 

wh ere Hb is the height 0= the water column. 

( 41) 

The term, (g) (discussed in Sec. II), described in equations (1) and 
(2) may be r egarded as the product of the fluid depth and the atmospheric 
pressure gradient. Since the depth and scaling factor of the fluid co l umn 
have been discussed, only the pressure gradient must be discussed here. 
The prototype pressure gradient is: 

l- ~ = ~dHb 
p dX c!'p dX* 

For an undistorted model, Bp = c!'p would be independent of the dimensional 
constants, and model and prototype pressure gradients would be identical. 
For distorted models, 

6 = 5 for the ~lasonboro model . 
CJ. 

(42) 

The atmospheric pressure gradient is of minor importance in tidal 
models, and the authors are not al,are of any hydraulic model studies 
"here an effort has been made to model the atmospheric pressure gradient. 

3. Pe r turbation and \fiscous Phenomena in Physical models. 

Perturbation and viscous phenomena for physical models are discussed 
in relation to the mathematical expressions which describe them. One set 
of terms due to molecular viscosity cannot be reduced sufficiently in the 
laboratory to permit proper scaling. Fortunately, the viscous forces a~e 

directly important only in a very thin layer near the boundaries. The 
direct effect of viscosity can always be neglected in the prototype. If 
the ratio of model depth to prototype depth is not too small, the viscous 
forces \,ill also have little direct influence on model flows. The neces
sity of eliminating the importance of viscosity in the shallo" parts of 
the model basin is a prime reason for using distorted scale models. Even 
in distorted models "hich include regions of tidal flats, flooded at high 
tide and exposed at 101' tide, there will be a region of advancing l.,rater 
at floodtide and a region of receding water at ebbtide in which the 
viscous boundary layer may play a significant role. HOI,ever, the detai I s 
of the flow in this region are not of primary importance in many inlet 
problems . 

The turbulent stresses are more important than the vis cous stresses 
lvhenever the fluid layer is thicker than the viscous sublayer; this will 
include all of the ch:mnels and much of the tidal flat region. The 
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structure of turbulence in the prototype is affected by wind and surface 
waves as ""ell as tidal flow and is not sufficiently understood to justify 
an effort at modeling or precise simulation. The calibration effort de
scribed in connection I'Jith the discussion of surface stresses is assumed 
to account for the simulation of the principal effects of turbulence and 
viscosity on the mean flow. 

The radiation stresses significantly affect the mean flow only in 
regions where the I,ave heights are changing significantly in space. The 
greatest changes in wave height in a small space, are those due to refrac
tion, shoaling, reflection, and friction near the coast. These stresses) 
unlike the turbulent stresses, are not related by simple functions of the 
mean flo\\,. Hence, the effects of these stresses on the mean flOl" can be 
simulated independently from the mean flow. Sager and Seabergh (1975) 
and Seabergh and i!lason (1975) showed that the agreement betl\'een the 
~hysical model of ~'lasonboro Inlet and the prototype can be improved by 
simulating the approximate wave conditions for the period when the proto
type tidal data were collected. 

Al though short-period surface waves cannot be modeled to scale in 
distorted models, it is possible to simulate with good approximation, the 
major effects of surface waves on the large-scale flow. The surface waves 
affect the large-scale flow through gradients in the radiation stresses. 

It 1S not possible to obtain similitude for a surface wave field in a 
distorted scale physical model. 

Keulegan (personal communication, 1976) has shOlm that linear wave 
refraction patterns can be correctly simulated, if the scaling factor 
used for the vertical dimension in modeling the large-scale flow is used 
for both horizontal and vertical dimensions when dealing with surface 
waves, and if the effects of reflection, friction, and diffraction can be 
neglected. This study shows that when these conditions are satisfied, 
even the nonlinear aspects of refraction ffild the gradient of the radia
tion stresses can be simulated in distorted scale models. 

However, reflection and processes which depend explicitly on wave
length cannot be properly simulated in a distorted model; e.g., the 
effects of surface "aves on harbor resonance cannot generally be in
vestigated in distorted scale models. 

To mathematically demonstrate the modeling procedures discussed above, 
it is convenient to begin with the equations for infinitesimal waves. The 
fluid motions resulting from small-amplitude gravity waves, propagating in 
the direction of increasing x on the surface of a fl uid which is other
wise at rest, are described by the equations: 

- ~27T 1 h = A COSL~(x - ct~ ( 43) 
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where 

(
2TI) cAcosh [2TI(z + O)/L] COS 2TI(x - ct) 
Lsi nh 2Tf 0/ L L 

p(2TI\ c2Acosh [2Tf(z + D)/L] cos 2TI(x - ct) 
L / sinh 2TI D/L L 

(
2TI) cAsinh [2TI(z + D)/L] 
L sinh 2Tf OIL 

Dtanh 2TI D/L 
g 2TI O/L 

cT 

sin 2Tf(x - ct) 
L 

2A wave height, trough to crest 

L = lVavelength 

c phase velocity of IV aves , relative to the water 

D h - Z or mean depth of the lVater 

(44) 

( 45) 

( 46) 

(47) 

( 48) 

\fuen D/L > 1/2, tanh 2Tf OIL = 0.996, and equation (47) may be stated 
lVith sufficient accuracy as: 

(49) 

When OIL is small, e. g., OIL < 1/20, the function tanh br OIL may 
be represented by the first term in its Taylor series expansion, 2n OiL, 
and equation (47) takes the form: 

gO . (50) 

Equations (47) and (50) show that the phase velocity of waves decrease 
when propagated into water of decreasing depth. If a lVave crest approaches 
the shore obliquely, the part of the wave crest in shallolV lVater lVill 
travel slolVer than the part in deep lVater and the crest will bend in a 
direction more nearly parallel to the bottom contours. This Ivave refrac
tion may lead to an increase or decrease in Ivave amplitude, depending on 
the bathymetry and concomitant currents. 

Equations (47) and (50) also show that the phase velocity is a func
tion of D/L and D. Thus, the phase velocity in the model lVill corres
pond, at every point, to the phase velocity in the prototype, but only if 
both 0 and OIL in the model correspond at every point to 0 and OiL 
in the prototype. A necessary and sufficient condition that 0 and OIL 
will correspond to the prototype values in the same manner at each point, 
is that L be scaled by the same factor as D. In this case, the ratio 
D/L is the same in both model and prototype. 
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The ratio, 
components due 
if A and L 
that the wave 
but this fact 

A/L, given in equations (44) and (46) for the velocity 
to waves, will be properly reproduced in the model only 
are scaled in the same h'ay. It is not surprising to find 

amplitude must be scaled like any other vertical dimension, 
does provide a useful bonus. 

It is well known that the phase speed in deep ~ater is slightly 
greater than indicated by equation (49) by a factor \"hich depends on 
the ratio (A/L)2, and that the phase speed in shallow water is sli~ltly 
greater than indicated by equation (SO) by a factor \"hich depends on A/D; 
e.g., see Lamb (1932; Secs. 187 and 250). Dean (1974) showed that, in 
general, the phase speed of waves is a function of D, A/D, and A/L. 
Thus, when D, A, and L are scaled by the same factor, the phase speed 
for waves of finite amplitude is correctly simulated in the distorted \"ave 
model. Chu (1975) showed that refraction patterns can be significantly 
al tered by the nonlinear effects due to finite amplitude \"aves. 

The curvature of \"ave rays, for ",aves subject to refraction, is given 
by: 

de 
3"5-

1 dC 
(51) c 3n ' 

",here e is the direction of the ",ave ray, s the distance along the 
",ave ray, and n the distance along the ",ave crest. Since sand n 
are horizontal directions, both are scaled in the same manner and refrac
tion patterns and ",ave amplitudes are properly reproduced. 

Equation (SO) sho"'s that the square of the phase speed is scaled by 
the vertical scaling factor. Thus, the phase speed of the model wave is 
scaled by /8, which is identical \"ith the scaling factor for currents 
(eq. 36). Therefore, the effects of currents, water depth, and wave 
amplitude on "'ave refraction can be simulated in a distorted scale model, 
provided the vertical scaling factor is used for wavelengths. 

When D/L < 1/20, the wavelength has only a minor effect on the phase 
velocity of waves and it is not necessary to use the vertical scaling 
factor for scaling waves whenever D/L in the model is less than 1/20. 
For the Masonboro model, this corresponds to a ratio of 1/100 in the 
prototype. 

A predictable error may occur in simulating the effect of refraction 
and shoaling on vJave amplitudes in distorted scale models because of the 
partial reflection of waves by underwater topographic features. 

Attempts to determine the refraction coefficients by measuring changes 
in wave height along a wave ray may lead to underestimates of the refrac
tion coefficients because the increase in bottom s-::eepness by the ratio 
S/a will tend to increase the reflection of wave energy by bottom features. 
Steep slopes are known to be more efficient reflec'cors of wave energy than 
gentle slopes. According to Kajiura (1963), the reflection coefficient 
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for a slope in undenv2.ter topography will be the same as that for a 
vertical discontinuity if AIL < 1120, when A is the horizontal length 
of the slope, and the reflection coefficient is near zero if AIL> 1. 
Ippen, Alam, and Bourodimos (1964) presented laboratory data which showed 
that the reflection coefficient decreases for increasing values of the 
ratio 2A/L for shallow-water waves. 

More wave energy is expected to be reflected back to the open sea in 
the model than in the prototype, but this effect will be smaller in regions 
of steep waves where the wave amplitude might be expected to affect the 
wave refraction. Thus, refraction coefficients determined by measuring 
wave heights in the model may be slightly less than the refraction co
efficients applicable to the prototype (the uncertainty here is due to 
the lack of knmdedge about the effect of friction on refraction coeffi
cients in either model or prototype). In general, changes in both wave 
height and wave direction are simulated with useful accuracy in the 
distorted scale tidal model, if both horizontal and vertical dimensions 
of the surface waves are scaled by the vertical scale ratio of the tidal 
model. 

The contribution of radiation stresses to the growth of the mean 
current for a wave traveling in the x-direction is given by equation (16) 
in terms of the motions due to waves. A first approximation to the de
tailed description of wave motions is provided by equations (43) to (48). 
The component of this contribution in any other direction is given by the 
product of the component in the direction of wave travel and the cos ine of 
the angle between the direction of wave travel and the desired direction. 

Substitution from equations (29) and (43) to (48) into equation (16) 
shmvs that the ratio of model radiation stresses to prototype radiation 
stresses is given by S2. The horizontal gradient of the radiation stress, 
which interacts with the mean flow, must involve .the horizontal scale of 
the mean flow. Thus, the ratio of the gradient of the radiation stress 
model to prototype is given by S2/a. This is identical with the ratio 
of the surface stresses, and shows that with the exception of effects due 
to reflection, diffraction, and friction, the effects of radiation stresses 
on the mean flow are correctly simulated in distorted models, if the verti
cal scaling factor is used as the horizontal scaling factor for surface 
waves, even though similitude is not obtained for the surface wave field. 
In many practical cases, the effects of radiation stress on the mean flow 
are secondary to the effects of both friction and the pressure gradient. 
Most of the effects of reflection, diffraction, and friction are second
ary to the effects of refraction in the modification of surface waves. 
Thus, the effects of radiation stress on the mean flow can, in most cases, 
be simulated with good approximation in distorted scale models. 

4. Boundary Conditio~s. 

Boundary conditions are easily established at fixed boundaries where 
no flow occurs. The movab Ie boundary where no flow crosses the boundary 
may be established in physical models in a natural way. The waterline 
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moves up and do\m the beach and across tidal flats as the water level 
rises and falls. Complete similitude is not obtained because the viscous 
boundary layer can occupy a substantial part of the thin water layers, 
less than 2.5 centimeters (1 inch) in thickness above flat beaches and 
tidal flats in the model but not in the prototype. Surface tension will 
cause the advancing waterline to develop a prominent convex meniscus in 
the model but not in the prototype. These are cornparati vely minor short
comings of the model and are not expected to produce a significant dis
tortion of the flow ah'ay from the affected areas. 

Riverflow above tidewater can also be reproduced without difficulty. 
Tidal flows in rivers or channels leave the model in an upstream direction 
and create a greater problem. In the physical model of Masonboro Inlet, 
the effects of inland tidal flows are simulated by means of reservoirs 
beyond the modeled part of the inlet that accept the excess water during 
floodtide and return it during the ebbtide. The volume and length of the 
reservoir and constrictions on the flow can be adjusted as part of the 
calibration process to improve the agreement of model and prototype tidal 
heights and currents. Secondary tide generators may be used to impose 
the boundary condition on some inland tide channels. 

A11 inlet model :nust also include a small section of the ocean with 
artificial boundaries. The astronomical tide is simulated in physical 
models by adding or withdrawing water through diffusers located at the 
seabed near part or all of the artificial boundaries in the ocean. The 
waterflow is controlled to reproduce the tidal level at some designated 
control point which will likely produce the correct total flow through 
the inlet. This manner of controlling the flO\~ through the inlet is 
unlikely to have much affect on the currents i:1 the inlet and in inland 
channels. Generally, the tidal currents in the OCE'an part of the model 
are not properly modeled by this procedure. Evidences of eddy formation 
in the ocean part of the model should be checked by prototype measurements 
before being accepted as natural features of the flo\\. 

IV. ~IODELING TIDAL INLETS: NUMERICAL MODELS 

1. General. 

Numerical models of tidal flows are constructe~ by representing the 
elevation of the seabed and free surface above a datum plane, the fluid 
transport vector or the horizontal velocity vector, and other variables 
of primary interest, by their numerical values at a discrete set of com
putation points at discrete times; i.e., the hydro~ynamic variables are 
represented by numerical analogs at selected points in space and time. 
It is unnecessary to express the value of each variable at each point. 
Since no physical flOl .. s are involved, there is no r.eed to scale any 
variable. Accounting for the rotation of the earth, atmospheric pressure 
gradients and prescribed wind stresses do not causE' fundamental difficulty, 
but modeling small-scale processes can be expensive because of the great 
spatial resolution involved. 
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The time resolution required for accurate calculations is nearly 
always greater than needed for the solution of engineering problems, and 
increases as the resolution in space is increased. A reduction of the 
space increment by a factor of two, generally also means a reduction in 
the time increment by a factor of two, and for two horizontal dimensions, 
an increase in the number of calculations required by a factor of eight. 
Consequently, small-scale processes are usually simulated in operational 
numerical models through a parameter relating the small-scale process to 
a large-scale variable. The representation of friction as a constant 
multiplied by the square of the velocity is an example of this type of 
simulation. 

Numerical models have the distinct advantage of permitting the elimi
nation of unwanted processes, perhaps useful in determining the relative 
importance of various related phenomena. 

The ability to store a numerical model in a box of punch cards or on 
a roll of magnetic tape \-lhen not needed may also be useful. Since some 
physical processes must be simulated in numerical models for economy and 
as the simulation is not exact modeling, calibration is required for 
numerical models as well as physical models. 

Numerical models ~ay be constructed along many lines, and each has 
advantages and disadvantages. The most common model for two-dimensional 
hydrodynamic problems (also the one used in both Hasonboro Inlet two
dimensional numerical models) is often called a finite-difference model. 
TIle region of interest is covered with a rectangular grid of equally 
spaced points in two orthogonal directions. The computation points in 
this scheme are usually called "grid points" or "mesh points." TIle dis
tance between grid points is usually the same value, 6s, in both direc
tions. Computations are generallY made for constant increments in time, 
6t. A variety of numerical models suitable for the study of two
dimensional problems in hydrodynamics was discussed by Roache (1972). 
Reduced but constant values of both 6s and 6t may be used in some 
subregions of the basin to provide greater detail. 

Natural basins are seldom represented accurately in terms of the 
rectangular grids preferred for numerical models. Curvilinear boundaries 
are often represented by line segments and many right-angle corners. Each 
of these corners becomes the source of false disturbances \\hich may propa
gate throughout the system. In spite of the disturbances grm"ing from 
the false corners, useful information has been obtained from models using 
"stair-step" boundaries. 

Jelesnianski (1976) and Wanstrath, et a1. (1976) worked with coordina
tion transformations \\'hich permit some curvilinear boundaries and unequal 
space increments to be mapped onto rectangles with cons tant space incre
ments without significant error. These trans formations perIni t improved 
representation of the boundary conditions and improved resolution of 
physical processes where it is most needed. 
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Approximations of the governing differential equations by the method 
of finite differences may be solved explicitly or :mplicitly. Explicit 
models are based on prediction equations which express the future state 
of each variable explicitly as functions of present or past values of the 
same and other variables. Implicit models are based on the simultaneous 
solution of equations relating past, present, and ~uture states of the 
variables. Each solution is discussed later in th~s section. 

An al ternati ve model for t\~o-dimensional modeling of hydrodynamic 
phenomena, called a finite-element model, is gaining popularity. For 
many situations, the finite-element approach permits greater freedom in 
varying spatial resolution to satisfy the need for detail and an accurate 
representation of the boundary conditions. The finite-element technique 
has been discussed by Zienkecwicz (1971), Connor (1972), and Wang and 
Connor (1975). The finite-element technique has not been used in any of 
the ~1asonboro studies reviewed in this report. Hinwood and Wallis (1975a, 
1975b) provided a classification scheme for numerical models of tidal 
\,a ters, along with a concise review of 141 reports on numerical models 
of tidal basins. Discussions of this report have been provided by 
Abraham and Karelse (1976) and Abbott (1976). 

2. Explicit Prediction 1vlodels. 

When the differential expressions in the motion equations (1), (2), 
and (3) are represented by the differences between the appropriate varia
bles at neighboring grid points at the same or nearby times, predictions 
may be made for a designated grid point "A" at time t + llt, in terms of 
conditions at the same and neighboring grid points at times t and t - llt. 
Each grid point may be considered in turn, by systematically considering 
each grid point in each row. This procedure, which was used in both two
dimensional models of Masonboro Inlet, produces an explicit prediction 
model. 

Explicit prediction models have been found to be useful tools in 
sol ving the two-dimensional problems of meteorology and oceanography, and 
should be equally useful in coas tal engineering if the lessons learned by 
hydrodynamicists in other disciplines are fully utilized. 

Some difficulties and pitfalls are inherent in the numerical modeling 
art. One success may lead to excessive confidence and misuse of the 
technique, or one failure may lead to distrust of a useful but misunder
stood tool. 

The best known pitfall in the use of expli ci t prediction numerical 
models is the development of computational instability when llt/lls is 
too large. Computational instability, which makes its presence known by 
a growth in the mechanical energy as computed by the mode 1 when no corres
ponding growth of energy is expected in the protot:fTJe flow, may also 
arise from the nonlinear terms in the equations or from the boundary 
conditions. 
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Other difficulties are associated with the development, in the model, 
of spurious waves which have no counterpart in the prototype, and a ratio 
of phase speed in the numerical model to phase speed in the prototype 
which is less than unity. Both of these difficulties are most serious 
when the ratio of L/~s is small, where L is the wavelength of the 
disturbance. 

ROWld-off error \.;hich is due to the calculations made with a finite 
number of significant digits, may become significant after some large, 
but finite number of time steps. 

Serious growth of errors due to any of these causes can often be 
avoided by additional programing, and misinterpretation of the errors 
that occur can also be avoided by understanding the nature and cause of 
the errors. Therefore, each of these difficulties is discussed here in 
detail to indicate probable trouble areas and the possible need for cor
rective procedures, not to teach construction of perfect numerical models. 
The computational stability problem has been discussed by Haltner (1971, 
Chs. 5 and 12) in an introductory text in numerical weather prediction 
for meteorologists. 

The follo\.;ing discussion of computational problems is designed to 
permit the engineer to exercise some qualitative judgment about results 
obtained with numerical models in general and explicit prediciton tidal 
hydraulic models in particular. 

a. Fourier Series Representation. Any flffiction \.;hich is specified 
only for 2N discrete values of x can be expressed \.;ithout loss of 
accuracy as: 

ijJ(x) (52) 

where x = n6x, and an and bn are constants which can be determined 
from the tabulated data by standard techniques. This expression yields 
N + 1 values of ~, and N - 1 values of bn . Values for bo and 
bN are not needed because sin (2TIn~x/2N~x) vanishes for n = 0 and 
n = N. Equation (52) may be rewritten as; 

N 
(~TI _ ¢n) t); (nox) 2: An cos , n 0, 1, 2, N , (53) 

n'=Q 

where 

~ a 2 
Yl 

+ b2 
n 

¢n tan -1 
bn 
an 
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Equation (53) shoh's that lJ!(x) is fully described by the mean value 
and harmonics of the interval 2Nl1x. Thus no perturbation in lJ!(x) with 
a characteristic length less than 211x can be identified in the available 
data. Any perturbation with a wavelength (2 - E) l1x, where E < 2, 
which does exist in lJ!(x), "ill appear in the tabulated data to have a 
"avelength of (2 + E:) l1x (Fig. 2). In the figure, wavelengths shorter 
than 211x appear in the plotted data as having a longer ,,'avelength. This 
is known as a Zong Wave aZias. 

In many tHo-dimensional models, it is possible for waves to be orga
nized along a diagonal of the computational grid squares. 111ese waves 
can be recoE-,rni zed in the computations only by proj ections on the compu
tational lines. Consequently, a wavelength of 26s traveling along a 
diagonal will appear to have a wavelength of 1211s, and will be aliased 
into a wavelength of [2 + (2 - 12)] l1s ::= 2.586 l1s. The length used for 
the space averaging, needed to separate the tidal scale flow from pertur
bations (discussed in Sec. 2 and App. B), must exceed 21211s. However, 
the critical length may be different in some models. 

An early explanation of computational instabi li ty in explicit fini te
difference numerical models, although not entirely rigorous but provides 
much insight and nearly always leads to the correct conclusion, is based 
on the concept that in any physical system it is possible for conditions 
at any designated point A to be affected by events at a second point 
B, in the time interval required for energy to travel from B to A by 
the fastest Have which the physical system permits. This principle also 
applies to explici t finite-difference numerical computation models ,,,here 
the term "physical system" is replaced by "numerical model." Correct 
predictions cannot be expected from a prediction equation which does not 
include all of the information which can affect the outcome of the pre
diction. 111is means that the time interval, l1t, involved in a predic
tion must not exceed the time required for the fastest wave to travel 
from the boundary of the influence region, to the point for which the 
prediction is made. For physical models the outer limit of the influence 
region will coincide with the circle of radius, r, centered on A, 
where 

r ::= l1tcmax ' 

and cmax is the speed of the fastest ",ave "hich the system can support. 
For one-dimensional numerical models the extreme limits of the influence 
region are given by: 

x ::= A ± l1tcmax . 

In numerical finite-difference models, it is generally convenient to 
use the constant space increment, l1s, for both horizontal directions. 
This procedure was followed in both of the modes iTlvol ved in this study. 
Thus, for one-dimensional numerical models the time increment, l1t, must 
not exceed l1s/Cmax' When two-dimensional numerical models are considered, 
it is necessary to recognize the possibility of plane "aves traveling 
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along a diagonal of the computation matrix. In this case, a wave front 
which coincides with one diagonal of the computational square will gen
erally travel to the nearest computational point on the other diagonal, 
at a distance of (1/2) n6s in a time interval i',t. For e)..-plici t two
dimensional, finite-difference models, the maximum permissible value of 
lit is given by: 

6t < 
12 --- 6s 6s 

For tidal hydraulics models involving incompressible fluids, cmax is 
generally given by: 

c = IgDmax ' max (55) 

where Dm:;?:x 1S the maximum value of the total depth. If the compressi
bility of water was included in the governing equations, the speed of 
sound vJOuld have to be used for cmax ' 

b. Implicit Prediction Models. The implicit prediction model is 
an alternative procedure where the prediction equations for all variables 
at all grid points are considered as a set of N simultaneous equations 
in N unknown values at time, t + 6t. With this scheme, all of the 
information available to the model is used in the prediction for each 
grid point. Therefore, the calculation can be expected to be uncondi
tionally stable without regard to the ratio 6t/6s. It can be shown 
rigorously that this expectation is correct for linear equations h'i th 
constant coefficients. The implicit calculation procedure results in an 
equation involving an N by N matrix where N may range from 1,000 to 
10,000. The matrix formed in this way is unusually simple and is gener
ally of the tridiagonal or pentadiagonal form; i. e . , all elements more 
than one or tvJO positions off the main diagonal are zero. The sol ution 
is usually obtained by iterative methods. Sielecki (1968) reported an 
investigation of several iteration procedures, none of v,hich led to an 
economy over the explicit prediction model used as a standard in an in
vestigation of storm surges. 

Roache (1972, pp. 87-95) discussed a procedure which combined some 
advantages of both explicit and implicit methods. In this technique, 
called an alternating direction implicit (ADI) model, the values of h 
are computed at t = n6t, and the values of U and V are computed for 
t = Cn + 1/2)6t, where n = 1, 2, 3, The values of hand U for 
future times, and for all values of x, are computed separately for each 
value of y. In this calculation, V is treated as independent of time. 
An implicit calculation is made for all values of x between boundaries 
at that value of y. ~vo independent applications of the implicit inte
gration procedure will be made if, for that val ue of y, there is an 
obstruction to the flOl"', as by an island, with water on both sides. When 
all calculations for U are completed, the operation is repeated for V 
and h, assuming that U is independent of time, and considering each 
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value of x as one or more independent problems. TIlis procedure permits 
the use of longer time steps for a given space increment and may be used 
to reduce the cost for a given space resolution, or to provide more reso
lution in space at a fixed cost. In general, this procedure provides less 
resolution in time and less accuracy for identical space resolution. 

The loss in time resolution and accuracy is trivial in many applica
tions but significant in others. No models of this type were included 
in the Masonboro Inlet comparison proj ect, but Butler and Raney (1976) 
apply this procedure to the 1·1asonboro data. TIley report acceptable 
results with time steps 30 times longer than I.;ould be permissib Ie I.;i th 
a purely explicit model and reduction in running time by a factor of 15. 

Leendertse (1967, 1970) has been a leading advocate of implicit and 
hybrid models in the solution of hydrodynamical problems of the coastal 
region. He has cited the unconditional stability of the solutions, 
demonstrated for linearized equations as the reasons for this preference. 
However, Weare (1976) showed that the nonlinear terms used by Leendertse 
in his numerical model but not in his computational stability test, can 
lead to instability in many practical applications. TIle destabilizing 
effects of nonlinear terms in the prediction equations are discussed 
later. Leendertse and Liu (1975b) stated that an explicit prediction 
scheme I.;as used in their latest model. Butler and Raney (1976) acknowl
edge the tendency for nonlinear instability in their model and reduce 
the grOl.;th of the inst3.bility by the use of numerical filters which 
selectively dampen the short-period oscillations I.;hich make the greatest 
contribution to the gr~wth of instability. 

Sobey (1970) compared four finite-difference schemes widely used in 
the analysis of tidal flows in the coastal region and showed that each 
underestimates the phase speed of the I.;aves. TIle extent of the under
estimation decreases with decreasing values of the ratio 6s/L, where 
L is the wavelength. Haltner (1971, Ch. 6) showed that the simple 
numerical schemes that are most satisfactory in other respects generally 
underestimate the phase speed. Even the sign of the phase speed may be 
reversed in some models when L = 26s, but the error is small when 
L > 206s. Schemes which give excessive phase speeds can be developed. 
Roache (1972) discussed a scheme in which a correct mean phase speed 
is maintained by alternating between procedures I.;hich underestimate or 
overestimate the phase speed. 

Haltner (1971, Ch. 6) showed that some simple computational schemes, 
I.;hich are otherwise satisfactory, generally yield two wavelike solutions: 
(a) The physical mode I.;hich corresponded to the prototype wave, and (b) 
the computation mode which moved in the opposite direction to the proto
type wave and changed phase with each time step. Computational modes 
are not present in all models; however, when present, the wave amplitude 
required to satisfy initial conditions is divided between the two modes. 
The computational mode may be dominant when L = 26s. Relative amplitude 
of the computational rr.ode decreases for longer I.;aves. The computational 
mode may be negligibly small for L > 106s. 
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If the product of ~(x) and F(x) appears in the modeling equations, 
ijJ (x) may be expressed as in equation (53), and F (x) may be expressed 
as: 

F ex) (56) 

TIle product, ijJ(x) F(x), may be expressed as: 

~ (x) F (x) 
N U 
~ ~ !\zBn I cos (N nn \ cos ( n In) 

n= 0 n '=0 ¢n J N - en' , 
(57) 

n, n' = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... N . 

A well-known trigonometry identity may be used to transform equation 
(57) into 

(}) 
N N 

!\zBn I (cos [N (n - n') n J ~(x) F(x) ~ ~ 
- (¢n - en I) n=O n'=o 

+ cos [ (n + n') n Jl (58) 
N - (¢n + en I) 

All terms of the type (n - n') n/N may be expressed in the form jn/N, 
h'here j 'S N. Thus, each of these terms corresponds to a harmonic of the 
computation region which is adequately represented by the model. When 
the terms involving n + n' are expressed in the same manner, j may 
exceed N, if either n or n' exceeds N/2. Equation (58) describes 
a flow of momentum from the perturbations of largest size into perturba
tions of both greater and shorter wavelengths. This is a natural process 
which is not well described by the numerical models. Perturbations I\'i th 
wavelengths greater than 2~s can be properly re?resented on the compu
tational grid; perturbations with wavelengths less than ns cannot be 
properly represented and will be aliased, so that they appear wi th wave
lengths longer than 2~s. The error arising in this manner in a single 
time step is generally small, and many time steps may be required for a 
significant error to develop; however, errors froTll this process may ulti
mately destroy the validity of the solution. This growth of errors may 
be reduced by the use of digital filters designed to reduce or eliminate 
all irregularities I\'i th wavelengths of 4~s or less from the data before 
forming products. More elaborate fi 1 tering procedures are required for 
long prediction times than for short prediction times. 

Round-off error first appears in the least significant digit of the 
numbers representing any of the variables 0 The occurrence of round-off 
error is basically random. Thus, sign changes are frequent, the wave
lengths and periods are short. Wavelengths of 2,'"s and periods of 2~t 
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are most common. Round-off errors grow if the computation scheme is in 
any way unstable. The growth may be exponential with the number of time 
steps. With modern computers having a word length of 32 bits or more, 
several hundred, or sometimes several thousand time steps are usually 
required before round-off error becomes significant. Round-off error 
can generally be reduced by increasing the word length used in the cal
culations. The grO\vth of round-off error wi 11 ultimately overcome the 
effect of a straightfonvard reduction of the space increment, Ls, in 
improving the accuracy of the calculations, especially when minicomputers 
with short word lengths are used. However, large numbers of calculations 
are generally cheaper on modern computers with long computational word 
lengths, so the difficulty here may be more a matter of convenience than 
economics and can often be solved by using a computer with a longer compu
tational \Vord. The total cost of the computation will increase when in
creased accuracy is obtained solely by a reduction in the grid increment. 

F~nite-difference equations are formed by using finite differences 
to approximate the differentials which appear in the governing differen
tial equations. The error resulting from this approximation is called 
the truncation error, and can be estimated as sho\Vn below. In forming 
an expression for dY/dX, at x = nLx, y is expanded as a Taylor 
series around nLx. TIl us , 

y(nLx + Lx) = y (nLx) + y' (nLx) Lx + (i) y" (Mx) Lx2 + •••• 

By rearranging terms, 

~I dX r.Lx 

\Vhere 

y(nLx + Lx) - y(nLx) 
<......:'------L,;...x-~--O...--"-- + s 1 , 

1 d2 Vl 
= - ~I Lx 

2 dX2 
nLx 

+ .... 

The above equation is of first order because it depends on the first 
pO\ver of Lx. An approximation Hhich is accurate to second order, e.g., 
the error depends on the second pOHer of Lx, may be formed by combining 
expansions for y(nx ± Lx) to obtain: 

~I dX nLx 

y(nLx + Lx) - y(nLx - Lx) 
2Lx + s2 , 

where 
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Higher ordered approximations may be derived by ccnsidering more values 
of y and eliminating more derivatives from the resulting expansions. 
By assuming that y has the form, 

y = cos eZm
) x , 

higher ordered approximations can be shown to give better estimates of 
the derivatives when the wavelength is long relative to the interval 
used in defining the derivatives. However, for the shortest waves sup
ported by the system, the use of higher ordered approximations may lead 
to less accurate estimations of the derivatives than low-ordered approxi-
mations. 

c. Error Control. Numerical models contain many sources of errors. 
Nearly all originate with small-scale perturbations that cannot be re
solved on the computational grid, or with the smallest perturbations that 
can occur in the grid. The probc>_bili ty of significant errors from any 
source, other than round off, can be reduced by reducing the space incre
ment, ~s, to obtain a better resolution of the phenomena being studied. 
Increasing the resolution \~ill increase the number of time steps required, 
thus increasing the cost of the calculation and increasing the probability 
that round-off error \.;ill become significant. 

The probability of significant error may also be reduced by removing 
the small-scale phenomena from the governing equations and the boundary 
and/initial conditions at the beginning of the calculation. Since the 
product of two variables may contain perturbations of smaller scale than 
either variable, the stability of the calculations can often be improved 
through the use of smoothing or filtering operations at various times 
during the calculations. Even when errors cannot be entirely eliminated, 
it may be helpful to know that the large-scale features are more nearly 
correct than small-scale perturbations. Small-scale errors due to faulty 
bow1dary conditions are often no more than 2 or 3 ~s in length; there
fore, since the phase speed in the numerical model is an increasing func
tion of ~s/L, the errors only slowly propagate into the interior of the 
computation region. Thus, the solution tends to be more reliable near 
the center of the computation region, and least reliable near boundaries 
where the true bOW1dary condition may be unknown, or not properly repre
sented on the computational grid. The Masonboro Inlet numerical models 
have been used only for a study of tide propagation into the inlet-bay 
system. The length of the tide wave is many times the length of the basin 
considered. 

Ini tially, the flow variables contained no short wave perturbations. 
The phase speed of tide wave in the model should have been wi thin 1 to 2 
percent of the prototype speed. Al though the computational mode does not 
appear in any of the models used in this study, the success of the model 
in reproducing tidal flow should not lead to an assumption, without fur
ther examination, that the same models will provide satisfactory solutions 
for a study of harbor oscillations, where prominent oscillations with 
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short wavelengths when compared to the entire basin may occur, al though 
both phenomena are governed by the same differential equations. With 
extended operation of the tidal cycle in th e r·lasonboro model, the solu
tion can be expected to deteriorate due to nonlinear interaction of the 
tide \\' i th s mall features of the basin. The model should perform better 
in bays with more regular coastlines and \\'hich are l arge r relatlve to 
the space step employed. Thus, the model may perform better \vhen applied 
to Galveston Bay, Apalachicola Bay or the North Carolina sounds than when 
applied to Masonboro Inlet. 

d. Selection of Terms for Numerical Modeling and Representation. 
Even if the numerical modeling was accomplished in an ideal manner, the 
model could give incorrect results if important physical processes are 
omitted, or improperly represented in finite-difference form. The im
portance of various physical processes was discussed in Section II. 
Difficulties in modeling or simulating these processes in numerical 
models are discussed below. 

Nonlinear numerical model s al\vays require more computer time than 
linear models with the same resolution, although in some cases the in
crease may be small. Adding nonlinear terms to a linear numerical model 
always increases the probability of computational instability. 111ere is 
a distinct advantage in linearizing the governing equations unless a 
significant reduction in error can be expected to result from including 
the nonlinear terms. Specification of the conditions and procedures 
which justify linearization in numerical models is an essential purpose 
of this discussion. 

The first term in equation (1), au/at, is clearly linear and re
quires no additional discussion. 

The second term ir. equation (1) may be rewritten as: 

ah [ h -hl I ah 
g~x = g(hl - Z) 1 + J 

a hI Z ax ' 
(59) 

where hI is the mean sea level (t1SL) or mean water level over an inter
val much longer than any prominent period of the phenomena being modeled. 
The product, 

is quadratic in h. If (h - h 1) « (h I - Z) every\vhere, negl e cting the 
quadratic term will not lead to serious error. Neglecting this t~rm may 
be desirable if (fi. - hl) < (hI - Z) every\."here and much less at all but 
a fe\v isolated points, or much less every\Vh~re but the line of grid points 
nearest the shore. 111e quadratic term in h i s sometimes neglected in 
the study of tidal fl ow wi thin fixed boundaries . Neglecting the quadratic 
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term when (h - hI) and (hI - Z) are of the same order of magnitude 
over any substantial area of the basin may lead to significant error. 

The quadratic term cannot be neglected in models I,here boundaries 
move inland Ivith rising water. This nonlinear term is included in both 
Masonboro models because it is necessary to account for the flooding of 
tidal flats in the model. 

The bottom stress, term (c) in Section II, must be explicitly stated 
as input information from an exteTIlal source or simulated as a clearly 
defined function of the physical variables in numerical models. rIlle 
technique of implicit simulation by adding artificial roughness to the 
boundaries used with physical models is not available. 

The usual procedure is to express the bottom s~ress as: 

(61) 

where q is the magnitude of the vertically averaged velocity, e the 
angle between the velocity and the x-axis, and K a coefficient assumed 
to depend on bottom roughness. rIlle bottom stress is often expressed in 
the algebraically equivalent form of equation (4). In early models, K 
I"as taken as a constant throughout the model. This saved computer space 
and was a convenient choice while developing the more important aspects 
of the model. In general, the calculations are not very sensitive to 
the value of K. In many other models developed for modern computers 
where storage space is not a premium, K has been treated as a fWlction 
of position; i.e., a different value of K may be used for each grid 
point. rIl1e coefficient, K, may be taken initially as a decreasing 
function of depth and later modified on a point by point basis as needed 
for model calibration. Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) fo1101\' this 
procedure in a model of Masonboro Inlet. 

Reid (1957) analyzed channel flows subject to wind action, and showed 
that the val ue of K I'lhen used as in equation (4), is a function of I'lind 
stress as well as bottom roughness. Harris (1967) reported that Reid's 
formulation of the bottom friction term gives better predictions for 
hurricane storm surges on the open coast than could be obtained with the 
form of equation (61). rIllis formulation is nonlinear and tends to pro
duce a growth of small-scale perturbations with the associated aliasing 
problems if the running time for the model is large, unless eliminated 
by the application of a smoothing operation. Many investigators, e.g., 
Dronkers C 1964), introduced heuristically derived linear friction laloJs 
when loJorking with equations that were otherwise linear. However, the 
quadratic friction law does not have a rigorous justification, (see 
Sec. II). 

Jelesnianski (1967) expanded on a develo~ment by Platzman (1963) to 
ShOl' that a linear friction law could be derlved for geophysical flows in 
a more rigorous manner than that used in deriving the more widely used 
quadratic law, and that the application of this law permitted a signifi
cant improvement in hurricane storm surge predictions along the open 
coast over those obtained with Reid's (1957) friction law. 
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Jelesnianski, in developing his friction law, recognized that bottom 
friction is a result of a vertical diffusion of momentum, and that dif
fusion requires finite time, more time being required for greater depths. 
Because of the earth's rotation during the diffusion time, the stress 
vector at the bottom is not generally parallel to the mean flow. How
ever, for short-time periods and shallO\-I water, the bottom-stress vector 
is nearly parallel to the mean flow. In general, the velocity does not 
vanish outside the viscous boundary layer near the bottom. 

The bottom stress in Jelesnianski' s model is expressed as: 

v3(u + iV)/ _ ( ')1 3z - sQ. u + lV , 

Z = Z z = Z 
(62) 

v effective viscosity coefficient 

u, v velocity components 

i 

slip coefficient 

Thus, the Jelesnianski friction la\-I is linear in the flo\-I values but re
quires tl"O coefficients. Jelesnianski (1967) reported that the solution 
is less sensitive to the exact values of the coefficients v and s, 
than it is to the exact value of K when equation (4) or (61) is used 
to simulate the bottom stress term. Forristall (1974) extended the 
analytical path of Platzman (1963) and Jelesnianski (1967) to provide a 
model for computing the vertical profile of the horizontal currents at 
selected locations without the expense of using a three-dimensional grid. 

The stress at the free surface is nonnally attributed to the wind and 
must be supplied explicitly to the computer routine used for the calcula
tions of \-Iater motions. The application of an arbitrary wind-stress field 

to the numerical model does not cause any difficulty unless the wind-stress 
field contains small-scale features that cannot be properly represented at 
the grid scale used. Wind stress was considered by Masch, Brandes, and 

Reagan (1977) in the model of ~lasonboro Inlet. The ability to impose a 

wind-stress field on the equations of motion for waterflow is a prime 
reason for adopting numerical models for the study of coas tal phenomena. 

Wind stress is a secondary aspect of most inlet problems and a con
sideration of wind-stress effects was not part of the specifications for 
the ~·Iasonboro Inlet study. Therefore, the problems of developing the 
wind-stress field from the available meteorological data are not discussed 
in this study. 
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In physical models the advecti ve terms, (e) of Section II, 

d U2 d IN 
hD+""§YD 

are always treated implicitly without any special attention by the experi
menter. HO\,ever, the terms appear in numerical models only if they are 
explicitly expressed. These nonlinear terms may be improperly represented 
in numerical models unless an effort is made to eliminate the generation 
of perturbations too small for proper representation on the calculation 
grid. The physical importffi1ce of these terms was discussed in Section II, 
and must be included if omission is likely to produce a significant error. 
The terms were included in the most successful of the Masonboro models 
(Masch, Brandes, and Reagan, 1977), but ",ere expressed approximately as: 

U dU 
--+ o dx 

V dU 
15"§Y· 

Butler and Raney (1976) and others also used these incomplete forms, but 
the advecti ve terms were omitted by Chen and Hembree (1977). The repre
sentation of the advective terms in the form used by Masch, Brandes, and 
Reagan would represent an improvement over their omission in some but not 
all practical conditions. This problem requires more study for a defini
tive evaluation. 

Three effects of the earth's rotation (Coriolis acceleration) on 
tidal flo\,s were discussed under term (e) in Section II, 3. 111e most 
important effect in modeling flows of tidal period is the continual ac
celeration of the current to the right of the existing current direction 
in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere 
which can be reproduced in numerical models without great difficulty. 
111is feature is included in all large-scale numerical weather models. 
The effect of Corio lis acceleration in producing a rotation of the mean 
current with increasing depth and the effect of Coriolis acceleration 
turbulent stress have been successfully modeled by Platzman (1963), 
Jelesnianski (1967), and Forristall (1974). The authors are not a\,are 
of any experiments in which the generation of the inertial circle \,as 
simulated as an incidental feature of the calculation of tidal or storm 
surge flows. It is assumed that effects of the inertial circle on the 
mean flow cannot be simulated by means of parameters and mean flow vari
ables unless the averaging period extends over many days. 

The possibility of including the atmospheric pressure gradient effect 
(term (g) in Sec. II, 3) in a straightforward manner is a minor, but some
times significant advantage of numerical models of water motions in the 
coastal zone. When atmospheric pressure is considered, the essential 
information must be explicitly supplied as input data. The atmospheric 
pressure gradient acts as a correction to the surface slope term. When 
pressure information is available, it may be treat2d in the same manner 
as the slope term wi th regard to linearization. 
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Each t(':;:"m in eq ua tion (2) is analogous to a correspond "n g t erm in 
equation (1) and all t e l"1S in equa tion ( 3) are we ll s pecifi ed and li near 
Thus," no additional discussion of the princip a l t erms i s requi r e d . In 
numerlcal models, as in physical mod 1 , it is i mp oss i. I e to t re a t the 
perturbation pr oces s e s e xpli c itly; however, si mulation of the most i mpor 
tant effects of the s ma ll -scale pro ce s ses on t he large -s c Ie fl O><I i s o ften 
practical. 

!urbulent stress e s act to smooth i rregu l ari ti .5 a nd eli " T a t e s h a rp 
gradlcnts In the prototype flow. Smoothing ope rato rs ac co mp l i s ! t he same 
effect in numerical models. In many cases, the large -scale fl I is not 
~ighly sensitive to the amount of smoothing involved. Occasi ona l l y, it 
lS necessary to inc re as e the amount of smoothing in so me p a rt o f the mod >1 
to obtain a good reproduction of the fl mv. Ov r land an d Myers (19 76) r e 
~orte? on a one- dime s. i onal mode l o f th e Cape Fea r River, No r t h Carol i na , 
In whlch the ho ri zontal c urr ent over the tida l flats \'las re l at d to t he 
flow in the main channe l through an ed dy viscosity t e rm in a f o rm Ivhich 
is equivalent to writing equation (11) as: 

dU 
Sxt = Ay~ . (6 3) 

Leendertse and Li u (1975a) described a t hree -dimensi onal nu~eric a l 
model in h'hich the stre ss terms are r ep r e s en t e d by hori z nta l :tn cl ve r iC:l.l 
edcly-st r e s s coefficients of the t yp e de:;c r i bed by q uat i on (1 3). 

The radi a tion stresses are g-enerally cons ide r e d in i l cs tigat i on . of 
h'ave-generat e d currents. Nume rJ. cal mode ls wI i ch c Or.1.b i ne c a l cu l at i ons o f 
\'lave refraction and r adiati on stres s e s f or the cal cu l a t i on of near shore 
currents have be en repo r t e d by several investi gators, e. g ., Noda , o t al. 
(1974). Liu and 11ci (1975) considered r e f raction diffr ~l c: t ion and aJ ia
tion stresses near a breab/at e r. >~o numerical mo del is kn mm in wh ich 
the effect of waves on tidal currents in an e s t uary has heen con -; ide r ed . 

c. Boundar y Condi tions. Boundary conditi on s are easily a plliecl faT 
fixed bOlmdaries \~i th zero flo\-l normal to the bo undary in both ph ys ic;].l 
and numerical models. Hov ab Ie boundaries are more di fficult to t reJ.t in 
numerical models than in physical model s. ~lo st aspec t s of the nu)']er i ca 
modeling of geophysical hydrodynamic phenome n3. have been ex ten sively 
treated by meteorologists interested in numerical ~ e athe r pl" d iction, 
or other scientists intere sted in b a :> i.c re s arch. I urn .rical modelin g 
of boun da r ies which change in location due to tidal flu e uat i on s i s an 
exception. The only treatment u s d in the tl~~onboro mo del st udie s as 
part of the Genera l Inve s tigation of Tidal Inlets (GITl) is t h e p ro c e dure 
reported hy Reid and Bodine (1.968). Hodifications of thi s proc dur e we r e 
used in both tho-dimensional models of Has onb o r o Inlet. The boun dary 
location in the numerica l model is allowe d to ch:1n ge d i s cont inuously by 
the distance ~s in eithe r direction, as th e water ri s s ab o or fa lls 
below designated critical values which dopend on the elevat ion of t he 
land surface surround ing a grid point. No theore t ical ra l uatio ns of 

this procedure are known. The scheme is described by das ch, Bran de , 
and Reagan (1977). 
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Ri verfl m'ls above tidew at er cause no gr a t i ffi ul ties in e i th er 
ph y sical or n umerical models. Tidal flow in rivers or ch annel s leavi n o 

th e mo de l in an upstream direction caus e Jiffi cu l t i es in both n ume rical 

and physical mo dels. The me t hod of treating thes e inland ti a l botm dari s 

adop t e d for the phys ical model could have been app lied in t h e numeri al 
mode ls, but th i s wou ld have r equired de t a iled cal culation of the water 

motions in the fictional res r voirs and in the ti a, l channe ls an d would 
have been mo r e e xp ensive f or th e nume rical t han for th e physical mode ls. 
Nasch, Bran des, and Reagan (1977) simu l at e tidal re cords at the internal 
l..rater boundari es in th Q' form of amp l itude and phase ch ;m ge s app lied to 
the open o ce an tide. Chen and Hemb ree (1977) s imulate the s e in ternal 
bOlL'l.d aries by e xtrapo l ation from the interior of t h e computation region. 

The r elative meri t of the two bas 'c e xpr " sions \.,.h ich can be us ed for 

op n Illat e boundaries were discussed by Reid (1975) and Forr ist a ll (1975). 
It appe ars that no avail ab le procedure for dealing with open water bound
a r ies in • ume ric 1 mo de ls is ideal ; however, the pTocedure used by Ma s ch, 

Brandes , and Reagan (1977) may be preferable to that used by Chen and 
Hemb ree (19 77). 

Both urn rical and physical models of inl ts require artificial bound

aries arotUld a small part of the oceano In b oth mo de ls the information 

requir d for controlling the flow is provided by specifying the tidal 

height, a s a fun ction of time, at a specified point. Currents in the 

n umerical models are controlled by the slope of t he water surface near 

the arti f i c ial boundary. I'lasch, Brandes, and Ragan (1977) an d Chen and 
Hemb ree (1977) use different expressions for this purpose . The e xpres

sions by Ueid (1975) and Forristal l (1975) app l i ed to the ti da l channels 
an d to the open water conditions in the ocean. 

Controlling the currents by the computed slope of the water surface 
in nlm1erical models is less restrictive than the pro e dure used f or 
phys ical models, since tidal currents parallel to the shore can develop. 
Cotidal cha r ts, which give the relative phase of the ti de over an entire 
ocean b as on, geneI'ally show that the tide ,,,ave travels p arallel to the 
shore, indicating that tidal currents shou l d have a c omponent parallel 
to the shore . However, the cotidal chart by Ocfant (1961) showed that 
much of the U.S. Atlantic coast is an excep tion, and that ti dal currents 
parallel to the shore a r e not expected near r.1asonboro. Thus, the possi
bi l ity of predi cting tidal currents parallel to the shore is not as im
portant f o r Ma s onboro Inlet as for other in le ts, or as important for 
ti da l problems as for storm surge models. 

V. A LUl'·lPEO PARA/I'iETER MODEL 

1. General. 
The design engineer or researcher f r equently ne e ds a simp le model to 

ge t a "first look" at inlet hydraulics. The mode l should he easy to use, 
i ne xpensi ve, require a minimwn nwnl)8r of input parameters, and give 
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reasonable results quickly . As in other math e mat ical or ph y!' ica l mode s , 
this model is optimized by ad justing the inp ut at a to s i mul a t e known 
conditions. 

A math e matical mo de l f or t idal in lets, d esi gned to mee t t he e ~r it cr i..a. 

is th e "lwflped pa r ame ter in let model" p r opo s ed b y Keul egan ( 1967) . I n ht: 
l umped par ameter mo de l, all coeffic ien t s \ ... hich c o uld be adj LIs t e d t ] m
prove mo de l performance were combined i nto a sing l e pa aIlle t eT. 

The original devel opment \\Tas b ase d on th e c onsiderat ion o f a mI nImum 
number of terms which mi ght p oss i b ly provi de use-ful r e u l ts for th e sim
plest cases, and a r e co gnization ~ a t the bottom r o u gh ness co uld not be 
determined accurately without a detailed inves t i gation. Mann ing's n 
may be uncert a "n by a factor of two. 111us, many s co ndary terms may b e 
neglected without a s i gni ficant increase in the uncer t ainty o f t h e co l 
cU:l.ations. 

1ne Keulegan model has led to satisfactory r s olution of many inl e t 
problems. In other a p lications, the results ob t ained \ i th the Keu l egan 
model have been unsat i sfactory. The model has been extended b Huv::t l an d 
Wintergerst (1977) an d others by addin g new terms to pe rmit exten s i on of 
the model to general conditions. 

The equations by Keul e gan to describe t h e model and the defi nition 
sketch (Fig. 1 in Keulegan, 1967) a r e incons is tent" 

Physical insi ght for the d ominant control of t "d a l fl ows in many in 
lets may be gained by a r e vision of th~ definit i n s ketch s hown i n 19urc 
3(a) . 

The original fi gure in Keule ga n (1967) id en tified on l y tw o p o i n t s i 
a horizontal plane: the boundary e tl1cen the s a an d t h e i n l t. X2 , an d 
the bowldary between the bay and the inlet, xl' The f j gure an d equat i o ns 
by Keulegan seem to i mp ly that the pressure gr adien t f r o m x2 to Xl is 
responsible for the acc eleration required to p r oduce t he in f l o ve locity 
at x2 during floodtide, and that the p r e s su r e gradien t f r om Xl to x2 
is responsible for the acceleration requi red to pro duce t he in f low vel o "
ity at Xl during e btide. Ho\¥ever, this is not physically pos s ibl e. 

If tIVO additional positions, Xo and x3' are pos tu l ated (Fig. 3, b) , 
a 10h'er slope from x] to x" (Keulegan's 6H

I
) c a n p r oduce the accel e a

tion required to genei·ate the ~ flood curren ts, and th e s l ope b etlV e n x2 

and Xl (Keulegan 's ~H2) could exa c tly b alan e the fr i ction an d kin t ic 
energy terms as he has postulated. To a pply the same logic on ebb t i de , 
it is necessary to ~t~sumc~ that the accelerat ion req ui red for the eb b 
current is generated by the slope from Xo to Xl (Fig . 3,c) . This 
app roach is excellent for presenting the concept t hat i mcmy i ul e t s, 
the slope through the inlet is approximately b al a nced by fr ic tio n wi t h i n 
the inlet, and in many situations \vill permit a simple and u " f u l fi r s t 
approximation to inlet flows " 
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Figure 3. Gradient of water surface ove r channel: (a) as presented by 
Keulegan (1967) , (b) as modifi ed floodflow conditions, and 
(c) as modified ebb f l ow cond i tions. 
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However, this inte rp r etation does not provide a s a t is f a ctory 3.ppro:lch 
to generating improvem nts to the fi r s t a pproximat i on, since it doe s not 

permit a straightfo rw ard app lication of the e qu tion for t he con se r va tion 
of energy, momentum, and mass. 

If the purpose of the model is qu an titative calculations, the f i ure 

appears to be correctly dra~·'n and the equations appe a r to be mi ssing 
several terms which are negligib ly small in ma ny practi c al appl i cations. 
but important in others. r,lost of the material in this s e tion \" as 
developed on this assumption. 

A more rigorous development than that origin,!lly employ e d , which 
clearly shows the implicit assumptions used by Keule gan (196 7) and by 
Huval and Wi ntergerst (1977) may be developed by integratin g the on e 
dimensional equations of motion from the op e n sea to the b ay or lagoon . 
This approach discloses the terms omitted in the original equations . I n 
many applications these terms do not have a si~_~ificant effect on t he 
calculated results, but are important in others. The one-di men sional 
equations of motion are developed in Appendix C by integraing t h two 
dimensional equations of motion with res pect to y f r o m one s i de of a 
channel, Yl ex), to the other side of the channel, Y2 (x) . 

The resulting equations (B13) and (B14) in Appendix B may be stated 
as : 

3t 

d = d =- b- 1 
ttD .... ..'::.-{lu 

dX 

\"here 

Y2 

Ac(X' t) J 
Yl 

Y:c 

J (R .... E) 

/1 

o dy 

= 1 R _ 
Ac c 

d - Qeb 
.... udbJ Y b 3t ax 

(R .... E) ( 64 ) 

(65) 

is the cross-sectional area of the inlet at position x a long the cha nn 1 
at time, t, 

Y2 

u(x, t) JUdY 

Y1 

, -J 
'''''c 

)'2 h 

J J u dz dy . 

Yl Z 
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Thus, u(x,t) is the ave r a ge of u(x,y,z,t) in that cros s section, 

[D (u,,)2 + 2ufl"u" + O,,(u,,)2] dy 

U" ex, y , z , t) u(x,y,z,t) u(x,t) 

Y2 

hex} \)-1 J h(x,y) ely , 

Y1 

D 
Ac 
b 

-
h' (x,t) h f-i 

O' (X ,y,t) 0 D 

anJ 

b l y ) y: - Y1 width of channel. 

Rc c ont<1 i ns all t erms h'hich ::tp p ear \':11e11 the one-dimens ional momentum 
equation is de r i ved , wi thou t appr o ximation, from the three-dimensional 
equat i ons , but wh i~ h are generally neglected in the one-dimensional 
momen t um eq ua tion. 

111e ri gh t-han d sides of equations (1)4) and (65) are closure terms, 
normally negl c t ed i n dea l ing with the one-dimenslonal equations of 
motion . TIl e e terms are generally small and are given primarily for 

am let en S 5, but severa l of the terms can be locally significant. The 
phys i a l p roces ses \"hich the te r ms represent \Jere ciiscussed in Section II. 
None o f t he term.~ \'o'e r . consieler e d in the lumped parameter models of 
Keu egan (1967) and Huval and Nintergerst (1977). 

In most appl i cat i ons , the displacement of the free surface is assumed 
i n finite.::i m 1 with r e - p ec t to the total depth, and the elevation of the 
ch annel bottom is as s umed indeper.dent of time. 1\~len these assumptions 
JrB maele, the c ontinuity equation (65) takes the familiar form: 

Clh + ~u 
3t dX 

o . (66) 
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2. Th e K ul e gan Lump e d [J a rameter r,iode 1. 

The b as i c concept of the lumped par ame ter model introduce d by Keul e gan 
( 196 7) may be obt - i n d by ne g l e cting the right side of equation (64), 
ass uming that Ac is inde pe n dent of 
equation from the open sea , x = %' 
ing te rms to obt ain: 

x an d integr a ting t he r ,s ultin g 
to the bay, x = xB' an rearr an g-

XB Y2 XV 

1 [= 2 -2J hB hsJ f 1 
J (T zx) z dy dx JV dU (67) 2" LIB - Us + g + -

Ac at 
Xs Yl X c ,-' 

Ke ull,.;gaJl nt ct ll e t he as s umpti on , consist ent I,it!) equations (4 and (5), 
t hat , 

== Klulu 
02 

and implicitly as sumed t hat t h e right side of equ tion (67) cO'lld be 

n eg l ect d . 

Sub s ti tution f r om e qua tion (68) i nto equation (67) yields: 

g ~s - hB] 

xB Y2 
KI El U dY] G-) =', =~ J 1 J dx == u~ - u- + B S Ac 

Xs Yl 

(68) 

(69 ) 

=2 Ke u legan (1 96 7) e~aluated uS ' not at the same value of x, ClS use d f o r 
the ti de h e i ght fi ~ , but s; far at sea that a zero value could be assume d . 
He i mp l icitly assume d tl}at the flov, \"as uniform throughout the channel. 
Thu s, the ve l city, u/5, is given by uB. 'Thus, Keulegan'sbasic equa
tion takes the form: 

(70) 

The two terms involvin g t h e s quare of the speed Ivere combined to give: 

(71) 

where m is a c oe f fi cient related to t he velocity profile and is taken 
as unity in most applications, Y = 2"1 fgr floodflow, and y :: -1 for 

- - I I 2 ebb £10\". Note that y (hs - hB) == hS - hB' and y == 1. 
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Eq ua t i on (71) contains two devi at ions from a ri o rous derivation, 
b oth r e s ul ting from the integration of the term 'd/dx u2 • A ri gorous 
derivat ion of equa tion (6 7) requires that the term rcptesenting the 
a dve c tion of moment um , d tJ.2/~:X.l be in t grated over the same domain as 
t h e p r es sur e gr a dient term, 'dR/ax, so that the gain in kinetic energy 
ass oc iat ed wi th the h e ad loss resulting from the slope of the water sur
f a e is r ea lized. By eval uating the water level at opposite ends of the 
inlet and t h e kinetic e ne rgy in the open sea, I"he r e U = O. and at the 
b ay end of the inl e t, Ke ul egall over estimated the gain" in kinetic energy 
as a result of t h e head los s within the inlet. TIl e first term, u~ in 
eq ua t ion (70), r eprese nt s kinetic energy, a posi ti ve s calo.r I"i thout re
gard to t he di rec t i on o f CU1Tt::nt flow. The second term represents the 
bottom st r ess , a ve l-to r \\'hich chan;,;cs sign .. ith changes in the direction 
of fl Ol\ . h11e n th s e aT combined, as in equat ion (71), the kinetic 
e nergy is i n ' 0 ~Tectly assigned a negative value during ebb floh'. The 
k il e t icnergy term is often much smaller than the friction term and has 
on ly a trivi a l a ffe ct on the solution Hhen 2K(x2 - xl)/O m; i.e., 
I<.'h n the l e n gth of t h e inlet is sever a l hundred times the effective depth. 
TI1 i s cond "tion is sati s fied by most r a l inlets. 

Keul e gan ass me d r1anning's formul a tion of the bottom f-r"J"T:ion law 
wh ere K ex - 1/ 3 Since this assumption is not cri tical to the basic 
di s cus s ion of this s e tion, K is left ill the general form, K:: K(x, y), 
wi t h o u t cons i d r in g the re~ ' on for vari ab ility. 

To el i minate th e velocity uB from equation (71), Keulegan ass umed 
that water en t e '5 an d leaves the bay only th ro ugh the inlet, the area of 
the bay i s indep en dent of time, and the phase of the tide in the bay is 
inde pe ndent o f position t o justify the expressions: 

av BaH uBAB at 

ABay 
aEB 

:: 
at 

0;:-

c'h AB a B 
(72) -- --u 

3t A E Ba 

wh ere :lBay and ABau are the volume and surface area of the bay. These 
a~ S l~rtlon s are ra rel~ s a t i sfi ed exactly, but may be approximated with 
use f u l a cc urac y in many inlets. 

El i il a tion of u b e tl,"e en equations (711 and (72) yields: 

at (73) -- :: 
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where 

(74) 

Ke is Keulegan's coefficient of repletion, and apart from a few 
changes in notation, equations (73) and (74) correspond to equations_12 
and 13 in Keulegan (1967). All five empirical parameters AB, ABay ' is, 
K, and (xB -=xS) are 1umped into the single parameter, Ke. If sufficient 
records of hS and hB are available and the theory holds, Ke can be 
defined in a least squares sense by standard statistical procedures. If 
the various assumptions and approximations used in the derivation of equa
tion (74) are approximately valid, it should be possible to obtain a good 
approximation of Ke from measurements obtained from a hydrographic chart. 

For many practical problems, the assumptions leading up to equations 
(73) and (74) are too restrictive to justify much confidence in a direct 
application of the Keulegan lumped parameter model. The principal need 
for a lumped parameter approach is to provide a method for estimating 
tidal flows in small or dredged inlets where observations of tides are 
unavailable. 

Huval and Wintergerst (1977) propose a relaxation of Keulegan IS (1967) 
assumptions by heuristic extensions of his basic equations. 

TIle differences between the equations used and those found in a rlg
orous derivation h'ere not identified and eliminated; new errors we r e intro
duced. To display these errors, their importance should be estimated, and 
to find a satisfactory solution, it is perhaps necessary to eliminate the 
assumption of a constant cross section, independent of x, and retain the 
closure terms. The one-dimensional transport equation is more convenient 
for this purpose than the mean flow equation (64). The transport equation 
CI0 in App~ndix C, has the form: 

where Ac = Ac(x) = cross section of inlet. 

3. A Rigorous Deri va tion. 

The integral of equation (75) may be stated as: 

X.,., 
D 

J 3h 
gA - + 

c3x 
dx 
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Te rms neg l ected by Keul egan (1967) a re on the right in equati on (76 ) . 
The fi rs t t CTm in this equat i on may be readily i nt e grat e to obt ain : 

xB 

J 
x" o 

(77) 

If e ither of the factors, Ac or aE/h of the second t er m in equa 
tion (76), lS nearly constant, the integral of this term may be approx i 
mat ed as: 

XB 

J A aE dx == g (;3 x g(hB ( 7 ) 

'11 e re Ae is a representative cl'oss'::.sectional area for t h ntire inlet . 
EgUJ.t ion (78) is the definition of Ac. The s l ope of th Hatel' s u f ace, 
ah / ay, may be nearly constant whenever the phas e chan g in the inlet is 
s ma l l; i.e., when 

(79) 

",he re Dm-'~n is the mi ni mum value of is in the in l et, and T is the 
perio d o f t he tide \"ave. The vari ab ility of Ac can be detennined from 
a hy dr ographic chart or a hydrogr aphic survey. 

Equ at i on (4) may be used to obtain the integral of the st res s t I'm 
in the f orm : 

=') 
= '{uB Ku/ (x, y) dy dx , ( 80) 

Xs y 
1 

x C' v Yl 

wh e re 

w(x,y) [ U/ 0] u - ( 81J := 
uB uB 

The stress coeffici nt, K, may be a flffictior.. of x, y, and t. 

Substitution from equations (77), (78), and (80) i n to equation (76) 
yie '.US: 

XB Y2 

:\BUD~ A il 2 
+ g(h h) A + '{ll2 J J Kw2 dy dx S S B - S c B 

x 

IB [Rc - ~t".cuJ dx . (8.2) 

x 
S 
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The continuity equation for the one-dimensional equations of !r.otion 
1S derived in Appendix C, equation (C9) as: 

v ., 2 

J (R + E) dy . 

Y1 

(8.3) 

Equation (75) may be readily integrated along the inlet to obtain: 

(R + E) dy dx . (84) 

'The first term in equation (84) may be simplified by noting that 

VI ' (85) 

I"here V ~ lS the volume of the inlet. Thus, the integrated continui t)' 

equation for the inlet may be expressed as: 

avy 
at 

xB Y2 

f f (R + E) dy dx . (86) 

When the phase cha n ge l.;i thin the inlet is small, the volume, as a 
function of height, may be computed from hydrographic and topo graphic 
data; thus, if hS (t) is a known fW1ction, and th e phase chan ge I"i thin 

the inlet is small, V' (t) may be determined. 
I 

Equation (86) 

where 

may be 

Ue u 

av 
I 

-~ = 
at 

s olved 

AB= 

"ASB 

"V' o I 

it 

for Us in the form: 

1 aVI 
+ 

AS at 

(R + E) dy dx . 

(87) 

(8 8) 

The term, avI/at.. represents the contribution of tidal flow to 
the local time derivative of the inlet volume. The term, avI / 'dt, is 
the complete local time deri vati ve of the inlet volume. The integral 
of the net precipitation, (R + E). over the area of the inle! is 
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the net contribution of precipitation, evaporation!, and overbank flO\v 
to the volume change of the inlet. Most of the time this tenn is much 
smaller than the volume change of the inlet due to the tidal range and 
can be neglected in most cases. An exception may occur during intense 
rainstorrls, over inlets with small tidal ranges. In most cases, aVIlat 
is an adequate estimate of the total time derivative of the inlet volume. 

Substitution from . equatio~ (87) int? equation (82) and a slight re
arrangement of term3 ln equatlon (70) Yleld: 

dy dx + 

,[AB ::IJ ua 

- rg(l~S -hB) 

2 

+ 1:.. (aVI) 
AS at (89) 

xs 
Equation (89) is the complete form of the momentum eq!,!ation approxi

mated by equation (70). It is a quadratic equation for uB' and the 
solution may be given in the standard form: 

where 

- b ± 1b2 - 4 ae 
2a 

b Y [( ~~ ) : ~ I J 

[ 

2 _ av_ 
c=- Ag(h~-h)+A- l(_l ) 

coB S at 

(90) 

It is necessary to neglect the second term of a, b, and the last 
two terms of c to obtain Keulegan's (1967) equation. The second term 
ln a vanishes for a uniform channel cross section as asswned by Keulegan 
but the other terms are always real even though they may be small relative 
to the uncertainty in the friction term. Consideration of typical values 
for each term in equation (90) is useful to provide perspective for neglec
ting minor terms, remembering that the initial estimate for Hanning's n 
may easily be in error by 50 percent. Consequently, K is Wlcertain by 
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a factor of two. The parameters in Table 1 may be taken as typical of 
many inlets in North Ameri;::a. In an order of magnitude analysis, inte
grals may be replaced by the product of their ranges and typical values 
of the integrands. Differentials may be replaced by average or maximwn 
values. 

Table 1. Typical inlet parameters. 

Parameters Symbols Values 

Depth 0 3 m 

Width b 300 m 

Cross-sectional area Db 9 x 10 2 m2 

Length LI 2,000 m 

Surface area bLI 6 x 10 5 m2 

Tidal range 2h 1 m 

Volume of tidal change 2hbLI 6 x 10 5 m3 

Tidal period T 12.4 hr 

Average rate of inlet volwne change av I/dt 26.67 m3 /s 

Peak velocity IUBlmo.x 1 m/s 

~'!anning 's n n 0.025 

K n2 0-l/3 4.33 x 10- 4 

w 1.0 

Acceleration of gravity g 10 m/5 2 
I 

AB/AS 0.9 

I h - hB 0.1 m 

Substitution for most terms in equation (90) yields: 

a y(6 x ]0 5)(4.33 x 10- 4 ) ± 9 x 10 2 x 10- 1 

260 Y ± 90 

b 9 x 10- 1 x 26.67 

24 

c hB) + 1.1 x 10- 3 x 7.11 1 x 102 

+ 2 x 10 3 x [Rc - 8 x 10 - 4] 

= 9 x 10 2 + 7.9 x 10- 1 - 1.6 + 2 x 103Rc 

It is difficult to assign meaningful typical values to Rc. Gener
ally, this term is small in relation to the first term in c, but Rc 
may be the largest single term in equation (90) \.,.hen a strong wind is 
blm.,.ing parallel to the inlet axis. The wave setup term, S:uJ' can be 
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large when large waves are breaking in the inlet, ;md negligibly small 
at other times. Other terms may also become signi::'icant in special cir
cillllStances. 

Subst i tution of numerical values into equation (89) shows that for 
the ass um .d conditions, 3VI /dt and 3/h (Acu) can be neglected Hith
out serious error, even when average absolute values are considered. 
Since these are al tern at i ng terms, the actual net '/al ue of the errors 
r i sing from neglect is generally small. The second term of a vanishes 
fo r inlets of uniform cross section as assumed by Keulegan (1967). When 
the c r os s section of the inlet is variable, the second term can be sig
nificant, and for short inlets, the second term may be dominant. Inlet 
di mensions vary widely, and values for the particular inlet being con
s i de red should be substituted into equations (89) and (90) to determine 
Nh ich terms Call be neglected in particular cases. 

Thus, with good aoproximation, uB may be wri tten as: 

y 
xB Y2 

J J Kw 2 dy dx + yl\B (1 - AT/AS) 

Xs Y1 

JJ2 

(91) 

TIle flrst form of equation (72) may be generalized to account for 
inflow to the bay from precipitat i on, overbank flow, and rivers by: 

aVB ay 
3t (92) 

\."here gin ]S the net contribution from rivers, o'/erbank f10\\', and pre
cipitation, etc. This yields an expression for 3ii

B
/3t in the form: 

(93) 

Equation (91) can be used to eliminate uB from equation (93) to 
obtain: 

or 

xB Y2 

J J Kw 2 dy dx + y AB(l - AB/AEJ 

Xs Y1 
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+-ABay 
(94 ) 
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whe re 

1/2 
Ke ;::: (96) 

When qin is neglected, e(juation (95) is identical with c q ua t io 
(73). Thus e q u a tion (95) is a generalization of equat ion (73) l~h i ch 
permi ts It: a t er to re a ch the bay ,~i thout going through the inlet. Wh en 
C0 = w1i ty, an d both K and A are a constant, e qua t i on 9 6) re J uces to 
the fo r m o f equat ion (74) loJhere m is neglected. Thus, eq ua t ions (95) 
and ( 9 6) are ge nera l i zations of equations (73) and (74). 

Huval and Winte rgerst (1977) propose a heuristic generalizat ion of 
Keulegan 's (1967) model fay application to inlets of irregular sh ape , as 

partitioning the inlet into several parallel channels, an d the ch an nels 

into cells, with the goal of obtaining nearly uniform values of depth, 
ro u ghness, velocity, and cross-sectional area in each cell. They r e cog
nize that these conditions cannot, in general, be satisfied exactly; 

howe ver, no gu idance is provided to determi n e hm, _"ell these ccnditions 

can or must be s a t isfied to justify the use of the proposed mo e l . 

A systematic approach to the lIu val and IVintergerst model l e ads to an 

al ternate exp r e s·· i on of compa rable simplicity '''hich do ·" s not require s u ch 
s t r ingent assumpti on s . ~1oreover, the alternate expression can be con
verted into the fo r m given by Huval and lVintergerst only if all t he i r 

a s sumptions are completely satisfied. 

A rigorous derivation could begin with the numerical integration of 
e(jua t ion (C1) in App e n dix C. HmoJever, the principal concern here is t he 

extension of Keul e gcn's basic equation (70). Thus, the derivation can 
be / in ld t.h a genera l " zation of equation (70), k::;ed on equation (69). 

It will be assume d tha~ an inlet can be p:nti tic,ncd into a nuraber of 
subchannels and that wi thin each subchannel, the depth, Toughness, and 
velocity are ne ar ly constant fOT each value of x. In general, these 
var i ables, 'including the width, within each subchannel may be arbitrary, 

and all four may v ary with x. The first step in this d e'r ivation is to 
r ewrite the l ast ter m in equation (69) as: 

xB Y2 
KlulU 

xB Y2 

f ~ f ciy dx f I f Ku 2 dy dx (97) 
D2 Y Ac 

x c· Yl Xs YI , 
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In equation (95) J 

channel. With th e aid 
(1967) J the assumption 

Y1 and Y2 are 
of equation (97) 
that =2 Us can be 

taken as the limits of the sub
and, in cO:lformity with Keulegan 
neglected, an al ternati ve form 

of equation (70) is obtained: 
x 

JE - ') 

g[hS hB] 
Km[i ~ bm 

dx y 
Am Xs 

(98) 

The subscript m is used to designate the m'th s ubchannel. 

111e i ,lertia term, arising from ofF/ax, has been omitted as explained 
above. The integration of equation (98) across the inlet is accomplished 
by adding the solutions for all subchannels to obtain: 

1'-1 xB 
Km~bm =2 L J dx i"ly g (FiS hB) UB = 

m=l Am Xs 

=2 Equation (81) has been used to factor uB from the integral. 
is taken as the average velocity across the entire inlet, equation 
may be solved to obtain: 

where 

[iB 

i'il 

L bm 
m= 1 

Y 
i-l 
L 

m=l 

b J 

Ivlgihs hBi 
lJ2 

-

xB 

J 2= 
KmWrn/Dm dx 

Xs 

(99 ) 

(100) 

(101) 

and, as in equation (91), the inertial term has been neglected. Substi
tution from equation (100) into equation (93) yields equation (95), with 
Ke given by: 

B M 
112 

Ke 
ABay 

(102 ) 
~l 

xB 
~ J 2 = 

dx ..., Km u>m /Dm 
m=l Xs 
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In equations (96) and (102), the major problem is to determine the 
values of wm(x). Practical procedures are developed and several appli
cations of the procedures are given by Seelig, Harris, and Herchenroder 
(in preparation, 1977). The other parameters can generally be measured 
or estimated from available charts. 

The solution of Huval and \l!intergerst (1977) may be obtained from 
equation (99) by setting all values of 

2 2 
KmWmb l KiWi 

Am D1 
(103) 

so that equation (99) may be rewritten as: 
XB 2 

'1=2 f K1w 1 
ygM(hS hB) ,. uB -_- dx 

xs 01 
(104) 

If Kw 2/D is the same function of x in each channel, equation 
(98) may be applied separately to each channel. The model of Huval and 
\l!intergerst is based on the implicit assumption that equation (98) can 
be applied separately to each of the parallel channels. 

Huval and \l!intergerst (1977) defined the quantity. w, by postulat
ing that the total flow in each subchannel would be constant for all x. 
By using this assumption, the total flow, Q, is given by: 

Q (105) 

where 

~(x) Am(x) Urn (x) 

and 

M 
AB = I Bm(AB)m' 

m= 1 

substitution from equation (81) shows that 

Urn (x) ~/ Am(x) 
(106) 
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Factoring equation (104) by M, substituting from equation (106) for 
wm' and rearranging terms in equation (99) wi II obtain: 

y 
xB 
J Km dx/DmA~ ex) 

Xs 

1/2 

( 107) 

Summing all ~ to obtain the total transport, noting that ;~uB Q, 
and substituting the sum of all Qm into equation (72) yield: 

K e 
1 \1 

A L 
Bay m=l 

li'L 

1 

= ') 
Kl dx/DAye x) 

( 108) 

where the subscript, HW, is used to indicate the form developed by Huval 
and Wintergerst. 

TI1e conditions required to justify equation (108) shol~ that this equa
tion is equal to equation (102). All terms in the denominator of the 
bracketed terms in equation (108) are independent of y and the total 
cross section is the sum of the cross sections of the individual channels. 
If Al is also independent of x, the summation in equation (108) yields: 

AB 112 

Kml 
1 (109) 

ABay xB 

J K1 dx/iS 

Xs 

For the conditions r~quired to justify equation (108), i.e., Al is con
stant and Kl and 5 are independent of y, all terms in the denomina
tor of the bracketed term in equation (102) are also constant, and the 
total \vidth of the inlet is equal to the sum of the Ividths of the chan
nels. Thus, for these conditions, equation (102) may be written as: 

AB 1 
112 

Ke ( 110) 
ABav xB ;:) 

f K1 dx/5 

Xs 
where 

2 
AlB (x) w2 = 1 
At 

1 
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The general validity of the lumped parameter model of Keulegan (1967) 
has been established for the following conditions: 

(a) All flow into the bay passes through the inlet. 

(b) Surface area of inlet and bay is independent of time. 

(c) Cross-sectional area of inlet is independent of x. 

(d) Phase change of the tide within inlet and bay is small. 

(e) The friction effect is JTIuch larger than the effect of momentum 
advection; e.g., 2K(xB - xS) » D. 

This latter condition is required to ensure that the error in treat
ing the terms arising from the term 3u2/3x does not become significill1t. 

Huval and Wintergerst (1977) successfully relax the following condi
tions: 

(a) Full relaxation. 

(b) Area of inlet and bay may change as linear or quadratic func
tions of h. This is sufficiently generalized for most practical cases. 

(c) The requirement for a channel cross section independent of x 
is generalized as follows: 

(1) The inlet is partitioned into several channels of equal 
width. The \vidth may change with distance along the inlet axis, but the 
cross section in each channel is as nearly independent of x as possible. 

(2) TI1e transport in each channel is constant along its length. 
This is equivalent to the specification that the subchannel boundaries be 
streamlines. 

(3) The factor, 2 = Kmwm/Dm, has the same value in each channel 
for each value of x. 

Condition (c) is unlikely to be satisfied even approximately unless 
the inlet is approximately symmetric to the centerline. Conditions (d) 
and (e) for the Keulegan (1967) model are retained in the model of Huval 
and Wintergerst (1977). 

Both models become invalid whenever strong winds blow parallel to the 
inlet axes and when large waves break in the inlet There may be special 
but unusual circumstances when either of the models fails because one or 
more other processes grouped under the term Rc become important. 
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4. Sununary. 

Equations of motion for the vertically and cross-channel integrated 
flow in a channel of variable cross section have been derived in Appendix 
C in a manner \'ihich explicitly identifies the assumptions generally made 
in adopting one-dimensional equations of motion. These equations have 
been furthe r integrated along the channel in this section to provide a 
differential equation for the tidal height in the ocean and the inlet 
geome try. The work \'1as motivated by the :inlet studies of Keulegan (1967) 
and Huval an d Wintergerst (1977). 

This study has shown that the inertia terms appear to have been im
properly treated by Keulegan (1967); however, these terms are of trivial 
i mportance in some inl~ts and may have little affect on the flow. 

Huval and Wintergerst attempt to generalize Keulegan 1 s treatment by 
relaxing some of his restriction~, \'1ithout going back to a complete set 
of equations as a starting point. A thorough analysis of the problem 
has shown that Huval and Wintergerst found a singular solution of the 
problem which is nearly as restrictive as that presented by Keulegan. 
The new derivation in this study produced a solution of the same level 
of complexity which agrees \'iith Huval and Wintergerst whenever their 
solution is valid, and which is valid for a much wider range of condi
tions. 111e ne\" solution h as not been developed here for practical appli
cation, but is accomplished in Seelig, Harris, and Herchenroder (in pre
paration, 1977). 

VI. MODEL CALIBRATION 

Both the numerical and physical models used for the study of coastal 
hydrodynamics are designed to reproduce, as reliably as possible, the pri
mary flow phenomena being investigated, and to approximate or simulate in
directly the effects of secondary phenomena. TIle optimum design simula
tion and approximation procedures cannot be determined or evaluated solely 
on the basis of theory. Thus, a process of experimental adjustment and 
evaluation of the model must be carried out before it can be used \'1i th 
confidence for ei ther engineering or s cienti fic studies. This process 
has been termed confi,rmation~ ad;justment~ ver1:f1:cation~ or calibration 
by various investigators. In this study, calibration is used to describe 
the process \'1here a physical or numerical model of hydraulics phenomena 
is checked with prototype data and systematically adjusted to reproduce 
desired prototype data from corresponding prototypE dri \ling forces. Ver
ification is restricted to the process where independent prototype data 
(data not used in the calibration) are used to verify that a calibrated 
hydraulics model reproduces prototype observations \'1ith satisfactory 
accuracy. 

Models of coastal phenomena can be useful \'Iithout being completely 
accurate. Hudson, et al. (in preparation, 1977, pp. 3-5) stated that 
all models of estuaries have one characteristic in common: that is that 
they cannot be completely accurate simulations of :::ell the complex phe
nomena inherent in tidal \\'aterh'ays ..•. 11 
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American Society of Civil Engineers (1942) reported "'Dlat the neces
si ty for the trial- and-error process of model verification arises from 
the inabi Ii ty of the experimenter to design and construct his model so 
as to insure the atta::_nment of dynamic similitude." The previous quota
tion (Hudson, et al., in preparation, 1977) showed that this need is still 
much in evidence. 

American Society of Civil Engineers (1942) and Hudson, et ale (in 
preparation, 1977) give lengthy descriptions of the procedures used for 
the adjustment of physical models. Durham, Greer, and Wh alin (1976) and 
l'/haIin, Perry, and Durham (in preparation, 1977) discuss a calibration 
procedure based on the harmonic analysis of tidal records for a period 
of about 15 days which appears to be an improvement on traditional pro
cedures. The field data collection program at r.-lasonboro Inlet was too 
restricted to support this approach. Odd (1971) surveyed the problem 
in less detail for one-dimensional mathematical models. The fo ur appen
dixes to this report present specific examples of model calibration. 'This 
section does not furnish a guide to model calibration, but provides the 
reader with an understanding of the physical and mathematical need for 
calibration and with background information needed for the assessment of 
the calibration procedures for the four Masonboro Inlet models. 

The imperfections in hydraulics models that lead to the requirement 
for calibration result in part from the lack of precise information about 
the prototype and in part from distortion or total neglect in the model 
of processes that are of secondary but significant importance in the pro
totype. 

Friction is generally the most important of the distorted physical 
processes. The process of model adjustment for improving the calibration 
of model to prototype is often discussed as if the only important problem 
lS to secure the proper value of bottom friction everywhere in the model. 

Friction has two important affects on the prototype flOl'/. Turbul ence, 
generated by friction, serves to mix adjacent fluid elements, thus smooth
ing out large-scale gradients of momentum and dispersing any substance 
mixed with the \~ater. Turbulence also increases the frequency of locally 
intense gradients in the flow, thereby increasing the conversion of kinetic 
energy to heat by molecular viscosity. These two effects of turbulence 
and one other effect are important in the physical model. By increasing 
the generation of turbulence near the bottom, friction decreases the 
thickness of the viscous boundary layer, and the thickness of the fluid 
layer in which molecular viscosity exerts a direct control over the veloc
ity profile in the fluid. 

The bottom st resses must be increased by a factor equal to the distor
tion ratio, Bia, to be correctly represented in distorted scale physical 
models (see Sec. I II). Hudson, et ale (in preparation, 1977) derived the 
same correction factor by a different procedure. 

Internal friction, as described by all nine components of the turb u
lent stress tensor (App. B, eq. BI3), can contribute to fluid mixing and 
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the dissipation of energy. When no special effort is made to represent 
anyone of these terms in the model, whether physi~al or numerical, the 
missing processes are assumed to be lumped with the bottom stresses in 
the model. Although not always clearly expressed, this principle is 
often used in the adjustment of physical models. The most frequently 
used procedure at the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 
(WES) , Vicksburg, Ivlississippi, is to embed small metal strips into the 
concrete bottom of fixed-bed models and to bend or remove the strips 
later as required to obtain a satisfactory level of turbulence during 
the model calibration procedure. This procedure and others are described 
by Sager and Seabergh (1977). 

However, according to Hudson, et al., (in preparation, 1977), it is 
not always possible to achieve sufficient mixing of fluid elements by 
these techniques, and oscillating fans may be directed to\"ard the \"ater 
surface to increase the intensity of turbulence in the water. Small 
electrical vortex generators similar to kitchen mixers are used in some 
European laboratories for the same purpose. 

The geometry of the inland tide reservoirs (see Sec. III), may be 
changed to improve the calibration of the physical model. Sometimes it 
is necessary to deepen a noncritical part of the basin or to constrict 
the flow somewhere in the model more than strict geometric similitude 
\"ould prescribe, to duplicate some important features of the prototype 
flow in the model. 

Reproduction of water levels is more easily aC:"1ieved than the repro
duction of currents in both physical and mathematical models. Hudson, 
et al. (in preparation, 1977) recommended that acceptable calibration of 
water levels through one or more tidal cycles be obtained before attempt
ing to adj ust the model for the reproduction of currents. 

~'lodel adjustments which are not determined by theoretical considera
tions leave something to be desired, but are often considered necessary. 
A model that cannot reproduce recorded events acceptably cannot be de
pended on to predict future events. The final stage of calibration for 
many models appears to be a trial-and-error procedure. 

Numerical hydraulic models have not been in use as long as physical 
models. Consequently, the techniques for adjustment during the calibra
tion process are not well developed. In general, the development has 
followed along the I ines previously used \"i th physical models. Some 
techniques, however, are more conveniently applied to one type of model 
or the other. 

The concept of considering all adjustments of the model as changes in 
the bottom stress has carried over from physical modeling. In numerical 
models, the stress can easily be expressed in the form of equations (4) 
or (5) with a constant stress coefficient. Also, an initial estimated 
stress coefficient which may vary with position, can easily be changed 
by a constant factor or a constant increment. Since this type of stress 
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law or change in the stress law is difficult to achieve in a physical 
model, it is used more often with numerical models. Reid and Bodine (1968) 
used a constant stress coefficient for the entire model of Galveston Bay, 
but varied the value between repeated calculations to obtain optimum 
agreement bet\-,reen model and prototype. Chiu, van de Kreeke, and Dean 
(1970) also experimented with constant values for K during each cali
bration and selected the value which optimized agreement between model 
and prototype for later experiments. Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) 
chose initial values of K which varied with water depth, and later 
adjusted some values on a point by point basis to optimize the agreement. 
Chen and Hembree (1977) intended to follow a similar procedure; their 
computer program has a provision for reading in an inltial estimate of 
friction factors. HOI ... ever, the input friction factors are not included 
with the program listing, and no numerical values or descriptive logic 
are provided. Thus, it is impossible to determine from the material 
submitted, how the bottom stress was actually treated in this numerical 
model. 

Odd (1971) reviewed the problem of representing bottom friction in 
one-dimensional numerical tidal models and concluded that empirical re
sistance functions, such as the Chezy and Manning formulas, provided an 
inadequate description of frictional resistance in sha1101'" estuaries with 
an appreciable tidal range. lhe reasons for this opinion are not pre
sented \ ... ith enough details for application to two-dimensional models. 

Reid and Bodine (1968) treated the overtopping of previously dry grid 
points by imposing a simulated weir and supplying both weir elevations 
and coefficients for each case. Thus, additional constants become avail
able for adjustment during the calibration process. Simulated weirs could 
be used to impose a reduction in the cross section of flOl ... to compensate 
for the difficulty in representing channels with widths less than 6s, 
or channels \.,rhich could not othen,ise be properly represented wi thin the 
selected network of grid points. Procedures similar to those used by 
Reid and Bodine (1968) were applied in both of the Masonboro Inlet two
dimensional numerical models. 

None of the reports cited describe the processes used in deciding how 
roughness elements should be distributed in a physical model, or how quan
titative coefficients should be selected in numerical models to efficiently 
improve the agreement bet\..,een model and prototype. lherefore, model cali
bration by both physical and numerical models remains a trial-and-error 
process. 

Adjustment of a model to optlmlze agreement between the model and 
prototype for known events, and verification to measure the degree of 
success achieved, are necessary steps. A model cannot be depended on to 
reproduce future events \'li th greater accuracy than the model has displayed 
in reproducing known events. However, there is no guarantee that the pre
diction of future events will achieve the degree of success displayed in 
calibration even when the model is not modified. Any subs tantial modifi
cation of the model is likely to change the calibration. 
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The reliability of both physical and numerical models for predicting 
the effects of changed conditions will be greatly increased when the 
process of adjustment is changed from an art to a science. 

VII. COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS 

The performance of each model used in the Masonboro Inlet study for 
simulating tidal-induced water motions is discussed in this section. The 
inlet modeling study consisted of two phases: (a) Calibration of the 
models to 1969 basin geometry and to given 1969 velocity and tidal data, 
and (b) application of the models to Masonboro Inlet for basin geometry, 
corresponding to prejetty (1964) conditions. In the first phase, the 
effectiveness of each model in reproducing water motions is shown by com
paring the tides and velocities predicted in the models to the tides and 
velocities observed in the 1969 prototype; in the second phase, the re
suI ts obtained with the mathematical models are compared with the tides 
and velocities measured in the physical model for 1964 conditions. 

1. Calibration of Models. 

Basic data for calibrating the models to Masonboro Inlet were from 
basin geometry collected during September and October 1969, and from 
tidal excitations and current velocities collected on 12 September 1969. 
Basin geometry data, including both hydrography and topography, ,,"ere 
taken from a chart (scale of 1 inch to 500 feet) with 2-foot (0.61 meter) 
contours representing the hydrography below the mean low \vater (MLW) 
Beaufort Datum, or 1.88 feet (0 0 51 meter) beloh' the National Geodetic 
Vertical Datum (formally called the 1929 Mean Sea Level Datum) elevations 
for describing the ground elevations above the local mean high \vater (MH\'V') 
Beaufort Datum. Selection of the physical limits of \vater motions at 
specific locations was reproduced. 

Tide and current velocity data were collected at several locations. 
For the period 0300 to 2100 hours, eastern standard time (e.s.t.), con
tinuous tidal information was recorded by seven tide gages. Concurrently, 
from about 0600 to 2100 hours, e.s.t., current velocities were measured 
and recorded at 15 stations. Locations of the tide gages and velocity 
measurement stations are shown in Figure 1; three velocity measurement 
stations were used to measure the velocities in a particular channel 
cross section. Measurements were taken at each station at three levels 
in the vertical, 1 foot above the bottom, middepth, and 1 foot below the 
free surface. 

Tides recorded on 12 September 1969 at gage 0, located on Mercer's 

Pier on the oceanside of Wrightsville Beach and about 15 miles from 

Masonboro Inlet (Fig. 1), provided the basic input to all models. The 
data recorded at gage 0 (Fig. 4) indicates that the tide for this loca
tion is nearly sinusoidal in shape and has a semidiurnal period of about 
12.5 hours. 
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2. Comparison of Results. 

Tides reproduced in the two-dimensional mathematical models and physi
cal model in comparison to the tides recorded on 12 September 1969 at the 
vari ous gage locations are shown in Figures 5 to 10. All plotted tidal 
elevations were referred to the MLW Beaufort Datum. Tides reproduced in 
both the physical model (Sager and Seabergh, 1977) and in the numerical 
model by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) used a datum level that h'as 
intended to correspond with the ~1SL. However, each model used a different 
constant for converting from the ~1LW datwn to the MSL datum. In each case, 
the respective conversion factor was used to convert ~le tidal elevations 
back to the MLW datum. 

The ocean tide recorded at gage 0 is superposed on the tide hydro
graphs in Figures 5 to 10 to demonstrate the modification of the tidal 
curves with respect to both phase and waveform as the tide propagates 
through the entrance channel and into the back-bay channels. Only a 
slight change occurs in phase and waveform in the entrance channel (Fig. 
5). As expected, the wave in the inlet and back-bay channel lags more in 
phase, and the waveform becomes more distorted. Generally, the tide wave 
is not greatly modified by the physical characteristics of the ~1asonboro 
Inlet study area. The root-mean-square (rms) difference between proto
type and model water levels varied from 0.1 to 0.3 foot for individual 
gages, hri th an overall value of 0.2 foot for each model. None of the 
models appeared significantly superior to the others for reproducing 
the tides at all tidal stations. 

Figure 11 shows the tide predicted for the embayment area with the 
lumped parameter model in comparison to the average embayment tide 
observed in the prototype. TIle average embayment tide for the prototype 
was calculated by averaging the tides observed at gage stations 3, 4, 
and 5. This average was used because the lumped parameter mathematical 
model can only predict a uni form variation of the water surface in the 
embayment area. Al thou~h the figure indicates that the amplitude of the 
tide calculated at the maximum stage was too large, the predicted tide is 
generally in good agreement with the observed tide. 

A com:Jarison of the predicted and prototype current velocities for 
the calibration data of 12 September 1969 is shown in Figures 12 to 26. 
Surface measurements \"ere made 0.30 meter (1 foot) below the surface; 
bottom measurements were made 0.30 meter above the bottom. The proto
type velocities are based on measurements taken from boats using Price 
cuptype v0locity meters. The instrumental error is less than 10 percent 
when the recorded speed exceeds 3 centimeters (0.1 foot) per second. 

Velocities measured in the physical model were taken 1n the vertical 
at each station similar to the prototype (Figs. 12 to 26). The terms 
surface and bottom in the figures are interpreted as 1 foot below the 
water surface and 1 foot above the bed, respectively. Unlike the physi
cal model, the velocities calculated in the mathematical models are 
vertically averaged velocities. 
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Figure 13. Prototype and predicted velocity for fvlasonboro Inlet at range 1, station C (center), 
12 September 1969. 
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The velocity curves (Figs. 12 to 26) show that Chen and Hembree 
(1977) were unable to achieve a good velocity verification. Although 
the phasing was in fairlY good agreement with observations, the magni
tude of the flood and ebb velocities was generally poor with respect to 
the prototype velocities. However, both Sager and Seabergh (1977) and 
Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) obtained a better velocity verification. 

The lumped parameter mathematical model, because of its formulation, 
can predict only the mean velocities in the throat of the inlet. To show 
hm, well this model was calibrated to prototype conditions, reduction of 
the velocities measured in the inlet to mean velocities was necessary. 
To obtain mean velocities for the inlet from the measurements, all nine 
measurements for the three velocity stations were averaged. A simple 
average was used to determine both the predicted and prototype mean ve
locities. A comparison of the inlet velocities reproduced in the lumped 
parameter model and the mean prototype velocities is shown in Figure 27. 
The figure also shows the mean velocities determined by Masch, Brandes, 
and Reagan (1977) and Sager and Seabergh (1977). Results are not shown 
in Chen and Hembree (1977) because of the poor velocity reproductions. 

Both the physical and numerical models by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan 
simulated the prototype velocities at all stations more satisfactorily 
than the model by Chen and Hembree (see Figs. 12 to 26). However, it is 
difficult to determine whether the physical model or the numerical model 
by 1vlasch, Brandes, and Reagan gave the best overall reproduction. A 
systematic procedure for making this determination is to compare the 
rIllS difference between prototype velocities and the ve loci ties obtained 
from the models. 

To carry out such an analysis, the prototype and simulated velocities 
were tabulated hourly for each station. Velocities measured in the phys
ical model and prototype were converted to vertically averaged velocities 
to agree with the velocities reproduced in the numerical model. These 
conversions were made by taking a simple average of the velocities, usu
ally given at three levels in the vertical, for a given time level. The 
root-mean-square velocity difference (RMSll) was determined for each 
station in both models. The RMSll is defined by: 

RMSll = [l L (Y _ X) 2J J}2 , 
N (111) 

where Y is the model velocity, X is the prototype velocity for the 
same observation time, and N is the number of variables compared. The 
RMSll's were normalized by division by the mean-square value of the pro
totype measurement RMSP, defined by: 

RHSP = [~ L X2J J}2 ( 112) 
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The results of this analysis for each velocity station are shown in 
Table 2. The last twc columns in the table give the relative normalized 
variations, N(RMS~/RMSP)2, for the physical and Masch, Brandes, and 
Reagan (1977) models. A comparison of the values in the columns implies 
that velocities are reproduced more satisfactorily at some stations in 
the physical model and at other stations in the model of Masch, Brandes, 
and Reagan. If each of the last two columns in Table 2 is summed and 
divided by the sum of N, the overall normalized mean squares are found. 
The square root of the normalized mean squares is simply the normalized 
root mean squares, RfvlS11/RMSP. By carrying out these calculations, it is 
found that RMSll/RlVlSP = 0.355 for the physical model and 0.299 for the 
model by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan. If those stations are omitted when 
velocity data were missing at some levels in the vertical in the physical 
model, then RMSll/RMSP = 0.313 in the physical model and 0.300 in the model 
by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan. Since only slight differences in the over
all rms deviations were found, it is impossible to conclude that either 
model reproduced the velocities more satisfactorily than the other because 
of possible errors in reading the velocities from curves and only a lim
ited set of data was used in the analysis. In general, both models per
formed about equally well in reproducing the velocities. However, it 
should not be assumed that the best possible calibrator was obtained for 
any of the models. 

3. Application of the ~'Iodels. 

The second phase of the modeling study was applying the calibrated 
models of Masonboro Inlet to calculations for periods where the geometry 
of the system was substantially different from that for the 1969 condi
tions. Preproject conditions (1964) when Masonboro Inlet was in a natural 
state were selected. 

Because tides or velocities were not available for the preproject con
di tions, ideali zed mean and spring tides characteris tic of the 1vlasonboro 
Inlet area were used for excitation of the models. The idealized tidal 
curves are shmm in Figure 28. 

Application of the models to Masonboro Inlet for the preproject con
ditions was made primarily to obtain additional insight on the perform
ance of numerical models. If the initial calibration of the physical 
model had been significantly better than either numerical model, and if 
the divergence between physical and numerical models had increased sig
nificantly for the preproject conditions, the assumption would be that 
neither of the numerical models considered would be reliable for appli
cation to any condition other than that used in the initial calibration. 
Due to the small differences betlveen the idealized mean and spring tides, 
the comparison of the modeling result is shown only for the mean tide con
di tions (Fig. 28). Information \Vas furnished for modifying the models to 
reflect the hydrography corresponding to the November 1964 preproject con

ditions (Fig. 29). 
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Table 2. Statistical comparison of velocity data (ft/s) , 

Sta. N Physical MERl Phys ical ~mR Prototype Prototype Physical MBR Physical ~fBR 

R~fS tI R~1StI N (~fStI) 2 N (R~1S tI ) 2 R~jS P RMS tI ~jStI RMS tI ~~tS tlJ2 LRMSlIj 2 
RMSP RMSP ~ISP N RMSP N JU.-ISP 

1 N 13 0.580 0.293 4.376 1.114 1.967 3.869 0.295 0.149 1.131 0.288 
1 C 13 0.492 0.568 3.148 4.197 2.494 6.222 0.197 0.228 0.506 0.674 
1 S 11 0.510 0.506 2.859 2.816 2.445 5.979 0.209 0.207 0.478 0.471 

2 N 13 0.642 0.040 5.365 5.328 1.486 2.208 0.432 0.431 2.430 2.413 
2 C 13 0.317 0.620 1.307 5.002 2.876 8.272 0.110 0.216 0.158 0.605 
2 S 13 0.621 0.725 5.008 6.825 3.044 9.264 0.204 0.238 0.541 0.737 

3 N 13 0.563 0.818 4.122 8.696 2.044 4.179 0.275 0.400 0.986 2.081 
en 3 C 13 0.433 0.332 2.441 1.434 1. 822 3.318 0.238 0.182 0.736 0.432 

3 S 8 0.455 2 0.435 1.654 2 1. 515 0.963 0.966 0.487 2 0.452 1. 7122 1.568 

4 W 13 0.431 0.344 2.418 1. 539 0.627 0.393 0.687 0.549 6.153 3.916 
4 C 13 0.186 0.179 0.447 0.414 1. 121 1. 256 0.166 0.160 0.356 0.330 
4 E 13 0.199 0.294 0.516 1.122 1. 242 1. 544 0.160 0.237 0.334 0.727 

5 IV 7 0.689 3 0.302 3.319 3 0.641 1. 592 2.536 0.499 3 0.190 1. 737 3 0.253 
5 C 13 0.331 2 0.411 1. 439 2 2.195 1. 593 2.541 0.207 2 0.258 0.563 2 0.864 
5 E 7 0.802 3 0.374 4.709 3 0.979 1. 588 2.522 0.578 3 0.236 2.336 3 0.388 

lMasch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) 
2No middepth velociti es recorded. 
3No surface or middepth velocities recorded. 
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The variations in water surface elevations predicted by all three 
two-dimensional models are shown by hydrographs in Figures 30 to 35. 
These hydrographs sho\\' that, in general, the tides simulated by the 
two-dimensional mathematical models were in reasonable agreement with 
those simulated in the physical model. However, about a ~-hour phase 
lag occurs in the tides predicted by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) 
relative to the predictions by the physical model at gage 6. Chen and 
Hembree (1977) did not calculate the tide for this location. Since the 
tides calculated by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan matched the prototype 
observations at station 6 better than the tides observed in the physical 
model, the numerical model possibly provided a better approximation than 
the physical models on the tides at this station. 

Figure 36 shows the uniform embayment water level elevations calcu
lated by the lumped parameter model in comparison to the average embay
ment elevations reproduced in the physical model; the lumped parameter 
model is in good agreement with the physical model in reproduction of 
tides for the preproject conditions. 

Predicted tidal current velocities for all three models are shown 
in Figures 37 to 51. The agreement between the physical model and the 
numerical model by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan is again much better than 
the agreement between either of these models and the model by Chen and 
Hembree. However, there are significant differences between the physical 
model and the numerical model by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan. Stronger 
ebb current velocities were computed by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan at 
station 3C (Fig. 44); smaller ebb current velocities were computed by 
this model at stations 4E, 4W, 5C, and 5W (Figs. 46 and 48 to 51) 0 Why 
these deviations occu:~red or which prediction is more correct, is unknown. 

The velocities computed by the lumped parameter method (Huval and 
Wintergerst, 1977) are compared to average velocities in the inlet as 
predicted by both the physical model (Sager and Seabergh, 1977) and the 
numerical mode 1 (1vlasch, Brandes, and Reagan, 1977) (Fig. 52). 

4. Later Studies. 

A new hydrographic survey of Masonboro Inlet was made in July 1974. 
The physical model of the inlet was remodeled to the 1974 bathymetry and 
the measurements described above were repeated. The rrns differences be
tween model and proto";:ype and two other measures of goodness of calibra
tion were computed. The results are given by Seabergh and Mason (1975). 
A report covering both physical and numerical models will be pClblished 
later lIDder the GITl program. The rms differences were slightly larger 
than in calibration tests, as would be expected when no effort was made 
to force the model. The rmS differences for stations 1 and 2 (which 
should be most affected by \.,raves in the ocean part of the model) were 
clearly reduced when waves were added to the model. 
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Figure 40. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 2N. 
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Figure 41. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 2C. 
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Figure 42. Tidal current velocities for prej etty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 2S. 
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Figure 43. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 3N. 
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Figure 44. Tidal current ve locities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at st ation 3C. 
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Figure 45. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 3S. 
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Figure 46. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 4E. 
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Figure 47. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions a t station 4C. 
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Figure 48. Tidal current velociti es for prej e tty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 4W. 
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Figure 50. Tidal current ve lociti es for pre j e tty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 5C. 
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Figure 51. Tidal current velocities for prejetty (1964) and mean tide conditions at station 5W. 
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5. The Cos t Factor. 

The solution of many engineering problems is based not only on the 
reliability of the estimate but also the cost and efforts involved. The 
costs incurred in conducting each of the model studies for Masonboro 
Inlet are as follows: 

1ne lumped parame~er mathematical model----------------$ 5,000 
(Huval and Wintergerst, 1977) 

Mathematical model------------------------------------- 23,400 
(Chen and Hembree, 1977) 

r1athematical model------------------------------------- 46,035 
(Mas ch, Brandes .• and Reagan, 1977). 

Physical model-----------------------------------------$225,000 
(Sager and Seabergh, 1977) 

The cost for the physical model represents an estimate, since Lhe physi
cal model was used to conduct other studies which were not a part of the 
comparison of numerical and physical models. TIlis shows that "(here may 
be a substantial difference in costs of carrying out tidal studies with 
the various modeling techniques. However, this discussion does not cover 
all aspects of the costs. Physical models are more suited for some prob
lems than the presently available numerical models. Conversely, numeri
cal models are superior to physical models for some purposes. Numerical 
models are neller than the physical models, and the numerical technology 
is advancing faster. A judicious combination of physical and numerical 
models will likely soon become the most economical approach. 

VIII. SUMjv{ARY, CONCLUSION, P\l'.JD RECOM~IENDATIONS 

1. Summary. 

To evaluate the state-of-the-art modeling techniques for tidal inlets, 
a physical model, a lumped parameter model, and two two-dimensional numer
ical models of Masonboro Inlet were commissioned. All four models were 
adj usted to the hydrography of September 1969, and later used 1:0 predict 
the flow with prejetty (1964) bathymetry. The lumped paramete:~ model 
could predict only the average flow in the inlet and the average tide 
for the basin at the landward end of the inlet. The other three models 
yielded estimates of both tide and current at several locations in the 
experimental basin. All models yielded tide hydrographs of substantially 
the same quality. The physical model and the two-dimensional numerical 
model developed by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977) yielded estimates 
of currents of Substillltially equal quality. The lumped parameter model 
agreed reasonably well with the average measured currents and inland 
tides of 1969, and with the predictions obtained with the physical and 
numerical models by Masch, Brandes, and Reagan for the 1964 bathymetry. 
The second numerical model by Chen and Hembree (1977) gave POOT repro
duction of the measured currents of 1969, and did not agree well with 
the predictions of the other three models for the 1964 bathymetry. 
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To extend the comparison of phys ical and numerical models, the two
dimensional shallow-water hydrodynamic equations were derived from the 
Navier-Stokes equations in Appendix B. Terms describing the interaction 
of horizontal flows with flows that are not necessarily horizontal were 
retained. The physical interpretation of each term and the conditions 
under which each term can make a significant contribution to the mean 
horizontal flow were discussed in Section II. 

The des ign of phys ical models, interpreted as analog computers, and 
the extent to \\'hich the physical models can reproduce or simulate the 
processes described by the governing equations I"ere discussed in Section 
III. This led to the surprising conclusion that the effects of radiation 
s tresses, due to wind-generated waves, on the tidal flow can be simulated 
with useful accuracy in a distorted scale physical model. Sager and 
Seabergh (in preparation, 1977) independently show that the agreement 
between the ~lasonboro Inlet model and the prototype could be improved 
by simulat ing the effect of I,aves on the tidal flow. This study I"as not 
a part of the initial plan of investigation and the contribution of \\'aves 
was not included in the comparison results by any of the models. It has 
been shown in this study (Sec. III) that the physical model could not 
simulate the effects of the earth's rotation, the atmospheric pressure 
gradient, or the wind stress; however, none of these effects were of 
great importance in ~1asonboro Inlet. TIle friction coefficient in the 
distorted scale Masonboro Inlet model must be five times as great as the 
bottom roughness in the prototype to correctly simulate the bottom-stress 
term. 

A' brief reviel~ of the literature on the numerical solution of the 
two-dimensional hydrodynamic equations indicates that the phase speed of 
waves computed by most numerical models, including the two models used 
for Masonboro Inlet, is less than the true speed. The ratio of the com
puted speed to the true speed increases with the ratio of wavelength to 
the space increment (L/~S). Small-scale phenomena with characteristic 
lengths less than four-space increments (4~S) are poorly reproduced in 
numerical models. The effects of the earth's rotation, atmospheric pres
sure gradients, and surface wind stresses can be adequately simulated in 
numerical models with little difficulty. 

The two-dimensional equations of motion were integrated in a cross
channel direction to form one-dimensional channel equations. These in 
turn were integrated along the channel axis to form a zero dimension or 
a lumped parameter model of an inlet. This mode of derivation, where 
the simplest equation is derived by systematically simplifying the most 
complete equations, revealed several discrepancies with the derivation 
of the lumped parameter model discussed in this report. 

In some practical cal culations, these mathematical errors do not 
lead to any significant error in calculated tidal heights and currents; 
in others, the errors may invalidate the technique. Procedures for de
termlnlng the situation when the original technique is valid, and for 
extending the technique when needed, are given. 
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Both physical and numerical models need to be calibrated for the 
phenomena of interest because it is impossible (in anyone model) to 
correctly model or simulate all hydrodynamic phenomena of interest in 
tidal waterw'ays. Minor adj ustments to even a well-designed model are 
generally made during model calibration to improve the agreement between 
model and prototype for known events. Al though a few guidelines have 
been established for the adjustment procedure, adjustment is usually a 
trial-and-error process. 

2. Conclusions. 

Both physical and nlllnerical models of inlets, \"hen well designed and 
properly used, can provide quantitative predictions of useful accuracy 
for hyclrodynamicphenomena. No model can provide complete accuracy for 
all phenomena of interest. In general, the physical model can provide 
more reliable predictions than the numerical model for the effect of 
small-scale phenomena; e.g., turbulence and waves on the phenomena of 
tidal scale. However, the numerical model can provide more reliable 
predictions than physical models for the effects of the earth's rotation, 
wind stress, and atmospheric pressure gradients. 

The lumped parameter model developed by Keulegan (1967) and many 
extensions of this model, including the model by Huval and Wintergerst 
(1977), contain discrepancies with the rigorous development presented in 
this report. This model yields respectable predictions for Masonboro 
Inlet in spite of the ciiscrepancies with the rigorous development pre
sented here, because the processes incorrectly described in the model 
are of only minor importance in the Hasonboro Inlet. 

The proper design or modification of models and the interpretation 
of results from both physical and numerical models require a great deal 
of specialized information and training not usually included in the train
ing or experience of engineers or other physical scientists. 1his is 
especially true for numerical models which have only recently become 
common, and new insights are gained almost every year. The application 
of models to engineering studies by engineers without recent training or 
experience in this field, is unlikely to produce optimal results and the 
results can be misleading. 

When a numerical model capable of providing the needed information 
wi th only minor modification is availab Ie, the model can generally be 
used more economically than a physical model and can be more easily 
stored for future use. 

3. Recommendations. 

a. A systematic program should be established for exploring the 
artifacts of numerical modeling of tidal hydraulics problems, developing 
solutions for such difficulties as the reduced speeds of short waves and 
evaluating the relative merits of alternative procedures. The experiences 
of meteorologists can ~erve as guides for this activity, and many of the 
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results obtained can be used with little change. The boundary conditions 
needed for coastal models are different from those used in meteorology; 
therefore, improved techniques are needed most in the field of boundary 
conditions and movable boundaries. 

b. Reports of modeling experiments should include candid discussions 
of the specific efforts to improve model-prototype calibration so that 
data are developed which will permit a systematic optimization of model 
performance. 

c. Each modeling effort involving either physical or numerical models 
should include at least one active team member with previous training and 
experience in .using the same type of model. 

d. Observations of wave direction, height, period or spectra, and 
local winds should be included with hydrographic surveys in planning 
data collection for either physical or numerical models. The data 
collection program should include observations of tidal heights or tidal 
currents at all tidal boundaries including any tidewater channels which 
leave the model in an inland direction. Tidal observations for model 
calibration and verification should be continued for at least I lunar 
month. 

e. A lumped parameter model based on the corrected equations should 
be evaluated for possible field use. 
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APPENDIX A 

Request for Proposals 

TIDAL CALCULATIONS FOR 11ASONBORO INLET, N. C. 

Introduction 

Masonboro Inlet, North Carolina, has been selected for extensive 
field, physical model, and mathematical model investigations as a 
"typical" inlet problem area. As a basic part of the investigation, the 
effectiveness of both mathematic and physical models in predicting tidal 
heights and current velocities for selected prototype conditions is to 
be determined. A physical fixed-bed model of Masonboro Inlet has been 
constructed and verified using the data of Inclosure 1. Further tests 
will be conducted to arrive at the tidal heights and current velocities 
in November 1964 and June 1967 using the inlet hydrography and jetty 
placement of those dates. Concurrently, it is desired to obtain predic
tions using existing mathematical model procedures for the same hydro
graphic conditions to be tested on the physical model. The work of Earl 
I. Brolffi (1) and G. H. Keulegan (2) is to be considered as well as other 
appropriate approaches. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the degree to which math
ematical models can be used to predict quantitatively the hydrodynamics 
(other than sediment movement) of flow through tidal inlets. This will 
be done by computing flows through a specific inlet, Masonboro Inlet, 
for which actual flow conditions are known. 

The Prototype 

Masonboro Inlet is located along the North Carolina coast north of 
the mouth of the Cape Fear River (see USC&GS Chart No. 1235). Inclosure 
2 is the portion of this chart showing the inlet area. The inlet-bay is 
an intricate complex of channels, overflow regions, and marshland. 

Work Statement 

The study is to consist of the calibration and application of a pre
viously selected lumped or discretized (one-dimensional or two-dimensional) 
mathematical model to predict the Ivater surface time-history and current 
velocities of Masonboro Inlet for two specific hydrographic conditions. 
Basically, the study will include: (a) adaptation of the previously 
selected (at the proposal stage) model to Masonboro Inlet; (b) adjustment 
of the model to allow reproduction of the prototype tides and currents 
of 12 September 1969 as shown by Inclosure 1; (c) prediction of the 
tides and currents for the additional hydrographic conditions of the 
inlet as shown by Inclosures 4 and 5 for an idealized mean and spring 
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tide in the ocean (see Inclosure 6); and (d) preparation of a final 
report describing in detail all significant phases of the study. 

JVlethodology 

The proposals to be submitted in response to the request are to con
sider each of the following possible approaches separately: 

1. Lumped approach (Keulegan) 
2. Discretized approach (one-di~ensional) 
3. Discretized approach (two-dimensional) 

Proposals may be submitted on anyone, any two, or all of these approaches 
as long as the portion on each method is kept completely separate so that 
the proposal for each separate method may be accepted or rejected on its 
own merits. Details of the first method are given in references (1) and 
(2). The second method may be any existing model such as that developed 
by Reid and Bodine (3) or Leendertse (4). The lumped model will be used 
to determine tidal response of the inner connecting channels and veloc
ities within the inlet due to a given ocean tide. The one-dimensional 
model will be used to predict water surface time-histories, the tidal 
prism, and the maximum mean (average) velocity in the inlet channel and 
interior channels. TIle two-dimensional model will be used to predict 
variation of water surface elevations and current velocities with time 
in the ocean approach, the inlet, and the interior channels. 

Mathematical Model Confirmation 

The appropriate topographic and field data are attached as Inclosure 
1. Inclosure 3 shows the location of the seven ocean tide and five cur
rent velocity stations. The mathematical model \vill be applied to 
Masonboro Inlet using given ocean tide and steady state or other initial 
conditions. The model will be adjusted and confirmed to the 1969 bottom 
survey and to given 1969 velocity and tide data (Inclosure 1). 

Mathematical Model Application 

The developed model will be applied to ~1asonboro Inlet under the 
following conditions: 

1. Preproject undeveloped inlet conditions--predict tides, tidal 
prism, and currents for November 1964 survey data (Inclosure 4) at 
locations shown in Inclosure 3. 

2. Modified inlet and north jetty--predict tides, tidal prism, and 
currents for June 1967 survey data (Inclosure 5) at locations shown in 
Inclosure 3. 
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Report Preparation 

A final report will be written on the investigation, including 
results, suggestions for mathematical model usage appropriate to other 
inlets, and a description of model development. It will include a copy 
of the program deck with a listing and adequate documentation. 

References 

1. Brown, E. I., "Inlets on Sandy Coasts," ASCE Proceedings, Vol. 54, 
Part I, February 1928, pp. 508-553. 

2. Keulegan, G. H., "Tidal Flow in Entrances: Water-Land Fluctuations 
of Basins in Communication with Seas," U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Committee on Tidal Hydraulics, Technical Bulletin No. 14, July 1967. 

3. Reid, R. 0., and Bodine, B. R., "Numerical Model for Storm Surges in 
Galveston Bay," Journal of the Waterways and Harbors Division, Proc., 
ASCE, Vol. 94, No. W1.Vl, February 1968, pp. 33-57. 

4. Leendertse, J. J., "Aspects of a Computational Model for Long-Period 
Water-Wave Propagation," The Rand Corporation, Memorandum RM-5294-PR, 
May 1967. 

Inclosures 
1. 1969 Tidal Heights, Current Velocities, and Hydrographic Survey 
2. Chart of Masonboro Inlet Area 
3. Masonboro Inlet Range and Gage Locations 
4. Hydrographic Survey for November 1964 
5. Hydrographic Survey for June 1967 
6. Ocean Tidal Elevations 
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APPENDIX B 

A DERIVATION OF THE LONG WAVE EQUATIONS 

1. General Considerations. 

Tidal flows are quasi-horizontal and nearly periodic. Periods of 
greatest importance are approximately 12 and 24 hours, but periods as 
short as 3 hours and longer than 24 hours can be identified in tidal 
theory and in the analysis of the tidal records from many locations. 
Turbulent eddies, and perhaps wind-generated waves with periods measured 
in seconds, playa secondary but nevertheless measurable role in modify
ing the flows which result from astronomical forces. Wind- generated 
currents, though not nearly so periodic, may have amplitudes and dura
tions similar to the tides. Thus, consideration of turbulence, wind
generated waves and currents is necessary to fully understand observed 
tidal flows. 

All flol,s in the ocean or the atmosphere near sea level conform to 
the Navier-Stokes equations which express the laws for the conservation 
of momentum in a viscous fluid, and to an equation for the conservation 
of mass. However, the Navier-Stokes equations are inconvenient for a 
solution of the tidal hydraulics problems because of generality. A con
venient set of equations could be derived by assuming that only the 
motions of interest occur and discarding all terms in the complete equa
tions that are not obviously important. This procedure provides the 
first approximations to a complete solution, and is adequate for many 
applications but provides no insight into the importance of the neglected 
phenomena. An indirect, but ultimately a better procedure is to filter 
the undesired motions from the fundamental equations and retain the 
terms which describe the interaction between the motions of interest and 
other motions which may accompany them. The resulting equations may be 
expressed in the form of the sum of the principal terms (which could 
have been derived directly), and groups of secondary terms which de
scribe the secondary phenomena neglected in the direct derivation. 

Some of the secondary phenomena are often highly correlated with 
the primary flows, and effects on the primary flows can often be esti
mated wi th useful accuracy from the primary flows. The nature of this 
correlation can change with changes in the character of the secondary 
flow, and may vanish altogether. Identification of secondary phenomena, 
I.hich may not be modeled properly, is useful in comparing models for the 
solution of specific problems and for estimating the confidence which 
should be placed in a specific model for the solution of a specific 
problem. 

The equations of motion can be simpli fied for astronomical tides 
and other quasi-horizontal flows of similar scale by neglecting the 
compressibility of seawater. The incompressibility approximation is 
especially useful when numerical models are considered (see Sec. IV). 
The compressibility of seawater does not have a significant effect on 
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water velocities that are less than the speed of sound, or on water 
densities unless large vertical displacements occur. Since tidal veloc
ities are 1m. and the flow is quasi-horizontal, the seawater is assumed 
incompressible in this derivation. 

separation of tidal flows from small-scale flows, such as turbulence 
and \.ind-generated waves, is more difficult. This separation is ac
complished, at least approximately, by defining a "large-scale flow" 
which is the average of the total flm1 over some element of space and 
time, and a "perturbation flow" which is the difference between the 
total flow and the 1 arge-s cale flow. Numerical mode Is can only deal 
effectively with the average flow where large averaging volumes and 
times are used (see Sec. IV). Recognizing the difference in the 
effective averaging implied by different models is essential to the 
proper interpretation of the results. 

The equations may be simplified by suppressing details of the ver
tical structure of the flow by integration of each term in each equa
tion from the bottom to the top of an identifiable fluid layer. 

The filtering techniques described here are widely used in the field 
of hydrodynamics. The development given belm. is an outgrowth of the 
derivations by Fortak (1962) and Harris (1967). 

2. The Primitive Equations. 

The equations for the conservation of mass and momentum in an incom
pressible fluid on a rotating earth may be stated as: 

au 
ax 

av 
+ -

ay 

[au au 
p - + u-at ax 

[av av 
p - + u-at dX 

[a\. a\v 
p - + u-

at ax 
a 

+ ~ = o , 
()z 

au au 
+ v- + w- - fv + ay az 

av av fu -+ v- + \1- + ay dz 

aw aw 
+ v- + w- + g -ay az 

a a 
= ax" xz + -:ayryz + ~zz 

where 

(B 1) 

f 2 w cos ~ ] = 
a a a 
~xx + -:ayr yx + az"' zx , 

f 2w sin ~J a a a 
= -:-'T + -T + -T , 

axxy ay yy elz zy 
(B2) 

f 2 (u cos ~ - v sin ~)J 
, (B3) 

u, v, w = components of velocity parallel to the X-, U-, and z-axes 

z = positive upward 
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f Coriolis parameter = 2 Q Sln ¢ 

f2 2 Q cos ¢, a second Corio1is parameter 

Q angular velocity of the earth = 7.292 x 10- 5 radians per second 

¢ = latitude 

\jJ angle between the x- axis and the east direction 

g = acceleration of gravity 

p fluid density 

TI1e components of the stress tensor are given by: 

TXX 
au 

)J- - P , ax 
au 

)1- , 
az 

av 
)J3i 

(B4) 

where )1 lS the coefficient of molecular viscosity, and p is the 
pressure. It is necessary to consider the earth's rotation in these 
equations because the period of rotation is of the same order of magni
tude as the period of the ast ronomical tides. The Coriolis terms invol v
ing ware generally omitted because of the quasi-horizontal character 
of large-scale geophysical flows. These terms are always small relative 
to the acceleration of gravity, g, and are omitted in this appendix. 

Treatment of the nonlinear terms 
fied by adding the product of u, v, 
(B1) to equation (B2) to obtain: 

in the momentum equations is simpli
and w, and p times equation 

[au a 2 a a 
fVJ 

a a a p - + -::--U- + -;:-UV + -;:-UW a;rxx + -::-'fyx + 3zT ZX at ax ay az ay (85) 

Pt
av a ~v2 a fuJ a a a + -;:-uv + + -vw + a;rxy + -::-'f + ~zy at ax ay az ay YY (B6) 

P [a\" + a a 
+ ~1!2 + gJ 

a a a -uw + -VI\' 
a;rxz + -::-'f + 3"ZT ZZ at ax ay az ay yz (B7) 

3. Separation of Large- and Small-Scale FlOh'S. 

The unnecessary details of the small-scale flow may be eliminated 
from the equations by partitioning the total flow into a mean value, 
indicated by an overbar (-), and perturbations around this mean value. 
l'fhen the upper boundary of the flOlv being investigated is exposed to the 
wind, two types of perturbations must be recognized: (a) a generally 
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organized flow due to the wind-generated waves and indicated by a tilde 
(~); and (b) a generally random flow developed in response to velocity 
gradients produced by either the mean flmoJ or the waves. This random 
perturbation is called tu~bulence and is indicated by a prime (,). Thus, 
each of the primary variables is partitioned into three components: 

u = li + U + u' v = v + V + v' 

\, = W + W + w' p p + p + p' (B8) 

The mean values are defined for an elemental area or volume and time 
interval large enough to eliminate the variability due directly to the 
um,anted small-scale features caused by \,aves and turbulence, but not 
large enough to interfere with the description of the flow of primary 
interest. 

Substitution from equation (B8) into equations (Bl) and (BS) to (B7) 
and averaging over the same elemental space and time interval will elim
inate linear terms in the perturbation quantities, but may leave products 
of perturbation variables. These products of perturbation quantities 
reveal interaction between 1 arge- and small-scale flows. The visib Ie 
wave on the water surface is a result of the velocity perturbations due 
to waves; thus, it is necessary to carry out the vertical integration 
of the equations before carrying out the second averaging operation to 
describe the complete interaction between the waves and the mean flm-J. 
The perturbations resulting from turbulence do not have such ill1 identi
fiable effect on the elevation of the water surface and the physics of 
the process is clearly revealed by completing the averaging process 
for the turbulence terms before carrying out the vertical integration. 
This procedure requires a certain lack of rigor because the character
istic periods of waves and turbulence overlap, and no completely rigor
ous means of distinguishing bet\oJeen the periods have been established. 
This lack of mathematical rigor is believed to permit a more reliable 
description of nature than could be obtained by neglecting the most 
prominent features of either waves or turbulence to obtain mathematical 
rigor. 

When surface waves are omitted, the simple form of equations (Bl) 
and (BS) to (37) may be recovered by combining the products of turbu
lence terms with the definitions of the stresses given by equation (B4). 
When treated in this manner, the products of the turbulence terms are 
generally called "Reynolds stresses", after the 3ri tish hydrodynamicist 
\-Jho first suggested the partitioning process. The following equations 
combine the Reynolds stresses \vi th the molecular stresses, and the pres
sure term is expressed on the left side of the equations, as for inviscid 
fluids. The primitive equations (31) and (B6) to (B8), when modified by 
the separation of scales of motion and prepared for vertical integration, 
give: 

() (u- + u) + ~(v + v) + L(i\' + w) 3X ()y ()z 
o (B9) 
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~t(U + u) + ~x(U + U)2 + ~y(V + v) (U + U) + ~Z(~, + W) (U + U) 

1 Cl (- + ~p) _ f(- ~) 1 [Cl 0 Cl 0 Cl 0 ] -p v + v = - -T + -::-4" +-::-4" Clx P Clx xx Cly yx 3z zx 
+ -

p 

Cl Cl Cl Cl 
3"t(v + V) + 3X(u + U) (v + v) + 3"Y(v + v) 2 + 3"Z(w + w) (V + V) 

+ 1. 
p ~y(P + Ii) + feu + u) = ~ [~Xy + ~yy + ~ZYJ 

~i (- ~ 3 (- ~) (- ~) d ~) (- ~) Cl ~ 2 - W + h') + - U + U W + \,' + -(V + V \, + W + -(w + ,<i) Clt 3x 3y 3z 

1 
+ -

p 

where 

1 3 0 
- -::-'f 
P Clx xx 

1 Cl 0 
- -::-4" 
P Clz zx 

1 Cl 0 
- -::-4" 
p Cly yy 

1 Cl 0 
- -::-4" 
p Clx xz 

1 Cl 0 
--T 
p Clz zz 

3 _ ~ 
-(p + p) + g 3z 

1 ~l3 0 Cl 0 3 0 ] P a;(TXZ + 3"?Yz + 3""?zz 

Cl [ 3u -uruj, 1 Cl 0 3 [ Clu VtUJ, \!- - -::-'f \!-
dx dx p Cly yx 3y Cly 

'"\ 

[ 3u WTll] , 1 3 0 3 [ Cl- UTY] , a = \!- ";:-T \!Cl~ -Clz 3z p Clx X'd 3x 

Cl [3- - VTV] 1 Cl 0 3 [ClV _l \! V P 3Z"Tzy \!""§Z = W 'V J 3Y 3y Clz 

Cl [3W -] 1 Cl 0 3 [Cl\~' -] = \!- - U 'WI - -::-4" \!3"Y" = V 'w' , dx Clx ' p Cly yz 3y 

3 [ClW -] = \!- - W 'w' 
dz 3 z ' 

where \! = "[.lip and is assumed to be constant. 

Each term in equations (B9) to (B12) must be integrated from the 
bottom of the fluid layer, z = Z(x,y,t), to the top of the layer, 

(BI0) 

(Bll) 

(B12) 

(B13) 

z = h (x,y, t). In a well-mixed estuary, the bottom of the fluid layer 
is the seabed and the top is the free surface. In a stratified estuary, 
at least two fluid layers must be considered, and the bottom of one layer 
is the top of the next. Al though this analysis is completed only for a 
single fluid layer, the general form is used here because it provides 
symmetry to the development without adding any complications. 

If no fluid passes through the lower and upper boundaries of the 
fluid, the boundary conditions for the vertical integration are glven by: 

dZ 3Z 3Z 
3"t + uZ3;Z + vZ"3Y 
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and 

Clh Clh Clh 
- + U7~- + v,-
Clt !"Clx nCly (1315) 

where the subscript Z or h indicates that the variab Ie is evaluated 
at z = Z or h. An overbar is used \.;lren needed to show that an average 
value of h is implied. Z is as sumed constant with respect to the 
averaging process and no fluid passes through the upper or lower 
boundaries. 

When any variable, \jJ, is expressed in the form \jJ = \jJ + \jJ, the 
average of the vertical integral may be expressed as: 

h Fi h 

J \jJ dz J 1V dz + J ~ dz + 
-
h 

(B16) 

where z1, 5 h. The averaging operator may be taken inside the first inte
gral on the right in equation (B16) because the limit of integration is 
constant with respect to the averaging operation. This is not correct 
for the second and third integrals where the upper limit has not been 
submitted to the averaging operation. The second overbar in the first 
integral may be omitted because \jj is a constant \.;i th respect to the 
averaging operation. Generally, the second overbar is not used. 

The Leibnitz rule for differentiation of an integral is essential to 
the formal integration of equations (B9) to (BI2), and may be stated as: 

h h 

J (~~) dz = ~s J \jJ dz - Hh) ~~ + HZ) ~; (B17) 

Z Z 

Application of equations (BI4) to (BI7) to the continuity equation 

(B9) yields: 
h 

cl -
Z) ~J + 

cl J [ClU 
Clv clW] -(h - + -v + -+ -+ - dz Clt Clx cly Clx cly Clz 

Z 

h 
+ J t'" clv ,0 ] o , (BI8) -+ -+ - dz Clx ely Clz 

h 
where 

h h 
1I = J u dz, V J v dz . (B19 ) 

Z Z 
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U and V are vertically averaged fluid transports parallel to the x
and y-axes. 

The first integral in equation (818) may be expanded to form: 

h h 

J [au 21V awJ d J [au av awJ d (820 ) -+ - + - Z + -+-+- z. 
ax 21Y az ax ay az 

z i1 

TIle average value of the first integral in equation (820) vanishes 
because the upper limit is a constant with respect to the averaging pro
cess and each term in the integral is linear in a perturbation quantity. 
The second integral in equation (820) may be evaluated by the Leibnitz 
rule, equation (B17), to obtain: 

a 
at(h - h) 

h 

u dz + a J 
ay 

V dz . 

TIle first term in equation (821) vanishes because it is the mean 

(B21) 

value of a linear perturbational quantity. TI1e second and third integrals 
may be evaluated by expansion as a Taylor series about z = h. Thus, these 
integrals take the form: 

au-
;! (h) 3 

a2uh 
.. .] a [~~ ieh') 2 

h ax ujih + --+ --+ 
az a z2 

av-
2~ 

a r ~ l(h) 2 2 + ~(h)3 
a viz 

... } + ay Vjih + --+ 
2 az 3! az 2 

wh~re the subscript ji indicates that the variables are evaluated at 
z = h. Note that h = h - h, uji, vh' and their derivatives are also per
turbation quantities, and the mean value of terms of odd order tends to 
vanish. The first terms are generally much larger than the third. Thus, 
with good approximation,equation (821) is given by: 

(822) 

The second integral in equation (820) has a nonzero value, even 
though the integrand has the form of a continuity equation which is ex
pected to vanish everY'"here wi thin the fluid, because the limit of inte
gration in variable and is highly correlated with the integrand. 

The third integral in equation (818) may be integratpd by expanding 
each term as a Taylor series about z = h, where h - fi = h. The average 
value of the resulting integral is: 

1 [t ~2 au(h) a ~2 "v(h) ~2 a2hl (h) ] '2 ~1 az + ~ J az + h az + smaller terms. 
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All terms in the above expression are negligibly small under most con
ditions and are not considered further. 

Equation (B18) has been derived on the assumption that no fluid 
enters Or leaves the system through horizontal boundaries. If fluid is 

added at the surface through precipitation or condensation or removed 
through evaporation, or if there is seepage through the bottom, the net 
effects of these changes must be accounted for through a source-sink 
term. This is indicated by R, on the assumption that the maximum values 
of the source-sink term will result from rainfalL Thus, the continuity 
equation may be expressed as: 

~t (h - Z) + ~ + ~V 
a ax ay 

R + [ , (B23) 

where 

E (B24) 

E can be relvritten as: 

E - - (B25) 

where s is distance along a wave ray in the direction of wave travel 
and Clh is the velocity in the direction of wave travel at z = h, due 
to the wave. It results from the correlation between the displacement of 
free surface and the horizontal fluid velocity associated with the wave. 
This transport contributes significantly to the horizontal divergence 
only in regions \.;here the wave amplitude changes rapidly in the direction 
of wave propagation, such as the shoaling and surf zones, or in regions, 
such as inlets, where the waves are modulated by the convergence or 
divergence of the mean flow. 

Formal integration of the equations for the conservation of horizon
tal momentum from the bottom to the top of a fluid layer may be accom
plished through application of equation (B14) to (B17) to obtain; 

h 
au a u2 a uv 

- fV + 
a f (u,,)2 dz -+ --+ --at hD ay 0 ax 

Z 

h h h 
a f v"u" dz + f (~) a a f + - axP dz + u dz ay at 

z z Z 
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h h h h 
a J (u)2 dz + 

a J uv dz J (~) ~ dz - f J ~ + + v ax ay ax 
z z z Z 

h h h h 
a J u dz + 

a J u2 dz + 
d J dz - f J dz + uv v at ax ay 

h h h h 

h h 

+ J 1.. ~ dz J (~) [~x ~xx a 0 a 0 J 
p ax + ayTyx + ~zx dz; 

h z 

h 
a\' " a 
-+ ~JV + ~V2 + fU + J u"v" dz at 

where 

ax ay ax 
z 

h h h 
d J (v")2 dz + J (i) ~ dz + 

a J v dz + -
ay at 

z z Z 

h h h h 
a J a J (V) 2 dz + J G) a~ 

J + - uv dz + - ~+ f u dz ax ay ay 
z z z z 

h h h h 

+ L J v dz + L J 
at ax _ 

h 

uv dz + ~y J y2 dz + f f 
fi 11 

u dz 

h 

h h ! m [:x~xy + ~yy + ~ZYJ dz • + f (i) * dz 
h 

u" 

v" v 

o = h 

U 

n 
V 

o 

Z = total depth. 
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Evaluation of equations (B26) and (B27) requires the vertical inte
gral of the products (l/p) dp/dX and (l/p) dp/dY, where p may be a 
function of z and, as yet, p is undefined. An expression of p(z) 
may be obtained by integrating the equation for the conservation of 
vertical momentum from an arbitrary value of z to the top of the layer. 
The possible variation of densi ty \vith z may be accounted for approxi-
mately by means of the identity, ' 

1 (l) ( _ ~ + (~)2 _ ) _ 1 = = .•• 0 , 

p p p 
(B29) 

p 

where 

h 

P '" fr f p dz , 
Z 

and 

pI! = P _ P 

Since a well-mixed fluid layer is assumed, it is permissible to neglect 
(pll)2/ p3, and pl!/p2 may be neglected in a first approximation. Since 
the error term is retained, a later correction can possibly be estimated 
if needed. 

In developing an expression for the mean pressure through integration 
of the equation for vertical momentum, it is permissible to neglect all 
expressions involving the mean vertical velocity because of the quasi
horizontal nature of the mean flow. By combining equation (829) with 
equations (B14) to (B17) and neglecting the mean vertical velocity, 
equation (B12) may be integrated to obtain: 

h 

w dz + d f uw dz dX 
z 

d 
+ -

dy 

h 

h 

f vw dz - (w); Ci\ - p) 

z 

+ g(h - z) f (l) [~~xz + ~yOyz + ~zozzl dz 
p oX a a J 

z 

h 

f p" d 
--n dz p2 d zt' 

z 

z S h 
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By rearranging terms in equation (830) and applying the averaging 
operator, the desired expression for the mean pressure may be obtained 
in the form: 

(}) P g (h- z) + (t) Ph - (w) 2 z + E z (831) 

where 

h h h 

Ez 
a f dz + 

a f uw dz + 
a f vw dz = w at ax a)' 

z z z 

h h 

f G';) ~d f a 0 a 0 a 0 
dz . + az z + axTXZ + -::-lyz +az'zz ay 

z z 

(832) 

The first term on the right in equation (831) is the familiar hydro
static equation due to the weight of the water above z; the second 
term is the atmospheric pressure. The third term is a negative dynamic 
term due to the vertical velocity at height, z, resulting from wave 
motion, and the fourth term, Ez , represents closure terms which can be 
neglected almost everywhere. 

It is sufficient to consider the first integral in equation (832) 
only for the interval, h to h, because it is a linear perturbation 
term and the average value within fixed limits of integration vanishes. 
The development of equation (825) shows that the integral can b~obtained 
from the first terms in a Taylor series expansion in the form hW. Thi s 
term vanishes almost everywhere because of the usual 90° phase shift 
between the vertical displacement of the free surface and the vertical 
velocity due to gravity waves. The mean values of the second and third 
integrals vanish almost everwhere because of the usual 90° phase shift 
between the horizontal and vertical velocity components due to gravity 
waves. The fourth integral is always small because of the assumption of 
a well-mixed fluid layer. 

In considering the final integral, a substitution for the stress 
terms from equation (813) will be necessary. When the mean component 
of the vertical velocity is neglected, the required expression has the 
form: 

-
h 

f (~'W' + ~'w') dz + (w,)2 _ (\~,)2 
ax ay h z 

z 

(833) 

The integrand in equation (833) represents the gradient of the tur
bulent Reynolds stress terms involving vertical velocity and the 
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horizontal velocity in the direction of flow. These Reynolds stresses 
are generated by the vertical shear in the horizontal mean flow. Signif
icant values of this gradient can occur only with large values of the 
curvature in the mean flow, such as at sharp bends in a channel. The 
term, (w I)~, represents the effect of that part of the roughness of 
the free surface that is generated by turbulence in the water. Signi
ficant values rarely occur. The final term is the vertical component 
of the turbulent velocity at the seabed, and can also be neglected 
almost everywhere. Since the pressure enters equations (B26) and (B27) 
only in the form of horizontal gradients, and all terms in equation 
(B32) have been shown to be small, equation (B3l) is taken as an adequate 

expression for p in the further consideration of equat~ons (B26) and 
(B27). Substitution of the vertically averaged density p for p in 
equations (B26) and (B27) permits the application of equation (B16) to 
be vertical integration of the pressure gradient terms. Thus, 

h 

f (~) a ay p dz -

Z 

h 

~x J 
z 

h 

(}) ~y f 
z 

az ah 
p d z + p Zax - Ph ax ' 

az p dz + pzay 

(B34 ) 

(B35) 

The vertical integral of the pressure may be computed from equation (B3l) 
as: 

h 

(}) g[D2 + i12] + (t) PhD - f w2 
dz 

. Z 

(B36) 

where terms which vanish in the mean have been eliminated. Terms 1n the 

perturbation of the atmospheric pressure, p', due to the weight of the 
air column between the wave trough and the wave crest, are not given, 

because the ratio of air and water densities is so low as to make the 
perturbation of the atmospheric pressure at the water surface trivial. 
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By combining equation (B36) with equations (B34) and (B35), the mean 
vertically integrated pressure gradient terms are obtained in the form: 

h 

f (~)b dz ~ (~) 
ClPh 

'" g Clx + ~ 
Z 

h 

+ (i) Cl ~2 Cl f w2 dz - ~2~ gtxh Clx w 
Cly 

(B37) 

Z 

h 
ClPh f (~) Cl dz ~ (~) ClyP '" g Cly + ~ 

Z 

h 

+ (i) Cl ""'2 Cl f 'W2 dz - W2 ClZ 
gat -

Cly z Cly (B38) 

Z 

In equations (B26) and (B27), the linear perturbation terms contri
bute to the vertical integral only from the region h to h, and the 
quadratic terms contribute only from the region Z to h as in the 
derivation of equation (B25). All integrals from h to h may be 
carried out through Taylor series expansions as with equation (B25). 
By considering these principles and using equations (B37) and (B38), the 
horizontal transport equatlons may be expressed as: 

ClU Cl U2 Cl UV Clh 
+ - - + - - - fV + gO-:--

3t Clx 0 Cly D vClx 
Clp 

+ (t) ~ = (~) [(~ZX)h - ~)zJ 
ClV + ~ UV + ~ V2 

+ fU + g~ 
Clr Clx 0 Cly 0 Cly 

Clp 

+ (t) ~ = (t) [(Qh - (QvJ 

(B39) 

(B40) 

-0- -0-

where (Tzx)h and (Tzy)h are the mean horizontal stresses parallel to the 
-0- -o-

x- and y-axes in the upper boundary of the fluid, (Tzx)h and (Tzy)h are 
normally taken as the "lind stress on the water and are evaluated as 

0- 0-----
runc"Lions of the wind velocity, and (TZX)Z and (Tzy)Z are the mean 

horizontal stresses parallel to the x- and y-axes at the bottom of the 
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fluid layer. These stresses are normally taken as the friction betvJeen 
the water and the seabed, and are usually evaluated as functions of the 
mean flow velocity. 

Sxt and Syt are the molecular and turbulent stresses experienced by 
the interior of the fluid layer, where 

-
h 

:: f ~(l) d dU L P Wax 
z 

h 

f [(t) k~~ 
z 

~(UI)2 + (_pl\ ~dU _ ~rvrJ dz , 
dX ) dy dy dy 

(1341 ) 

d -,-, (1) d dV d (----;-) 2J d - -;:--U v + - -;;-:-:1..1- - - v z . dX p dy dy dy (B42) 

The molecular stresses may dominate in equations (B41) and (B42) within 
a few millimeters of a solid surface. The turbulent stresses are domi
nant in the interior of the fluid, and act to smooth the flow in a hori
zontal plane in the above equations. Velocity shears due either to the 
mean flow or waves contribute to the development of turbulence. 

Sxw and Syw, given by: 

-
h 

SXlJ ~x f 
z 

-
h 

Syw d f dy (W)2 dz + (}) g~/h)2 
z 

-
h 

+ ~ f uv dz dy 
z 

h 

+ d f uv dz , dX 
z 

(B43) 

(B44) 

have been called radiation stresses by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962, 
1963, 1964), and are due entirely to the Reynolds stresses generated by 
gravity waves. 

The terms, 

+ - ~l U + ~l vu -d ~d t::'2-2 d l::'2--~ 
d z dX dy 

+ ~2~ + (~ J r11q + (11) 2~ dPh] + ~2 (Li + u") dU" 
2 dX fi/LdX dZ dX dX dz 

" " ,,)QV 
U -- + dZ 
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S'10 ~11nr + 'h2 bV] + ~r~2va + ~2-21 
tJ 3 t L 3 z] 3 z L3 Y 3 Y v ..I 

+ f~u + 'h2 3ul + ~2~ + (l.)[ilQ + h2~ aphl 
L 3~ Z3y P 3y 3z ay j 

+ ~2 (u + u")-- + (v + v")-- + ~2 (v + v")~ 3 -;:;::;- [ 3v" 3U"J 3 -;:;::;- 3 " 
3x 3z 3z 3y 3z 

(B46) 

are additional stresses resulting from waves that have not been studied 
in detail. Each of these stress terms is proportional to the wave ampli
tude squared. In general, a decrease in the ",ave amplitude ,,,i th time or 
in the direction of wave propagation causes an increase in the momentum 
in the direction of ",ave propagation. These groups of perturbation terms 
are generally smaller than the radiation st res ses, and can generally be 
neglected relative to the uncertainti es in the radiation and turbulence 
stresses . lJowever, unrecognized existence of these terms could lead to 
poor reproduction of radiation stresses in experimental studies. The 
final term in each equation can be neglected because of the small pressure 
difference in the atmosphere bet\"reen \"ave crest and trough, and because 
of the 90° phase shift between the displacement of the free surface and 
the horizontal gradient of the ",ave-induced pressure. 

Sxv and Syv are given by: 
-
h h 

3 J (u,,)2 dz + 3 J u"v" dz Sxv ::: 
3y 

, 
3x 

(B47) 

Z Z 

- h h 
3 J u"v" dz + 

3 J (v,,)2 dz Svv 3x 3y '-' 

(MS) 

Z Z 

These terms arise because the advective t e rms given by equations (B39) 
and (B40) represent only the contribution from the vertically averaged 
velocity. In reality, th e horizontal velocity is a function of z. 
The current speed generally increas e s \"i th distance from the bottom. 
The integrals of (u") 2 and (v") 2 act as stresses, similar to the \-Jind, 
turbulence, and radiation stresses previously discussed. Since only the 
gradients of these stresses affect the momentum balance, these terms can 
playa significant role, only when the gradi ents are large o In general, 
these terms \.,rill become large only \,'h en the flOl" is constrained; e.g., 
when the current passes through a channel connecting two bodies of water. 
A tidal inlet is such a channel, and these terms make a significant con
tribution to the momentum balance at the entrance or exit of a tidal 
inlet, especially when the depth of the inlet is less than that of the 
ocean or the bay near the inlet. No measured data which could be used to 
determine the importance of this term are knowno 
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APPENDIX C 

A DERIVATION OF THE ONE-DHIENSIONAL OR CHAt\lNEL EQUATIONS 

Equations governing the flow of quasi-steady currents or long waves 
in a channel may be formed by choosing the x-axis to parallel as closely 
as possible to the axis of the channel, and to integrate each term in the 
long wave equations (1) and (3), with respect to y to obtain equations 
governing the flo\'! in a channel of variable cross section. Each term in 
the integrated equation must be a function of x and t on ly. There
fore, each term is integrated or averaged over the cross section for spe
cific values of x and t. Closure terms, generally neglected when 
fundamental equations are bui 1 t up from the minimum number of terms, are 
defined. The closure terms are negligible in many practical problems. 
Equations (1) and (B39) may be arranged and expressed as an integral in 
the form: 

Y2 

f J V dy 

Y1 

[s - s - S 
xt XI.J xo - S ] dy . xv CC1) 

The Leibnitz rule for the differentation of an integral (eq. B17) 
can be used to integrate the first integral in equation (C1) in the 
form: 

[
aU + 
at 

a u2 
--+ axD 

a uv] -- dy 
ay 0 

Y2 
+ ~x J [Ou,,2 + 2uD"U" + 0" CU") 2 ] dy , (C2) 

Y1 
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where 

Y2 

J 0 ely 

Y1 

is the cross-sectional area of the inlet at position x along the channel 
at tiP1e,t. 

Y2 

u(x,t) == Ac1 JUdY 
Y1 

Y2 h 

Ac 1 J J u dz dy , 

Y 1 0 

u"(x,y,z,t) == u(x,y,z,t) - u(x,t). 

A double overbar (=) is used here to indicate a cross-sectional 
average. Double primes (,,) are used to indicate deviations from the 

cross-sectional average of functions which vary with depth, or deviation 

from the cross-channel mean of functions independent of z. Closure 
terms are retained in compact form as, the goal of this development is to 
show a generalized, but relatively simple extension of the lumped param
eter inlet model of Keulegan (1967). 

The second integral in equation (Cl) may be expressed as: 

\"here 

h 

h" 

b 

A ah Oh" (Y1) ~ _ h" (y ) aY2 
ca;( + ax 2 ax 

Y2 
Ac b- 1 f h dy, 0 b 

Y1 

h h 0" = D - 0 

b(x) = Y2 (x) 

Y2 
+ J O"ah" d ax y 

and Yl(x) and y2 (x) are the sides of the channel. 
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The third integral in equation (Cl) may be expressed as: 

Y2 

(_pI) J (TZX)Z dy 

Yl 

b (_pI) (-) TZX Z (C4) 

\,here 
Y2 

(TZX)Z b- 1 J (TZX)Z dy 

Y1 

is the average value of the bottom and internal stress for an assigned 
value of x and t. 

The first integral on the right in equation (Cl) may be expressed as: 

Y2 
fAc/J, v = A;l J V dy 

Y1 

(C5) 

where v lS the average cross-sectional value of the flow nomal to the 
channel axis. This will vanish if the cross-channel flow is synunetric 
with respect to the centerline of the channel. 

The second integral on the right expresses the contribution of the 
atmosphere to the momentum of the water. The variation of these forces 
across a typical inlet for the time periods of importance in tidal prob
lems is so small that the point values may be treated as means, and the 
integral may be expressed as: 

Y2 

J -(t) (C6) 

Yl 

The first term on the right in equation (C6) expresses the wind 
stress. Although wind stress cannot be predicted long in advance and is 
usually neglected, it can be significant. The second term, the atmos
pheric pressure gradient, is nearly always negligibly small. 

The third term on the right in equation (C1) is the cross-channel 
integral of the closure terms of the two-dimensional equations (see 
Sec. II and App. B). 

\~en v and the perturbation terms are neglected, and the relation 
between bottom stress and velocity is considered, the only remaining 
terms of potential significance in equation (2) and (B40) are 

~ = (l-) g ay p 
(C7) 
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Division by gD yields: 

(l/p) (TZY)h 

gD 

-fU 
+ Syt - Swx - Syo - Syv (C8) 

gD 

Equation (C8) expresses the cross-channel slope as a function of the 
cross-channel wind stress, the rotation of the earth, the water depth, 
and the closure terms. The equation is rarely used in investigations of 
channel flow where cross-sectional averages are considered. However, 
it may be useful in estimating the probable error in using point measure
ments of water surface elevations as estimates of the cross-channel mean 
surface elevation. 

The continuity equation for channel flow, obtained by cross-channel 
integration of equations (3) and (B23), takes the form: 

Y2 f (R + E) dy . (C9) 

Yl 

The one-dimensional transport equation obtained by substitution from 
equations (C2) to (C6) into equation (Cl) is: 

y 

f2 ~ B. + LA u 2 + gA ~ + 
at c ax c cax 

+ 2uO"U" + 0"(u,,)2 dy 

Yl 

Y2 

(TZJ;)Z dy (CIO) 

~Yl aY2 J. [Sxt - SXUJ - Sxo - Sxv] dy - Dh"(Yl) 3x - h"(Y2) ax . (Cll) 

The remainder term, Rc, contains all terms which appear when the 
one-dimensional equations are derived, without approximation, from 
the three-dimensional equations, but which are generally neglected in 
the one-dimensional momentum equation. 

At times it is more convenient to work with the equations for the 
mean flow rather than the equations for total transport. The differential 
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equation for the mean flow in a channel may be obtained from equation 
(ClO) by differentiation of the product terms to obtain: 

The bracketed term 
side of equation (C9). 
u times equation (C9) 

JU 1 a =2 ah 1 at + 2" a;cu + ga-x + Ac 

Y2 

f -[aAc a -J ('ZX)Z dy + U at + a1'cu = (C12) 

in the above equation is identical with the left 
Thus, this term may be eliminated by subtracting 

from equation (C12). Further division by A yields: 

dyl (C13) 

The continuity equation in the proper form for computing the mean 
£10\" may be obtained by express ing Ac as Ac = iSb in -equation (C9), 
differentiating product terms and dividing each term by b, the width 
of the channel, to obtain: 

v 
• 2 

f is ~ab =ab] (R + E) dy - - - + u-b at ax' 
(C14) 

In most applicat~ons, az/at = 0, and the terms on the right are 
neglected. If also h« Z, the equation may be linearized to obtain the 
more familiar form: 

ah 
-+ 
at 

aOll ax = 0 , (C15) 

where 0 in the case is the difference between Z and the mean water 
level. 
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